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CEO’s Foreword

Corruption is not just about asking for bribes and embezzlement of funds. It is about influence: specifically who has it and how they use it. It is often about bending law and policy to serve the few—well-organized, wealthy, or well-connected—rather than the engaged citizen. This makes it harder, for example, to enact measures to reign in inequality, protect democracy, and fight climate change.

This report is a first in many ways. It begins to shine a light on just how much we know—or do not know—about who influences the decisions impacting public policies and who benefits from those decisions. Unprecedented in its scope and scale, it maps out how far many countries have come and, perhaps more importantly, how far they still have to go. The difficult reality explored in this report is that, when decisions are made, far too many communities around the world still do not know who provided their opinions, which voices counted, and whether they contributed to unethical or even illegal outcomes.

This report seeks a very different, more inclusive, vision of the world—one in which everyone has access to decision-making and a pathway to influence, not just the wealthy and well-connected. This is the world the OGP community is working towards.

However, realizing a bold, more equitable vision like this requires much more than additional data and awareness of the challenges. It requires looking at the data in innovative, new ways—including determining the links between leaders and citizens, across borders, and among the public agencies and institutions. Too often, these revelatory links between people, data, and anti-corruption institutions are weak. They may be broken, they may be missing, and in many cases they have never even existed. This report aims to help mend these broken links—and where necessary build new ones—with the hope of developing and sustaining much less polarizing societies, those in which a breadth of experiences and perspectives contributes to more meaningful, inclusive outcomes.

While there is a lot of work to be done, we are by no means starting from nothing. For more than a decade, reformers around the world have been working to make their governments more open and responsive. This includes identifying and combating corruption. This report captures many of these innovative strategies and areas of focus, including: making politics more transparent; publishing essential, high-value data; and making contracts more transparent by ending anonymous company ownership.

We at the OGP Support Unit produced this report, building on the work of partners around the world, to better inform and support your own reforms—whether as a benchmark, as a development blueprint, as a peer resource of lessons learned, or simply as a source of inspiration.

We have much work to do together.

Sanjay Pradhan
CEO, Open Government Partnership
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
**TABLE 1. Policy areas covered in this report**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset Disclosure</td>
<td>Data on assets, liabilities, and finances of elected and senior-appointed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>officials and associates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Finance</td>
<td>Data on financial flows to and from political parties, candidates, and third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>parties, including income, expenses, and donations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Beneficial Ownership</td>
<td>Data on people who own, control, or benefit from companies, including the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nature and size of the interest they hold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Ownership and Tenure</td>
<td>Data on who owns land and the type of tenure — including state, communal,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and open access lands. Land is a subject of major policy decisions and a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>means of hiding illicit enrichment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Procurement</td>
<td>Data on the purchase of goods, services, and public works, including names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of suppliers, dates, costs, and details on each stage of the contracting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying</td>
<td>Data on who influences policies and decisions, including details of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>interactions with public officials such as dates and times, topics, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>money spent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to Information (RTI) Performance</td>
<td>Data on the implementation of RTI laws, including the number of requests,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>delays, denials, and appeals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulemaking</td>
<td>Data on the process of drafting regulations, including proposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>regulations, public comments, reasoned responses, final regulations, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>justifications, and challenges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>Data on the linkages between datasets, such as through common identifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for companies, legislation and regulation, public officials, and lobbyists.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Background**

In March 2022, Czech prosecutors announced that former Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babiš would face charges of fraud for allegedly pocketing millions of euros in EU agricultural subsidies. This marks another high-profile case of potential political corruption — and it adds to a growing global trend that threatens to skew resources and policies away from the common good, perpetuating inequality and undermining democracy. So what can be done? What will ensure that governments serve the public interest rather than the affluent or well-connected few?

The answer is that no single reform is enough. Several layers of accountability are needed, from independent oversight bodies to investigative journalists and an active civil society. However, one fundamental, underlying layer must always be present: making information public through open data. Open data on how decisions are made, what officials own, and whose interests they serve can shine a light on political corruption and help make political systems fairer and more inclusive.

This report identifies both where these countries are doing well and where they need to improve — examining, for example, which governments disclose who lobbies them; whether political parties and candidates reveal their donors; and whether the public is able to see who owns anonymous companies so often used to launder money. The report explores these critical areas and others, identifying trends at the country, regional, and global levels.

However, the report does not stop at what data needs to be made public. It looks at the measures needed to further link to people and other important data, creating a chain of accountability. The public and institutions working together give data its power. That is why this report is called Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption. As the case of Andrej Babis shows, no single dataset, actor, or sector can alone solve the problem of corruption. But linked together — across borders, levels of government, and parts of society — data becomes a powerful and a fundamental means for change.
Global Findings

Five Key Gaps

In its most simple terms, this report shows that very few countries actually publish the most important data to counter political corruption. Where public datasets exist, they are isolated and disconnected from others that would reveal the flow of funds and influence. These global challenges can be summarized in the form of five key data gaps: collection, publication, high-value elements, usability, and interoperability:

- **Collection gaps:** Many countries do not have laws or regulations mandating the collection of data, most notably as it relates to lobbying, but in other areas as well. Many high-value pieces of information, in particular, are not collected. For example, although all OGP countries require public officials to submit asset declarations, fewer than half require the same for other politically exposed persons, like spouses and family members.

- **Publication gaps:** Many countries do not publish any data, even if data collection is legally required. For instance, only about one in three OGP countries publish any data on beneficial owners, despite most requiring it be collected. Across nearly all policy areas, the countries that mandate data collection far outnumber those that actually publish any data.

- **High-value data gaps:** Publishing data is not inherently useful; the data must include high-value elements that enable effective oversight. For example, although most OGP countries publish data on tenders and awards for public contracts, few publish information on contract implementation. Similarly, most OGP countries publish basic political finance data, but few clearly identify donors to political parties and candidates.

- **Usability gaps:** Few datasets meet open data standards. Although most datasets are available at no cost, most are not regularly updated or available in structured formats (as opposed to scanned forms and documents). This means that, even where available online, existing data is difficult to analyze.

- **Interoperability gaps:** Combining datasets across policy areas increases the effectiveness of any single dataset. In the Babiš case, a series of linked datasets were used to identify the alleged fraud, including data on company ownership, land tenure, subsidies, and public contracts. However, most datasets lack common identifiers for companies, legislation, politicians, or lobbyists that would more easily enable identifying networks of corruption or undue influence. It is also important for people and institutions to exchange information, especially across sectors. As the cases in this report also show, the links between journalists, accountability institutions, and civil society organizations make all the difference in combating corruption.

Many OGP members like Nigeria are using their action plans to publish company beneficial ownership information according to open data principles. Dr. Gloria Ahmed, National Coordinator of OGP Nigeria, speaks at the presentation of Nigeria’s beneficial ownership register. Photo by OGP.
Policy Area Findings

Varying Levels of Maturity

The global data gaps exist to varying extents depending on the policy area. For example, most OGP countries (96 percent) publish at least some public procurement data online, and most of these datasets include high-value elements in open data formats (see Table 2). On the other end of the spectrum, only a quarter of OGP countries publish any lobbying data, with even fewer legally requiring its collection. Levels of maturity, therefore, vary significantly by policy area.

TABLE 2. Varying levels of open data maturity by policy area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Summary of Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset Disclosure</td>
<td>Most datasets include income, assets, and liabilities of certain public officials, but few cover close family members or significant changes over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Finance</td>
<td>Two-thirds of datasets include income and spending of political parties and candidates, but few datasets cover assets and liabilities or clearly identify donors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Beneficial Ownership</td>
<td>Most datasets include unique identifiers for companies and clearly identify owners, but few datasets specify the financial interests held.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Ownership and Tenure</td>
<td>About half of datasets cover different types of land tenure. Only one-third include information about beneficiaries of land tenure and their rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Procurement</td>
<td>Most datasets include contract descriptions, costs, and dates, but few countries publish data on contract implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying</td>
<td>Half of available datasets include the topic and goals of interactions. Fewer than a quarter include dates or the amount of money spent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTI Performance</td>
<td>Most datasets specify the number of requests submitted, but fewer than half cover delays, materials withheld and reasons for withholding, or appeals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulemaking</td>
<td>Fewer than half of datasets include proposed regulations, and fewer than a quarter cover final regulations, public comments, or supporting documentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>Most assessed OGP countries do not have common identifiers for the simple reason that they do not publish the relevant datasets. Where datasets are available, some employ useful common indicators, most frequently around companies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data alone, however, is not enough to counter political corruption. Even data that includes high-value elements and is published online in reusable formats must be accompanied by other layers of accountability policies. For this reason, each policy area module in this report includes a “Beyond open data” section that outlines complementary steps needed to achieve impact. Among other reforms, these sections underscore the importance of citizen engagement and monitoring, robust regulatory environments, and independent oversight mechanisms for verification and enforcement.

One exception is the publication of high-value data, as it is largely absent across all policy areas. These high-value elements are different for each policy area and critical for accountability. For example, most OGP countries publish which goods and services are being procured, but very few publish information on spending against contracts, which is essential for monitoring results. Table 3 summarizes which high-value elements are, and are not, generally available for each policy area.

TABLE 3. Availability of high-value elements by policy area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Summary of Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset Disclosure</td>
<td>Most datasets include income, assets, and liabilities of certain public officials, but few cover close family members or significant changes over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Finance</td>
<td>Two-thirds of datasets include income and spending of political parties and candidates, but few datasets cover assets and liabilities or clearly identify donors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Beneficial Ownership</td>
<td>Most datasets include unique identifiers for companies and clearly identify owners, but few datasets specify the financial interests held.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Ownership and Tenure</td>
<td>About half of datasets cover different types of land tenure. Only one-third include information about beneficiaries of land tenure and their rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Procurement</td>
<td>Most datasets include contract descriptions, costs, and dates, but few countries publish data on contract implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying</td>
<td>Half of available datasets include the topic and goals of interactions. Fewer than a quarter include dates or the amount of money spent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTI Performance</td>
<td>Most datasets specify the number of requests submitted, but fewer than half cover delays, materials withheld and reasons for withholding, or appeals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulemaking</td>
<td>Fewer than half of datasets include proposed regulations, and fewer than a quarter cover final regulations, public comments, or supporting documentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>Most assessed OGP countries do not have common identifiers for the simple reason that they do not publish the relevant datasets. Where datasets are available, some employ useful common indicators, most frequently around companies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A majority of high-value data elements are available online. See Annex for list of high-value data elements.

Published data meets most of the following standards: free, timely, machine-readable, openly licensed, bulk downloadable.
Regional Findings

Innovating New Links

Just as the five global data gaps are found across all regions, so too are stories of innovative reforms. Each regional module in this report covers not only the state of open data against political corruption in the region, but also an overview of reforms advanced through the OGP platform and examples of regional innovations. These findings are summarized here.

**Europe**

European countries publish data in some form across most of the policy areas reviewed. Areas for improvement include publishing more high-value information, publishing data in usable formats, and making datasets interoperable through common identifiers. Several OGP commitments from the region have achieved transformative results, but more commitments are needed, with the exception of procurement, each policy area remains unaddressed in OGP by over half of countries in the region.

**Asia and the Pacific**

Many countries in the region lack publicly available data for multiple policy areas, particularly beneficial ownership and lobbying. OGP members are making commitments in their OGP action plans to address these challenges, but translating them into results through effective implementation has been difficult, especially around procurement and asset disclosure. Examples of regional innovations in these areas show the way forward.

**Americas**

The median OGP country in the Americas publishes data for most of the policy areas reviewed. Challenges include improving the usability of data and publishing high-value information like common identifiers that enable linking datasets. Nearly every OGP country in the region has advanced procurement reforms through OGP — with many achieving significant results. More commitments are needed in other areas, like beneficial ownership transparency and asset disclosure.

**Africa and the Middle East**

OGP members in the region are making some of the most ambitious commitments in OGP action plans, particularly around company beneficial ownership transparency and land ownership transparency. However, data publication remains an important challenge. Fewer than one-quarter of countries in the region publish data related to each policy area, with the exception of public procurement. Ensuring that legal frameworks mandate both data collection and publication is an important avenue for future reforms.
Country Findings

Areas for Action

Although political corruption is a global problem that requires solutions across borders, implementation of reforms begins at the domestic level. Therefore, this report includes country modules that visualize the state of open data against political corruption in each country. These modules enable reformers to compare themselves to other countries, identify actionable areas for improvement, and find specific datasets that can be improved.

Like the rest of the report, these modules also emphasize learning from the experiences of others. Specifically, the modules spotlight examples of promising initiatives to inspire the adoption and adoption of high-impact reforms around the world. These spotlights mirror the longer-form Lessons from Reformers included throughout the report and showcase the diversity of efforts that countries are undertaking to counter political corruption (see Table 4).

TABLE 4. Lessons from reformers come from every corner of the world

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Lessons from Reformers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asset Disclosure</strong></td>
<td>Georgia has implemented an independent monitoring system for public officials’ asset declarations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paraguayan civil society launched an online portal during the pandemic that enables citizens to flag government data irregularities to auditors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ukraine has had a long journey of mandating, publishing, and prosecuting violations of asset disclosure data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political Finance</strong></td>
<td>Croatian civil society developed a database that enables searching and comparing donors, campaign expenses, media discounts, and social media expenses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panama, as part of its OGP action plan, created a public, user-friendly database to monitor the funding of political parties by the electoral authority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Company Beneficial Ownership</strong></td>
<td>Kenya, as part of its OGP action plan, passed a law requiring companies to keep a register of its members, including beneficial owners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armenia amended existing legislation to require that beneficial ownership information be included in a public register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portugal implemented its public beneficial ownership register in 2019, and by January 2021, nearly half a million companies had registered their beneficial owners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ghana implemented an electronic beneficial ownership register in 2019 and is using its OGP action plan to improve the quality and accessibility of the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land Ownership and Tenure</strong></td>
<td>Liberia has improved the openness of land management through recent OGP action plans, including by making land information and data publicly available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uruguay has improved the openness of its cadastre through its OGP action plans, such as by improving citizen engagement through an online portal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Policy Area | Lessons from Reformers
---|---
Public Procurement | Finland, as part of its OGP action plan, published procurement data through an open access service that emphasizes accessibility and usability for citizens.
Lobbying | Colombia is implementing open contracting reforms that improve competition and increase suppliers in the public procurement market.
Right to Information Performance | Chile enacted legislation in 2014 to modernize its system of lobbying and used its second OGP action plan to implement and monitor the legislation.
Rulemaking | Uruguay used its OGP action plan to set up an online system to track requests for information and more recently committed to implementing a system to evaluate websites of reporting entities to improve the quality of information.
Interoperability | The United States, as part of its 2013 OGP action plan, committed to moving toward a more interoperable and public data system. By 2022, the US government has implemented a single, publicly owned, nonproprietary common identifier for all contracting companies.

Moving Forward

This Broken Links report is about more than data. It is about countries challenging one another to improve. This requires advocates and reformers inside and outside of government to continue to push to release data, reform institutions, and forge relationships that can help stem corruption. This can be supported through commitments in OGP action plans and in other international fora along with other reformers from around the world. If cannot, however, work in isolation. The links in the chain of accountability that are broken, have gone missing, or have never existed will need the cooperation of many — across borders, across parts and levels of government, across parts of society — to be mended and put into action.
At the time of writing (mid-2022) the European Commission has closed its case against the Czech Republic, finding it liable for misallocating millions of euros in subsidies ("European Commission," 2022). Now, former Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babiš is currently facing charges of fraud in his country for pocketing millions of euros in EU agricultural subsidies (AP, 2022). This marks another high-profile case of potential political corruption and abuse of power—reaffirming the importance of transparency to hold elected officials accountable (see Following the Money: The Case of Andrej Babiš on the next page).

More specifically, the Babiš case points to the need for data about elected officials—accessible, public data about what they own and with whom they may be working. It also highlights the active role of civil society organizations and watchdogs in tracking money across borders, which is only possible when the data itself is open across borders.

The Babiš case is not unique and is indicative of a troubling corruption at the top of many political systems. Powerful politicians and influencers who commit crimes often use international financial tools to enrich themselves, then pour that money back into their campaigns to tip elections in their favor.

The solution to political corruption must focus on improving political systems. Democratic politics may be messy and contentious, but they need clear, transparent rules and strong standards for compliance with the law. People need to know who their governments listen to when making laws and policies, who pays for political campaigns, and who benefits from political decisions. Publicly available open data is an essential part of this.

Additionally, solutions require more than one dataset. Multiple interoperable datasets can help identify suspicious activity. The Babiš case included beneficial ownership of companies, land registries, subsidies data, and public contracts.

Data alone is not enough to combat corruption. Paired with strong enforcement institutions and active civil society organizations, this data helps the world to stand a better chance of turning back the wave of autocratization and the growing sense of grand corruption.

That is what this report, Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption, is about. The title, “Broken Links,” refers to missing data essential to understanding how politics works in each system. The subtitle reflects the focus of the report—open data—while acknowledging that it is one tool of many necessary to fix the problem.

Over three years in the making, the report examines the use of data systems to protect democracies from corruption and undue influence—or, more specifically, how these data systems are (or are not) built to address corruption. And it builds on research by experts worldwide, led by the Global Data Barometer team at the Latin America Open Data Institute.

The report goes beyond an assessment of the state of play, however. By showcasing promising reforms, offering practical recommendations, and identifying guidance for effective implementation, it can also help reformers close existing gaps. Concretely, the report aims to be a tool for countries to compare themselves with one another, share lessons learned, and adapt high-impact reforms to their contexts. In that sense, the report serves not only as a benchmark as to where anti-corruption data stands in the third decade of the millennium, but as a resource for where it could go in the next.
This investigation was the product of collaboration between not-for-profit organizations, journalists, and other public officials. For example, the Transparency International chapter in Czechia used Slovakia’s public register of beneficial owners of companies to discover the controlling share that Babiš had of Agrofert (“Using Slovakia’s,” 2019). The New York Times also carried out an investigation, which produced a front-page news story on the recipients of EU subsidies (Gebrekidan, Novak, & Apuzzo, 2019). In addition, the publication of banking data by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, through the Pandora Papers, showed exactly how Babiš moved money through holding companies (Aleccci, 2021).

FIGURE 2. Linking up data with accountability actors discovered evidence of misused funds

This investigation was the product of collaboration between not-for-profit organizations, journalists, and other public officials. For example, the Transparency International chapter in Czechia used Slovakia’s public register of beneficial owners of companies to discover the controlling share that Babiš had of Agrofert (“Using Slovakia’s,” 2019). The New York Times also carried out an investigation, which produced a front-page news story on the recipients of EU subsidies (Gebrekidan, Novak, & Apuzzo, 2019). In addition, the publication of banking data by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, through the Pandora Papers, showed exactly how Babiš moved money through holding companies (Aleccci, 2021).

**FIGURE 1.** A chain of holding companies hides the flow of money from Czech Republic to France

An analysis of the Pandora Papers by investigative journalists revealed that Andrej Babiš owned a chateau in France through a chain of legal entities, depicted below.

Former Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babiš is currently facing charges of fraud in his country for pocketing millions of euros in EU agricultural subsidies (AP, 2022). At the time of publication, the European Commission has closed its case and deducted fraudulently obtained funds from Czech EU funds. The case now moves to the national level.

The Czech case shows how corruption is international in nature, and its solution is too. Detecting and acting on that corruption requires accountability institutions—watchdogs inside and outside government, whistleblowers, and journalists—working across borders to bring together diverse data. Throughout this report, successful cases of cleaning up corruption show the power of collaboration and interconnected data.

The Czech media first reported that former Prime Minister Babiš had separated his personal farm from his larger agribusiness conglomerate, Agrofert, making the farm eligible for €2M worth of EU subsidies. After receiving the subsidies, the farm was reabsorbed into the larger conglomerate.

According to the New York Times, as the sole beneficiary of two trust funds that owned 100 percent of the shares of Agrofert, Babiš received at least US$42 million in agricultural subsidies from the EU, which was ruled a clear conflict of interest by the European Commission (Gebrekidan, Novak, & Apuzzo, 2019). The European Union has already fined Czechia €3.3M for mishandling the funds, and the country awaits to see if the courts will find the former prime minister guilty of fraud, charges he has denied.

The Pandora Papers further revealed that an additional €13M had been moved through offshore holding companies and law firms to enable Babiš to buy a chateau in the South of France (see Figure 1). Setting up these kinds of offshore companies does not violate any domestic laws. However, it does raise questions about the source of the wealth and why Babiš sought to hide it. These questions are particularly concerning given his role as a politician tasked with safeguarding the public trust.

**FIGURE 2.** Linking up data with accountability actors discovered evidence of misused funds

An analysis of the Pandora Papers by investigative journalists revealed that Andrej Babiš owned a chateau in France through a chain of legal entities, depicted below.

Former Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babiš is currently facing charges of fraud in his country for pocketing millions of euros in EU agricultural subsidies. Details about his activities were revealed thanks to a collaboration between not-for-profit organizations, journalists, and other public officials. Photo by Krystian Maj.
Why Focus on Anti-Corruption?

Being able to observe, inform, and influence powerful decision makers is widely recognized as a fundamental right and a part of modern citizenship. Enshrined in the national laws of most countries and a large body of international and human rights law, the history of the last several centuries has revolved around extending political rights to larger and larger segments of society.

In the more democratic parts of the world, this right and ability to take part in governing comes with an added expectation. Each person should have both equality and equal representation before the law. Yet, in most of the world, not only does this ideal remain unrealized, it is also increasingly under direct assault.

This assault is two-pronged. First, it is spearheaded by growing illiberalism in many countries, with foreign and domestic proponents. These forces advocate for alternatives to dialogue, tolerance, and nonviolence that are the hallmark of the global democratic progress of the last century. Second, the assault is sustained by a model of “kleptocracy,” where shared public resources—money, clean environments, and safety—are redirected to enable the powerful and connected to undermine any practical public accountability.

Unfortunately, this is not the first time the world has faced a wave of corruption and authoritarianism operating hand in hand—whether in the 1960s or the 1930s. Yet, fortunately, past experiences also illuminate the road to renewal. These experiences show that democratic practices can be renewed and access to decision-making can be restored.

This report focuses on limiting the undisclosed, the unchecked, and the undue. It does this with a focus on the antidotes to secrecy and exclusivity—transparency, participation, accountability, and inclusion. These are values central to the Open Government Partnership. Moreover, this report looks at how data and the institutions that collect, publish, analyze, and act on it can help improve government for everyone.

Why Now?

This report grows out of a large focus of OGP: reducing corruption and improving democracy. This has been at the core of the partnership’s mission since its founding in 2011 and has ushered in key victories. These have included the growing wave of beneficial ownership transparency (BOT) reforms worldwide and the rise of open contracting as a global norm for public procurement practices. In fact, it was at the London OGP Summit, in 2013, when the UK announced the world’s first global company BOT register.

Democratic freedoms and civic space, too, have been central to OGP. The right to seek information, an express and universally recognized element of free expression, is a core value of OGP, and members are expected to enact legislation to protect and promote this right. In recent years, OGP has increasingly focused on democratic freedoms, civic space, or civil liberties as instrumental to—and an essential goal of—open government. The evidence has also accumulated that these rights, which are valuable in and of themselves, also support better human and economic development (OGP, 2022).

Yet, as the 2021 report, OGP at Ten: Toward Democratic Renewal showed, the rhetoric has not always matched the action (Foti et al., 2021). OGP action plans have often been at the forefront of democratic innovation—especially in the fields of right to information (RTI) and public participation. However, on the whole, analysis shows that most plans remain silent on reinforcing democratic fundamentals—strengthening elections, enhancing the quality of representation, and protecting the rights to free expression, assembly, and association (Falla Lopez et al., 2021).

This report focuses on what can be done to address the gap in anti-corruption data and its use. The solutions herein may not by themselves solve the challenges of the moment, but they can begin to answer: “What next?”

About OGP

In 2011, government leaders and civil society advocates came together to create a unique partnership—one that combines these powerful forces to promote transparent, participatory, inclusive, and accountable governance.

The Open Government Partnership (OGP) includes 77 countries and 106 local governments—representing more than two billion people—and thousands of civil society organizations. The Open Government Partnership is based on the idea that an open government is more accessible, more responsive, and more accountable to citizens, and that improving the relationship between people and their government has long-term, exponential benefits for everyone.

OGP is a broad partnership that includes members at the national and local level and thousands of civil society organizations. Through the Partnership, these powerful forces work together to co-create action plans with concrete steps—commitments—across a broad range of issues. All OGP governments sign on to the Open Government Declaration and are required to work with civil society organizations to co-create reforms as part of an action plan that can deliver real benefits to citizens.

This model ensures that civil society organizations or direct citizen engagement has a role in shaping and overseeing governments. Collectively, more than 4,000 commitments have been made globally.

Thousands of civil society organizations—large and small—use the OGP platform to advance their key issues and concerns. OGP helps these organizations directly reach government representatives and provides a platform and process for ongoing engagement with each other.
A Data-Focused Approach

This report focuses on using data as a tool to combat corruption and make political systems work for more and more citizens. It is the result of years-long collaboration between civil society organizations, multilateral organizations, and governments around the world.

The Global Data Barometer (GDB), a collaborative study across 109 countries, led by the Latin American Open Data Initiative (LADO) by its Spanish acronym), examines the state of data as it relates to pressing societal issues, including control of corruption (GDB, “Data,” n.d.). Specifically, the GDB is an expert survey, drawing on primary and secondary data, that assesses data availability, governance, capability, and use in more than 100 countries, 67 of which participate in OGP (see About Broken Links for details). This work is the result of collaboration across multiple organizations, including OGP, Transparency International, Land Portal Trust, Open Ownership, Open Contracting Partnership, the Global Initiative for Fiscal Transparency, and regional hubs (GDB, “Our Partners,” n.d.).

This report looks at a variety of anti-corruption datasets that should be made public at large, which includes the “Political Integrity” module of the GDB (the largest of the survey), among others.1 This report necessarily does not include all aspects of political corruption, including many important ones. Instead, it focuses on areas that are strategic priorities of OGP2 and are most amenable to analysis through the lens of open data, which is the focus of the GDB.3

Altogether, the report looks at the following nine policy areas:

1. **Asset Disclosure**: Basic data on elected officials and senior appointed officials and associates, including their assets, liabilities, and finance before, during, and after office, can better inform the public of potential conflicts of interest, illicit enrichment, or compromising liabilities. Disclosure of data on politically exposed persons extends to family members and allows for cross-national comparison.

2. **Political Finance**: Knowing who gave to campaigns, politicians, and parties is essential to ensure that officials serve voters and not the highest bidders. Knowing that campaigns spend that money on legitimate expenses also ensures that everyone follows the same rules. Additionally, it can shed light on corporation’s ideological and political stances, so consumers make informed decisions.

3. **Company Beneficial Ownership**: Anonymous companies are the most popular legal vehicles to move ill-gotten gains from corruption, to aggressively avoid taxation, and to commit contract fraud (by bidding multiple times from one company or evading blacklisting). In the context of political corruption, politicians may use anonymous companies to hide money, and donors may use them to hide donations, bribes, or kickbacks.

4. **Land Ownership and Tenure**: Knowing who owns the land and under what system of land tenure is essential, as land is one of the major targets of corrupt acts (including through eminent domain practices) as well as targets for money laundering of ill-gotten gains from corruption. In the context of political corruption, politicians may choose policies that are favorable to particular individual landholders or direct subsidies or expenditures to particular landholders.

5. **Public Procurement**: Public procurement is the largest single vector for waste, fraud, and abuse. This report is the first global report to examine how many countries publish centralized open data on nationally awarded contracts. This allows everyone to see whether procurement opportunities have been adequately advertised and are genuinely competitive, reducing the opportunity for waste, fraud, and corruption. In the context of political corruption, open contracting data allows the public to see whether politicians are abusing public resources—illicitly rewarding themselves, supporters, and family members, and/or seeking award kickbacks.

6. **Lobbying**: In a democracy, everyone should have the right to tell their lawmakers what they think. But, often, those interest groups with more resources get to influence policy-making more effectively. Knowing who influences the law, who they represent, and how much they spend is fundamental to shaping advocacy strategy and determining how constituents should engage leaders.

7. **Right to Information Performance**: Right to information (RTI) laws give the public insight into how government decisions are made and implemented. Most OGP countries have right to information laws. Almost all of those laws require agencies to publish information on how they are being executed. This report is the first global report examining whether governments are publishing performance data on right to information, an essential step to effective implementation.

8. **Rulemaking**: In most modern countries, parliaments delegate the formation of regulations to ministries, departments, and agencies. Just as with lobbying data, the public and watchdog organizations need to know how to take part in the formation of regulations, who participates, how it influences the outcome, and whether those regulations were subject to challenge.

9. **Interoperability**: Linking datasets is essential to understand, identify, and prosecute corruption. It requires bringing people and organizations together but also creating systems of common identifiers (such as companies, pieces of legislation, or politicians), which allows the public to participate in governance and monitor undue influence.

---

1. See About Broken Links (specifically the About the GDB data section) for details on which particular thematic modules of the GDB are analyzed in this report.
2. Specifically, they are mentioned in OGP founding documents, public strategies, recent initiatives, and ongoing collaborations with partner organizations. See About Broken Links for details.
3. Most of these policy areas are included in the “Political Integrity” module of the GDB (the largest of the survey). However, a few are included in other GDB modules, such as land ownership and public procurement. See About Broken Links for details.
Limitations

Given the scale and complexity of the data in question, this report must maintain clear areas of focus. This presents the following limitations.1

1. Policy area coverage: The report cannot cover every angle of political corruption, especially those that do not (yet) have a straightforward data-centric treatment. This means that important issues in cleaning up politics, such as the use of state resources for campaigning or ethics revolving door policies, are not included.2 This data-centric approach could be expanded in the future with more topics and a wider focus on remedies.

2. Open data focus: This report builds off the work of the Data for Development Network (D4D). Consequently, it focuses on transparency generally, and data mandates and use in particular. OGP values and mission go well beyond data—from strengthening right to information and deliberative democracy to access to justice and more inclusive decision-making. It is widely recognized that, in order for data to have an impact, it must be used by accountability institutions and supported by democratic practices (Peixoto, 2013). However, improving data remains an important starting point in combating corruption and an area where the evidence in this report shows just how much needs to be done. For those interested in reforms beyond data, a selection of resources is available in the box, Additional OGP Resources on Political Corruption.

3. Policy and practice focus: As OGP is best placed as an organization that supports policy adoption and implementation, this report emphasizes policy and basic practice rather than technical details. For those interested in technical implementation, the OGP Support Unit can make introductions to organizations that can provide more support.

4. Country coverage: This report is an OGP resource and therefore focuses on OGP countries. While there are inspiring examples, useful data, and work to do beyond the Partnership, this report primarily aims to support reforms through OGP and related processes.

However, at the time of publication, ten national OGP members are not covered due to inability to find researchers.3 The authors and collaborators are currently seeking a solution.

5. National-level policy: This report focuses on national-level data from the GDB. Many, if not most, OGP countries have some federal or decentralized structures with regard to the policies covered in this report. For example, the majority of procurement may actually take place at subnational levels. This report, for practicality’s sake, cannot cover all of the nuances and wealth of information at those levels. Readers curious about replicating this approach should feel free to reach out to the authors at research@opengovpartnership.org.

The staff of the OGP Support Unit hopes this report is an effective tool for campaigners and reformers inside and outside of government. While it details the many remaining challenges, it also shows clear pathways for progress. The challenges in OGP member countries will continue to evolve, but the collective charge of the Partnership over the next decade is clear: to protect democracy, one must fight corruption, and to fight corruption, one must strengthen democracy.

---

1 See other limitations related to the data specifically in the About Broken Links section.

2 Other issues that may have been studied include, but are not limited to: (1) lawmaking data; (2) elections data; (3) use of state resources for campaigning; (4) Electoral Management Bodies (EMB) enforcement powers; (5) online political advertising disclosure; (6) revolving door policies; (7) gifts to public officials policies; (8) embezzlement prosecutions; (9) voting restrictions.

3 The countries not included in this report are: Afghanistan, BiH and Herzegovina, Cabo Verde, Luxembourg, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Norway, Papua New Guinea, Serbia, and Seychelles. At a future date, the authors of this report would like to make sure that all of these countries are included.
Additional OGP Resources on Political Corruption

Making politics cleaner and more fair requires more than open data. While this report is focused on open data, it is part of a larger pool of resources that represent the innovations and experience of the global network. A number of highlights from the library of resources may be of interest to reformers, especially those wanting to go Beyond Open Data:

**Political Finance**
- *How OGP Members Can Counter Covert Foreign Political Finance* (2022): OGP, the National Democratic Institute and Transparency International collaborated on this guide, analyzing openness and oversight measures that prevent or counter foreign covert influences.
- *Political Finance Transparency Policy Brief* (2019): Co-published with the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA), this brief discusses the importance of increasing political finance transparency to promote more representative, competitive, inclusive, and legal elections.

**Company Beneficial Ownership**
- *Beneficial Ownership Policy Area Fact Sheet* (2021): This document offers a look at the global progress and member-level examples in this policy area.
- *OGP Policy Progress Report, Beneficial Ownership Transparency* (2021): This report provides a glimpse into how this policy area has advanced during the last ten years, as accelerated by the OGP platform and a growing global community of reformers in governments, civil society, business, media, and international organizations.
- *Global Report: Beneficial Ownership* (2019): This chapter from the OGP Global Report, the first comprehensive assessment of the state of open government, analyzes progress in this policy area and challenges across OGP countries.

**Public Procurement**
- *State of the Evidence: Open Contracting* (2022): This chapter of the Skeptic’s Guide to Open Government provides empirical evidence on the effects of open contracting on a range of outcomes, including cost savings and efficiency, reducing corruption, improving service delivery, and increasing social inclusion.
- *Open Contracting Policy Area Fact Sheet* (2021): This document offers a look at the global progress and member-level examples in this policy area.
- *OGP Policy Progress Report, Open Contracting* (2021): This report provides a glimpse into how this policy area has advanced during the last ten years, as accelerated by the OGP platform and a growing global community of reformers in governments, civil society, business, media, and international organizations.
- *OGP’s Global Report: Open Contracting* (2019): This chapter from OGP Global Report, the first comprehensive assessment of the state of open government, provides an analysis of progress in this policy area and challenges across OGP countries.

**Lobbying**
- *Common Challenges in Lobbying Transparency: Lessons from Europe* (2021): This blog provides an overview of how OGP members are using their OGP action plans to advance concrete lobbying reforms.
- *Toyota and the Anti-Democracy Caucus* (2021): This blog reflects the relevance of lobbying and political finance disclosure using a case study.

**Right to Information**
- *Right to Information Policy Area Fact Sheet* (2021): This document offers a look at the global progress and member-level examples in this policy area.
- *OGP Policy Progress Report, Right to Information* (2021): This report provides a glimpse into how this policy area has advanced during the last ten years, as accelerated by the OGP platform and a growing global community of reformers in governments, civil society, business, media, and international organizations.

**Rulemaking**
- *Parliamentary Engagement in OGP: Learning from the Evidence* (2021): This paper examines the substance of parliamentary engagement (i.e., commitments made by the parliament via OGP action plans) and actions taken to either advance or oversee commitments made by the executive branch. It also examines the process of engagement, including the modalities of participation in OGP action plan processes, co-creation with civil society, and the spaces created or used to promote dialogue.
- *Regulatory Governance in OGP* (2020): This collaboration between the OGP Support Unit and the World Bank reviews the state of data, participation, and accountability for regulatory decisions.

**Justice and Accountability for Democracy**
- *Accountability for Democratic Renewal* (2022): Part III of the Justice Policy Series, this paper describes how OGP members can strengthen and improve access to citizen-activated accountability mechanisms. Particularly relevant are the chapters on electoral dispute resolution and anti-corruption enforcement.

Readers will find additional resources that are not directly produced by OGP but are excellent guides in the Guidance and Standards section of each individual policy area chapter.
Global Overview: Promising Starts, But a Long Road to Travel

In its most simple terms, this report shows that very few countries actually publish the most important data to counter political corruption. Although OGP countries publish data at higher rates than the rest of the world, they still face significant challenges, ranging from data that doesn’t cover the most valuable information to data that just doesn’t exist. These reasons vary depending on the policy area, often quite significantly. For example, Figure 3 shows that nearly all OGP countries publish public procurement data online in some form, while fewer than a third publish lobbying data.

Five Key Gaps

These global challenges can be summarized in the form of five key data gaps. These are gaps in collection, publication, high-value elements, usability, and use. Each gap is described below:

Collection Gaps

Many OGP countries do not have laws or regulations in place mandating data collection. This is most notable in the area of lobbying, where fewer than a third of OGP countries require the collection of lobbying information (see Figure 4). Between one-quarter and one-third of OGP countries lack legal mandates for the collection of data on beneficial owners, rulemaking, and the performance of right to information systems. This collection gap exists even in policy areas where most countries have relevant legislation. For example, all OGP countries legally require public officials to submit asset declarations (this is one of the eligibility requirements for joining OGP). Yet, in a majority of these countries, government collection of data on assets of other politically exposed persons, like spouses and family members, is not required (see the policy area Asset Disclosure for details).

The same issue applies to other areas like political finance, where nearly all (96 percent) of OGP countries legally require political parties and campaigns to submit financial information. Only about half (55 percent) legally require the collection of donation timings and amounts, which are critical to understanding the influence of different actors in the political process (see the policy area Political Finance for details).

This all points to the urgent need for greater collection of anti-corruption data. In many cases, these are legal issues, specifically the absence of binding laws and policies that require data to be collected or the existence of weak legislation that does not require the collection of more granular, high-value data that can enable effective monitoring. For many OGP countries, this is a critical next step.

FIGURE 3: Data availability varies by policy area

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish data online. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

Data publication, however, is only part of the story. The strength of legal frameworks governing the collection of data, the type of information published, and the data formats used are all important factors. The richness of the new GDB enables an analysis of these various factors, which provides a more nuanced understanding of the anti-corruption data landscape. In particular, the GDB data reveals several specific challenges that OGP countries face in collecting data, publishing it, and making it useful for accountability purposes.

FIGURE 4: Law and policy requirements in OGP participating countries

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries with data collection and publication requirements across policy areas. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

Note: This analysis only considers binding laws and policies that exist and are operational. See the About Broken Links section for details.
Publication Gaps
Many countries do not publish essential data, even those that legally require its collection. On one end of the spectrum, nearly all OGP countries (96 percent) publish public procurement data online in some form. On the other hand, only about one in four OGP countries publish lobbying data, and one in three publish beneficial ownership data. Rates of data availability for the other policy areas fall somewhere in between. For most of these other areas, like asset disclosure and political finance, about one-third of OGP countries do not publish any data online.

This is evidence of a significant gap between the number of countries requiring data collection and those actually publishing data (see Table 1). Nowhere is this gap wider than in asset disclosure, where all OGP countries have a legal requirement that officials submit such information, but less than two-thirds actually publish any information online. Beneficial ownership data is another example; three-quarters of OGP countries require the data to be published. Yet only about one-third require the data to be published.

Noncompliance with the legal framework: In some cases, legal mandates to publish data exist, but the data is still unavailable. Sometimes, this means that data is closed, like asset declarations submitted to the government that remain unpublished. Other times this means that data is nonexistent, such as when some political parties or candidates never submitted their financial declarations to begin with, despite legal requirements.

High-Value Data Gaps
Releasing data by itself is not inherently useful. In the case of data to counter political corruption, the data must be used for determining whether ethics, the rule of law, and democracy are being protected.

Table 2 shows an example of this gap in the case of open contracting, which is the policy area most widely adopted and implemented among the countries examined in this report. The table examines where data is published. Just over half of OGP countries publish data at planning stages, over three-quarters publish tenders and awards as data, but fewer than a quarter publish information on implementation—whether a contract was executed and whether taxpayers got good value for their money. By comparison, the other policy areas have far worse gaps. As a result, even in this relatively strong area of procurement, one can see that OGP countries often have significant room for improvement.

TABLE 2. Coverage of procurement stages, as an example of high-value data gaps
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish data on each stage of the procurement process. The sample includes only the 64 OGP countries that publish public procurement data online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of Procurement Process</th>
<th>Percentage of OGP Countries With Available Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Award</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section for details.

Usability Gaps
Many gaps with usability across OGP countries make it more difficult—or often impossible—to process data for accountability and oversight. Researchers from the Data for Development Network contributed to the GDB examined in this report. The table examines where data is published. Just over half of OGP countries publish data at planning stages, over three-quarters publish tenders and awards as data, but fewer than a quarter publish information on implementation—whether a contract was executed and whether taxpayers got good value for their money. By comparison, the other policy areas have far worse gaps. As a result, even in this relatively strong area of procurement, one can see that OGP countries often have significant room for improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>A. Law Requires Data Collection</th>
<th>B. Data Published</th>
<th>C. Gap Between Collection and Publication (A - B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset Disclosure</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Finance</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Beneficial Ownership</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTI Performance</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulemaking</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Public Procurement and Land Ownership are not included in this chart because the GDB does not include law and policy data for those two areas. See About Broken Links for details.
• Machine-readability: For accountability and oversight to occur, data needs to be available in structured formats that allow for data reuse, not simply in scanned documents. In most cases, data, while publicly available, is locked inside non-machine readable formats, making it difficult to analyze.

• Bulk downloadable: Data needs to be available in bulk downloads. As an example, it is simply not practical for watchdog organizations or political parties to monitor asset declarations if a single, separate form is turned in by each parliamentarian. Unfortunately, in the typical OGP country, data must be gathered from multiple pages and sources, even when publicly available, raising the cost of use.

TABLE 3. Usability gaps among published datasets
This table shows the percentage of OGP countries whose datasets meet open data standards by policy area. Only OGP countries that publish data online are included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Available Free of Charge</th>
<th>Timely and Updated</th>
<th>Machine Readable</th>
<th>Bulk downloadable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset Disclosure (n=41)</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Finance (n=47)</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Beneficial Ownership (n=24)</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Ownership and Tenure (n=38)</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Procurement (n=64)</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying (n=68)</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to Information Performance (n=23)</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulemaking (n=42)</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use Gaps
A final gap, which is not reflected as much in the data, but in the case studies collected by GDB researchers, is that capacity to use the data, in many cases, is lacking. One telltale sign is that investigators in only five of the countries surveyed (of 68) documented notable uses of anti-corruption data by watchdogs. This is likely an underreporting of use cases, since it is entirely reasonable that researchers did not catch all examples of use in a country. Nonetheless, the low number of documented examples suggests that this does not yet show overwhelming use of the data by the public. It will be fruitful for future studies to identify whether user capacity, the relative newness of the data in many countries, the technical nature of some datasets, or lack of available and useful data is the binding constraint for each policy area.

Closing the Gaps: How to Use this Report
This report is a collection of resources built out of the treasure trove of the GDB and the vast experience of reforms in the OGP space. This report is not intended to document all of the shortcomings of OGP members. Rather, a report like this can serve as a benchmark and paint a path forward for OGP members to achieve their priorities.

The resources in this report are meant to help the reformer working at the national, regional, and global levels. The sections are built in a way that they can stand alone. More powerfully, they can be recomposed with one another or other resources, depending on the particular political moment or phase of an OGP action plan. The sections of this report are:

• Global findings: This section (see Global Findings section) and the Executive Summary show the major gaps across the policies and practices surveyed for this report.

• Policy area findings: Each policy area covers the current status of data publication and use around that policy area. There are eight such areas in this report, along with interoperability, which covers how to link up the different elements of anti-corruption data. Each policy area includes value propositions for the policies, findings from the data, lessons from reformers, maturity models for open data strengthening and use, as well as international standards and guidance.

• Regional findings: These summarize the status of open data across policy areas in each of the four official OGP regions: Africa and the Middle East, Americas, Asia and the Pacific, and Europe.

• About the report: For those wishing to take a deeper dive into the data beyond the short descriptions in the general sections, About Broken Links describes the researchers, the method, and the quality control behind each of the key data points.

A Closer Look at Policy Area Findings
The policy areas featured in this report aim to illuminate the issues surrounding proper implementation of each of the eight policy areas, as well as a module on interoperability. Each section can be used as standalone documents, in combination with one another, with the regional and country analysis, or as part of a larger, omnibus report. Each policy area aims to empower the motivated reformer with the following resources:

• It lays out value propositions to show the strongest, evidence-based arguments for a particular policy.

• It summarizes data from the GDB (and beyond, in a few cases), helping paint a picture of where typical and innovative countries lie. This data includes reviews of law and policy, data usability, and inclusion of high-value elements. The particular high-value elements are unique for each policy area. For example, asset disclosure requires different data points than land ownership disclosure.

• Lessons from reformers highlight stories of success, innovation, and evolution in OGP countries and beyond. These stories are, ideally, inspiring enough to help reformers understand the benefits and approaches of early adopters.

• Maturity models lay out a menu of options for each country to improve its systems, from establishing a minimal policy framework to building complex systems for strengthening each policy area.

• Standards and guidance refer to useful guidance outside of OGP. This includes existing international law, standard-setting organizations, multilateral processes, and policy-relevant applied research.
Many OGP members have already used their action plans to address corruption through data and more (OGP, n.d.). Members have made more than 300 commitments related to right to information frameworks, as well as more than 60 commitments related to asset declarations. Lobbying reforms have been less common, with only about 25 relevant commitments, but IRM evaluations show that these commitments have achieved above-average early results. This suggests that OGP action plans are an important vehicle for change.

The contributors of this report hope that it is a useful resource for looking to fuse the fight for democracy with the fight against corruption. In the process, they will strengthen both.

### Conclusion

Ideally, the gaps documented in this report can be addressed through OGP action plans, which are a useful way to advance domestic implementation, especially within each policy area. Working with civil society, governments create action plans that include concrete commitments to improve transparency, civic participation, and public accountability. At the end of each action plan cycle, OGP’s Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM) evaluates the results (OGP, n.d.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Requires Data Collection</th>
<th>Requires Data Publication</th>
<th>Publishes Data</th>
<th>Publishes Machine-Readable Data</th>
<th>Has an OGP Commitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset Disclosure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulemaking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTI Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Beneficial Ownership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Ownership and Tenure</td>
<td>Not Reviewed</td>
<td>Not Reviewed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Procurement</td>
<td>Not Reviewed</td>
<td>Not Reviewed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Law and Policy</th>
<th>Data Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requires Data Collection</td>
<td>Requires Data Publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset Disclosure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulemaking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTI Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Beneficial Ownership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Ownership and Tenure</td>
<td>Not Reviewed</td>
<td>Not Reviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Procurement</td>
<td>Not Reviewed</td>
<td>Not Reviewed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OGP’s Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM) evaluates the results (OGP, n.d.). Many OGP members have already used their action plans to address corruption through data and more (OGP, n.d.). Members have made more than 300 commitments related to right to information frameworks, as well as more than 60 commitments related to asset declarations. Lobbying reforms have been less common, with only about 25 relevant commitments, but IRM evaluations show that these commitments have achieved above-average early results. This suggests that OGP action plans are an important vehicle for change.

The contributors of this report hope that it is a useful resource for looking to fuse the fight for democracy with the fight against corruption. In the process, they will strengthen both.
### Data Availability by Policy Area

#### Political Finance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online: Data is available from government or because of government actions.</th>
<th>OGP Median Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### High-Value Elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue streams: Donations, public funding, member dues for each party/candidate.</th>
<th>OGP Median Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income: Data has details of income for each party or candidate.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions: Data has details of financial contributions to each party or candidate.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assets/liabilities: Data has details of assets and liabilities of each party or candidate.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spending: Data contains details of the spending of each party or candidate.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-kind support: In-kind and nonfinancial support donated to each party or candidate.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations: Data has details of timing and amounts of donations linked to donors.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor names: Data contains first and last name for each donor.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor details: Details about donors, including address, occupation, and employer.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique identifiers: Data includes unique identifiers for each donor.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Usability Elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Free: Dataset is available free of charge.</th>
<th>OGP Median Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely: Data is timely and updated.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open license: Data is openly licensed.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine-readable: Data is provided in machine-readable format(s).</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk download: The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole.</td>
<td>OGP Median Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Lobbying

**Online**: Data is available from government or because of government actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>High-Value Elements</strong></th>
<th><strong>Usability Elements</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unique identifiers</strong>: The data has unique identifiers for each lobbyist and public official.</td>
<td>Free: Dataset is available free of charge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clients</strong>: The data contains clear identifying information for each lobbying client.</td>
<td>Timely: Data is timely and updated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants</strong>: Details on participants in interactions between lobbyists and public officials.</td>
<td>Open license: Data is openly licensed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goals</strong>: The data contains information about lobbyists' goals for lobbying activities.</td>
<td>Machine-readable: Data is provided in machine-readable format(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meeting times</strong>: Dates/times for each interaction between lobbyists and public officials.</td>
<td>Bulk download: The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topics</strong>: Information about the topic of interactions between lobbyists and public officials.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expenses</strong>: Money spent on each interaction between lobbyists and public officials.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rulemaking

**Online**: Data is available from government or because of government actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>High-Value Elements</strong></th>
<th><strong>Usability Elements</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposed regulations</strong>: The data includes proposed regulations.</td>
<td>Free: Dataset is available free of charge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public comments</strong>: Full set of public comments made at public consultation processes.</td>
<td>Timely: Data is timely and updated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supporting information</strong>: Examples include notices of intent and reasoned responses.</td>
<td>Open license: Data is openly licensed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final regulations</strong>: The data includes final regulations and justifications.</td>
<td>Machine-readable: Data is provided in machine-readable format(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Challenges</strong>: Details of challenges to regulations passed through consultation processes.</td>
<td>Bulk download: The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### Right to Information Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-Value Elements</th>
<th>OGP Median Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online:</strong> Data is available from government or because of government actions.</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usability Elements</th>
<th>OGP Median Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free:</strong> Dataset is available free of charge.</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timely:</strong> Data is timely and updated.</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open license:</strong> Data is openly licensed.</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine-readable:</strong> Data is provided in machine-readable format(s).</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bulk download:</strong> The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole.</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Company Beneficial Ownership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-Value Elements</th>
<th>OGP Median Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online:</strong> Data is available from government or because of government actions.</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usability Elements</th>
<th>OGP Median Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free:</strong> Dataset is available free of charge.</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timely:</strong> Data is timely and updated.</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open license:</strong> Data is openly licensed.</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine-readable:</strong> Data is provided in machine-readable format(s).</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bulk download:</strong> The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole.</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Land Ownership and Tenure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online: Data is available from government or because of government actions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### High-Value Elements

- **Marginalized populations:** Information on indigenous or marginalized populations.
- **Natural persons:** The data covers land tenure involving natural persons.
- **Legal persons:** The data covers land tenure involving legal persons.
- **State land:** The data covers land tenure involving state land.
- **Communal lands:** The data covers land tenure involving communal lands.
- **Open access lands:** The data covers land tenure involving open access lands.
- **Urban and rural:** Covers urban and rural tenure, and other relevant forms of tenure.
- **Concessions:** The data covers and has information on land concessions and/or leases.
- **Geospatial:** Each record has geospatial reference assigning features to a spatial extent.
- **Transactions:** The data contains information on land transactions and sale-values.
- **Rights:** Each tenure record has info on rights held over the land (freehold, lease, etc.).
- **Gender:** Data includes information about individuals’ sex and/or gender.

#### Usability Elements

- **Free:** Dataset is available free of charge.
- **Timely:** Data is timely and updated.
- **Open license:** Data is openly licensed.
- **Machine-readable:** Data is provided in machine-readable format(s).
- **Bulk download:** The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole.

### Public Procurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online: Data is available from government or because of government actions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### High-Value Elements

- **Goods and services:** Procurement related to goods and services is included.
- **Public works:** Procurement related to public works is included.
- **Planning:** The planning phase is covered.
- **Tenders:** The tender stage is covered.
- **Awards:** The award stage is covered.
- **Implementation:** The contract implementation stage is covered.
- **Stage identifiers:** Identifiers that connect data across each stage of a single process.
- **Company identifiers:** Contains names and unique identifiers for contracting companies.
- **Dates:** The data contains start and end dates for tender processes and/or contracts.
- **Cost:** The data contains the value (cost) of each tender, award, or contract.
- **Spending:** Contains, or can be linked to, information on spending against the contract.
- **Description:** Contains a description of the goods, services or works being procured.
- **Standardized:** The data is published according to one or more relevant data standards.
- **Documentation:** The data contains links to tender, award, or contract documentation.

#### Usability Elements

- **Free:** Dataset is available free of charge.
- **Timely:** Data is timely and updated.
- **Open license:** Data is openly licensed.
- **Machine-readable:** Data is provided in machine-readable format(s).
- **Bulk download:** The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole.
About Broken Links

Background

Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption synthesizes the new global survey data released by the Global Data Barometer (GDB)—in collaboration with regional and policy-focused partners, including OGP—into a series of research products (see About the Global Data Barometer). These products analyze the current state of data to combat political corruption, showcase examples of promising reforms, and provide recommendations on how OGP members can use their action plans to close existing gaps. This section explores the research goals, structure, and scope.

About the Global Data Barometer

The Global Data Barometer (GDB) is a collaborative project that measures the state of data in relation to urgent societal issues. Its development began in 2019 in response to the needs expressed at the 2019 OGP Summit in Canada for updated, in-depth, country-level insights on data. Together with regional hubs and thematic partners, the GDB is a global expert survey drawing on primary and secondary data that assesses data availability, governance, capability, and use around the world to help shape data infrastructures that limit risks and harms.

The GDB launched in May 2022. It covers May 1, 2019, through May 1, 2021, and includes 109 countries, 39 primary indicators, and over 500 sub-questions, for a total of more than 60,000 data points. It addresses the following areas: climate action, company information, health and COVID-19, land, political integrity, public finance, and public procurement. For more details on survey design, see the About the Data section of this chapter.

Goals and Approach

The report builds on the first OGP Global Report published in 2019 (OGP, 2019). Similar to that research, this report provides thought leadership to the Partnership, assesses the state of play of open data in several key policy areas, and provides comparative snapshots of all OGP members. Specifically, the goals of this report include:

1. Agenda setting: Raise the agenda for strengthening democracy, limiting corruption, and enhancing citizen voice through reforms in OGP at the global and national levels.
2. Close the gaps: Create compelling incentives to close the ambition and implementation gaps at the national level.

3. Comparability: Provide a means by which countries may compare themselves with one another.
4. Collective action: Cultivate a sense of shared ownership and accountability for cross-cutting reforms in priority areas for all OGP countries.
5. Context and achievement: Demonstrate and highlight many of the most relevant, ambitious, and high-impact commitments.

Report Findings

To achieve the goals above, the report contains four complementary—yet standalone—sections:

1. Global findings: This module reviews the state of data to counter political corruption across all OGP countries, highlighting the major gaps that exist across the policies and practices surveyed for this report.
2. Policy area findings: Eight policy area modules (plus one on interoperability across policy areas) include value propositions for policies, findings from the data, lessons from reformers, maturity models for better open data, and international standards and guidance.
3. Regional findings: Four regional summaries (Africa and the Middle East, Americas, Asia and the Pacific, and Europe) describe the state of play of data to counter political corruption and highlight regional innovators, with a focus on three featured policy areas.
4. Data Explorer (including country findings): An online tool visualizes the progress and areas for improvement based on the data for each OGP country reviewed by the GDB (see About the data section for details).

Together, these findings are meant to inspire new, ambitious OGP commitments by identifying areas for growth and examples of innovations at the global, regional, and country levels. The method used to construct each type of section is described in the About the Data section.

Scope of the Report

This report focuses on nine areas that are directly relevant to countering corruption covered by the GDB. These areas are all foundational to promoting transparency in the interests influencing official decisions, providing a deterrent to potential abuses of public office, and greater accountability through the ballot box, the courts, or other means. They were selected because they are:

• OGP priorities, as recognized in strategic and work planning documents
• Cornerstones of open government, as identified in OGP founding documents
• Initiatives of recent OGP Steering Committee Co-Chairs
• Areas of ongoing collaboration with partner organizations
• Amenable to an analysis through the lens of open data

The nine policy areas included in this report are:

1. Asset Disclosure
2. Political Finance
3. Company Beneficial Ownership
4. Land Ownership and Tenure
5. Public Procurement
6. Lobbying
7. Right to Information Performance
8. Rulemaking
9. Interoperability

See the section of the report titled A Data-Focused Approach for details on the specific data covered within each policy area. For details about the specific indicators that fall under each policy area and how they were used in the various sections of this report, see the About the data section.

Review Process

Each policy area chapter underwent a review phase in the first half of 2022. During this process, respected policy experts from partner organizations—in addition to OGP staff members—reviewed the draft documents and provided both written and verbal feedback. These experts are listed in the Acknowledgments section of the report. The full draft report was also shared with the GDB team for their input and suggestions.
About the Data

This report includes data from two main sources: (1) the GDB primary survey data and (2) the OGP action plan data, including assessments from OGP’s Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM). Each report section analyzes and visualizes these data sources in slightly different ways. This section lays out the characteristics of each data source and describes the approaches used for each section of the report. This section focuses only on the GDB data elements actually used in this report. See Good to Know: GDB and OGP terminology compared for an explanation of terms and how they differ between this report and the Global Data Barometer report.) See the full GDB methodology in the GDB Global Report for additional information (GDB, 2022).

About the GDB Data

Collection

The GDB team partnered with a network of regional hubs to collect the data. With the GDB team’s support, the regional hubs recruited and trained experts, mostly in-country researchers, who collected the primary data in 109 countries between May 2021 and late 2021 (See Table 4. GDB data collection at a glance). During this process, the researchers for each country completed an in-depth survey using the GDB Handbook (GDB, 2021) (see the next subsection for details on the data structure). The researchers assessed any information between May 1, 2019, and May 1, 2021. Any developments that took place after May 1, 2021, will be reflected in a future edition of the GDB.

After the collection phase concluded, the survey responses were reviewed by regional hubs, other national researchers, thematic partner organizations (including OGP®), and the core GDB team. The first phase of review was led by researchers and regional hub coordinators, with input from the core GDB team. This consisted of a full review of the expert survey responses, along with their evidence and justifications. The second phase of review focused on data validation. During this phase, the core GDB team conducted validation checks, cross-checks with other countries and sources, and reviews of outliers, drawing on feedback provided by country researchers and thematic partners. The government-provided evidence was also taken into account during this phase.

For many survey responses, researchers provided a written justification and supporting evidence. This includes information such as the URLs to specific laws, policies, or datasets; the latest update date of a dataset; or the file format in which data is available. All supporting evidence (together with missing values imputed where appropriate) is publicly available online (GDB, 2022).

To complement the responses collected in this primary survey, the GDB team also conducted a short government survey in parallel. Governments were invited to provide evidence that a researcher might not be able to find through desk research or interviews. Twenty percent of governments contributed to this first edition government survey, which was a shorter version of the expert survey. In addition to the 39 primary indicators, pillar and module scores also drew upon 14 secondary indicators. These were taken from carefully reviewed external sources and each transformed onto a 0–100 scale, with missing values imputed where appropriate. These secondary indicators are not used in this report.

Table 4. GDB data collection at a glance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years Covered by Survey</th>
<th>Country Surveys Completed</th>
<th>Regional Hubs</th>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Thematic Partners</th>
<th>Secondary Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Indicators</td>
<td>Primary Variables</td>
<td>Data Points Collected (including Supporting Data)</td>
<td>Unique URLs Reviewed</td>
<td>Words of Justification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>107,389</td>
<td>17,799</td>
<td>581,040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For many survey responses, researchers provided a written justification and supporting evidence. This includes information such as the URLs to specific laws, policies, or datasets; the latest update date of a dataset; or the file format in which data is available. All supporting evidence (together with the full set of response values) is publicly available online (GDB, 2022).

To complement the responses collected in this primary survey, the GDB team also conducted a short government survey in parallel. Governments were invited to provide evidence that a researcher might not be able to find through desk research or interviews. Twenty percent of governments contributed to this first edition government survey, which was a shorter version of the expert survey. In addition to the 39 primary indicators, pillar and module scores also drew upon 14 secondary indicators. These were taken from carefully reviewed external sources and each transformed onto a 0–100 scale, with missing values imputed where appropriate. These secondary indicators are not used in this report.

Structure

The GDB is a multi-dimensional index that comprises (in increasing level of specificity): pillars, modules, indicators, and sub-questions. At its broadest, the data covers four key pillars (see Table 5. The four GDB pillars). This report deals mostly with the Governance and Availability pillars. The Governance pillar focuses on the laws and policies that govern data collection and publication; the Availability pillar focuses on the existence of data and its adherence to open data standards.

Table 5. The four GDB pillars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governance</th>
<th>Capabilities</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Use and impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covering data management, data protection, data sharing, and open data, as well as looking at how data is addressed with sectoral regulations.</td>
<td>Covering foundations (e.g., connectivity, education), government data capability and institutions, and capability within private sector and civil society.</td>
<td>Addressing data existence, gestures (quality, openness, and coverage (extent) across a number of thematic areas.</td>
<td>Preliminary analysis based on example uses-cases.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The study is also organized into core and thematic modules. Core modules (Governance and Capabilities) focus on the overarching country context (e.g., data protection, data sharing frameworks), whereas thematic modules explore specific domains, such as political integrity, public finance, and climate action. Most—but not all—of the policy areas covered by this report can be found in the “Political Integrity” thematic module of the GDB (see Table 6 for a list of each policy area covered in this report and its corresponding GDB sections).

1 These include Access Info Europe, Caribbean Open Institute, Center for Continuing Education at Birzeit University, D4D Asia Hub (East-West Management Institute), IDFI Georgia, InfoCulture Russia, ISOC Chapter Hong Kong, Local Development Research Institute, Open Data China, Open Data Kosovo, and The Pacific Community.

2 For a full list of GDB’s secondary indicators, see the Methodology Appendix of the GDB’s report.

3 While OGP carried out data validation for the “Political Integrity” module as a thematic partner; the final survey data does not necessarily represent the views, positions, or opinions of OGP.
TABLE 6. Mapping of policy areas in this report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area in this Report</th>
<th>Indicator Name in GDB</th>
<th>Module Name in GDB</th>
<th>Includes Governance Data?</th>
<th>Includes Availability Data?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset Disclosure</td>
<td>Asset Disclosure</td>
<td>Political Integrity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Finance</td>
<td>Political Finance</td>
<td>Political Integrity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Beneficial Owners</td>
<td>Beneficial Ownership</td>
<td>Company Information</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Ownership and Tenure</td>
<td>Land Ownership and Tenure</td>
<td>Land</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Procurement</td>
<td>Public Procurement</td>
<td>Public Procurement</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying</td>
<td>Lobbying</td>
<td>Political Integrity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to Information Performance</td>
<td>Right to Information Performance</td>
<td>Political Integrity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulemaking</td>
<td>Public Consultation</td>
<td>Political Integrity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>Political Integrity</td>
<td>NA(1)</td>
<td>NA(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not all GDB indicators include questions about laws and policies governing anti-corruption data (referred to as Governance in the GDB). Specifically, as shown in the table above, the land ownership and tenure, public procurement, and interoperability sections lack these questions. The specific GDB questions used for each of the indicators are presented in the Annex.

Limitations

The GDB data has some limitations that are worth noting:

- **Lack of global country coverage:** The GDB covers an impressive 109 countries in its first edition, but this, unfortunately, does not include all OGP countries. Specifically, the GDB assesses 67 of the 77 OGP participating countries. The remaining ten countries were not assessed due to difficulties in finding in-country researchers. In future editions, the OGP Support Unit and GDB team hope to expand data collection to cover all OGP countries. If you or your organization are interested in participating in the data collection for these countries, please contact research@opengovpartnership.org.

- **Inconsistency of robustness across survey questions:** The robustness and comparability of specific survey questions are stronger than others. Despite multiple rounds of reviews (see the Collection subsection above), type I and II errors may still remain in the data. As a result, if users spot some data they do not consider complete or accurate, please contact the GDB team at feedback@global databarometer.org or the OGP team at research@opengovpartnership.org.

- **Limited data on specific topics:** Some topics are underexplored in the first edition of the GDB. For example, only a small number of indicators look at the use and impact of data due to the complexities of measuring use consistently across countries. Likewise, the survey offers few opportunities to document the role of inclusion broadly and gender equality specifically, such as whether data initiatives are gender-balanced or have significant gendered impacts. The survey is expected to expand the coverage of inclusion-related indicators in future editions. Finally, as mentioned above, data on the quality of legal frameworks was not collected for a few policy areas.

GDB and OGP Terminology Compared

Many terms in this report were modified from how they appear in the GDB for brevity, precision, and ease of understanding. (In addition, as noted, this report builds on the GDB “Political Integrity” module to include “Company Beneficial Ownership,” “Public Procurement,” and “Land Ownership and Tenure” to match the scope of OGP’s strategic direction.) For readers more familiar with GDB terminology or those looking to identify the exact source of this report’s data in the GDB dataset, below are the most commonly used terms and the differences between reports.

**In This Report**

- Anti-corruption data (includes public procurement, land ownership and tenure, and company ownership)
- Rulemaking
- Land ownership and tenure
- Company beneficial ownership
- Legal frameworks/law and policy
- High-value data

**In GDB Data**

- Political integrity (does not include procurement, land ownership, or company ownership)
- Public consultation data
- Land tenure
- Beneficial ownership
- Governance
- Data fields and quality

---

5(1) The Interoperability section falls under the Capability pillar of the GDB. As such, it has neither a governance or availability component. The interoperability indicator answers the question: To what extent is political integrity data interoperable across different political integrity datasets, as well as other datasets associated with relevant information flows?

6 These countries include Afghanistan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cabo Verde, Luxembourg, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Norway, Papua New Guinea, Serbia, and Seychelles.
About the OGP Data

Collection
OGP members advance a variety of policy areas through the co-creation and implementation of two- or four-year action plans. After each action plan is submitted, the OGP Support Unit tags every commitment for its relevant policy areas and sectors. The current list of policy area and sector tags can be found in the OGP Commitment Database under “Definitions” (OGP, n.d.). OGP’s Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM) evaluates every national action plan after submission and after the end of the implementation period.6

The IRM’s Action Plan Review—which replaced its Design Report in 2020—reviews each commitment after the action plan’s submission for verifiability, relevance to open government values, and potential for results (OGP, 2021). Following the end of the action plan’s two- or four-year implementation period, the IRM evaluates the completion and early results of commitments in the Results Report.

Structure
The Support Unit has collected structured data on all OGP commitments submitted since 2011, including their relevant policy area and sector tags and IRM assessments, in a database. The database is published on OGP’s Open Data webpage in multiple formats under a Creative Commons (CC BY 4.0) license (OGP, n.d.). The data is updated daily.

Limitations
The OGP data presents several limitations, namely:

• Time lag of assessments: IRM Action Plan Reviews are published within four months of action plan submission. IRM Results Reports are published after the conclusion of the action plan period. This means that the latest data on commitment implementation and early results (which are derived from the latter) in this report comes from OGP action plans submitted in 2019 or earlier.

• OGP commitments as a standard unit of analysis: OGP commitments vary widely in their range of activities. This makes comparisons difficult, even within the same country or focus area. For instance, the policy areas group together OGP commitments based on their focus area to derive average rates of ambition, implementation, and early results. However, these commitments are very different from one another, ranging from commitments that aim to update a web page to those that propose passing new legislation. Nonetheless, given the large amount of information we collect about them, OGP commitments remain the best—albeit imperfect—unit of analysis for OGP research.

• Changes in IRM method over time: The method used to assess some of the IRM key metrics has changed over time. For example, the IRM now assesses commitment ambition using an indicator called “Potential for Results” rather than the “Potential Impact” indicator used previously.6

In cases such as these, the authors of this report have combined several indicators to produce longitudinal data. See the method section of the OGP Vital Signs report for a more detailed discussion of OGP variables (OGP, 2021).

How Data is Used in the Report

The GDB data is analyzed differently in each section of this report. However, some methods are applied consistently throughout the report. These are presented below. The rest of this section then describes methods that are specific to each section.

• Raw scores instead of calculated scores. This report does not use any of the calculated scores in the GDB, which rely on different multipliers and weights by question.7 Instead, the analysis only uses raw response values, such as “no,” “partial,” and “yes” for most GDB questions. This helps to ensure that the results are actionable for policy makers, as each score is interpretable and has a clear action implication.

• Simple fractions as a method of aggregation. References to percentages of OGP countries meeting a certain threshold according to GDB data, such as making data available or requiring data publication, are calculated using simple fractions (e.g., the number of OGP countries that make data available out of the total number of OGP countries assessed by the GDB). Similarly, discussion of OGP commitment performance refers to simple fractions (e.g., the number of ambitious lobbying commitments out of the total number of lobbying commitments assessed for ambition). Given the generally low number of commitments across the board, country weights are not included.

• Online and government-published requirements for data availability. References to the percentage of OGP countries with data available on different topics are common throughout this report. In each case, data availability is defined as any data that is online and “available from government, or because of government actions.” This excludes data published by nongovernment entities, such as civil society groups. This also means that OGP countries are only considered to publish “high-value” information if that information is available online; it is not sufficient for the information to be available upon request or accessible through freedom of information requests (see the Executive Summary subsection for more information on “high-value” elements).8 Note that the threshold for having data available is publishing any data online. In many areas, like land ownership and tenure, this minimum level of data may not actually be useful for monitoring purposes. Other aspects of GDB assessments (like “high-value” elements and usability) are therefore important complements.

• Operational and binding requirements for legal mandates. Legal requirements are discussed throughout the report, specifically whether legal frameworks exist that require data collection and/or publication. In these cases, only laws, policies, or regulations that “exist and are operational” are considered; draft laws or policies that have yet to be implemented are excluded. Regarding legal requirements for data publication, only requirements “set out in binding policy, regulations, or law” are considered. Additionally, these requirements must be part of an operational legal framework; draft laws that require data publication are not considered for the purposes of this report.

• Treatment of partial data. For most GDB questions about whether a country requires publishing or publishes data, researchers can respond in three ways: “no,” “partial,” or “yes.” Unless otherwise specified, for ease of presentation, “partial” scores are considered to be cases of “no” availability or requirement.9 For example, according to research conducted for the GDB, Ireland is considered to partially publish unique identifiers for each lobbyist and public official. As a result, in the lobbying module, Ireland is not considered to fall in the seven percent of OGP countries that publish these unique identifiers.

• Subnational considerations. The GDB includes a “bright spots” design to handle federal systems with flexibility (GDB, 2021). Using this approach, researchers can assess subnational data examples where they are representative of widespread practice and stronger than the national example, which may be the case in federal systems. For reasons of time and scope, this report does not delve into the geographic or jurisdictional coverage of data examples, which is available in the raw GDB data.

6 The IRM also assessed action plans submitted by the pioneer local members. Beginning in 2021, local action plans are now evaluated by their respective Local Monitoring Bodies. More information about these bodies is available at https://www.opengovpartnership.org/ogp-local/ogp-local-key-material/

7 For the purpose of OGP data analyses, commitments with Substantioi “Potential for Results” are considered ambitious commitments. For commitments from past years, commitments with either Moderate or Transformative “potential impact” are considered ambitious.

8 See the Appendix: Methodology of the GDB report for details on weightings used to calculate scores. The report is available at https://globaldatabarometer.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/GDB-Report-English.pdf

9 This stands in contrast to GDB scoring, in which researchers respond “yes” if data elements are available in a dataset, even if that dataset is not online and only available upon request.

10 The Data Explorer is one such example of where “partial” responses are clearly indicated as such.

11 The full GDB database contains a short description, provided by the researcher, that explains why a “partial” score is assigned to any specific question.
Executive Summary
Within the executive summary, the Policy Areas section features an overview of OGP country performance in GDB’s study across eight policy areas. For each policy area, the table shows the percentage of OGP countries that meet four key metrics: data collection required, data published, high-value data published, and open data published. These percentages are calculated as simple fractions: the number of OGP countries that meet the criteria divided by the total number of OGP countries assessed by GDB.

This table looks at the publication of what this report calls “high-value information.” High-value information is defined as specific data elements that enable effective monitoring and are unique to a specific policy area, such as names of lobbying clients in a lobbying dataset. A country is considered to publish high-value data if over half of the high-value elements for the respective policy area are available online. The full list of high-value data elements for each policy area can be found in the Annex.

Similarly, a country meets the “open data published” metric for a policy area if the data is available online and meets over half (i.e. at least three) of the following open data standards: free, timely and updated, machine-readable, openly licensed, and bulk downloadable. Note that according to the GDB method, a dataset must be machine-readable for it to be considered bulk downloadable.

Global Findings
This section reviews OGP country performance across all reviewed policy areas, according to GDB data. For example, since over half of OGP participating countries (61 percent) make data available on asset disclosure, the median OGP participating country is considered to have asset disclosure data available. See the Data Explorer subsection below for more information on how this information is calculated. See also the Annex for a list of all indicators and the corresponding level of performance across OGP countries.

Policy Area
Across the policy areas, data from OGP and GDB is featured prominently in two sections: State of Progress Through OGP and Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer.

State of Progress Through OGP features data on OGP commitments that is collected and published by the OGP Support Unit (see About the GDB data). For certain policy area modules, the scope of OGP commitments may be broader than the focus of GDB’s study. This is explicitly stated when it is the case. For example, most right to information commitments in OGP do not focus specifically on right to information performance data. In addition, the sample of countries included in OGP commitment data is larger than that in the GDB findings, given that the former also includes OGP Local members and OGP participating countries that GDB did not assess.

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer features GDB data from the relevant thematic section (see About the GDB Data). This section begins with the overall rate of data availability in OGP countries, compared to the rate of data availability throughout all countries assessed by GDB. These numbers are calculated as simple fractions: the number of OGP countries with data available out of the 67 assessed OGP countries vs. the number of all countries with data available out of the 109 total countries assessed by the GDB.

The findings section then assesses the degree to which the available data includes high-value information and is usable, according to open data standards (see Good to Know: What is open data? in the Global Overview). Countries without any data online are usually excluded from the graphs and figures in these sections. This ensures that the visualizations illustrate limiting factors beyond simply publishing data. For example, most countries do not publish lobbying data, so the percentage of all OGP countries that publish high-value information appears low across the board. Trends only emerge when focusing on published datasets. Sample sizes are clearly noted in the caption of each figure.

The Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer section also features a box on law and policy for policy areas in which GDB assessed legal frameworks on data collection and publication. As shown earlier (see Table 6. Mapping of policy areas in this report), laws and policy for land ownership, public procurement, and interoperability were not assessed by GDB.

Regional Findings
The regional findings provide an overview of how each region performs across all eight policy areas covered in this report. Each regional section uses GDB data to analyze gaps in legal frameworks, data availability, and data usability for each policy area. A list of the OGP-participating countries that GDB assessed in each region is included for sample size clarity.

The main State of Progress Through OGP section details the percentage of OGP countries in the region that have made at least one relevant commitment in each of the eight policy areas. These percentages are calculated as simple fractions: the number of OGP countries in the region that have made a relevant commitment out of the total number of OGP countries in the region.

The authors of this report selected three policy areas to cover in greater detail for each region, based on factors such as regional priorities, areas of momentum, and areas for growth. Each of the featured policy areas includes key findings from the GDB, the current state of progress through OGP, and regional innovations. The latter includes datasets that meet open data criteria or cover high-value information.

Similar to the policy area sections, the sample size of OGP members included under the featured policy areas’ State of Progress Through OGP is larger for every region than the sample covered by the GDB findings. However, the main State of Progress Through OGP section, prior to the featured policy areas, covers only OGP countries in the region and does not include local members.

Data Explorer
The Data Explorer provides an in-depth look at the state of anti-corruption data in each OGP country assessed by the GDB. The Data Explorer has highlights that summarize the country’s current state of data and provide actionable areas for improvement. These highlights are automated rather than customized.

Along with an overview of the country’s performance according to GDB’s study, the Data Explorer also indicates whether the country has made any OGP commitments across each policy area and provides the links to relevant commitments. Where available, relevant commitment examples are shown with short summaries. These were selected based on their relevance, ambition, and early results, according to the RM.

The final section of the Data Explorer is a checklist of available data elements for each policy area. The checklist depicts whether a country publishes, does not publish, or partially publishes a certain data element. The Data Explorer also enables comparisons to other countries, as well as to the median country performance across regions, income groups, or all OGP countries.

Note that data in these checklists may not exactly reflect the raw GDB data scores. As mentioned earlier, throughout this report—including in the Data Explorer—countries must receive full points for the “Online” criterion in order to receive any credit for the other high-value or usability elements in the respective policy area.
Introduction

Public officials are elected or appointed to represent the interests of the public. However, there are many cases where public officials become emboldened by the power they hold and use their office for personal gain. Asset declaration requirements are an essential safeguard to prevent and detect cases of favoritism, conflicts of interest, and illicit enrichment of public officials. Typically, these requirements mandate that public servants and their close relatives disclose information on their wealth, possessions, and other interests.

While putting these requirements in place is an important step, information about officials’ assets is most useful in combating corruption if it is subject to public scrutiny. Opening data on asset disclosure allows the public to work alongside oversight institutions to monitor those entrusted to serve in their interest. This data is most useful in detecting potential cases of corruption when it is freely available, updated regularly, and available for bulk download in machine-readable format(s).

This analysis is part of the Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption report, which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer.

Key Takeaways

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Three-fifths of OGP countries publish data on asset disclosures in any form.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-Value Information</td>
<td>Most datasets include information on income, assets, and liabilities, along with in-kind and nonfinancial interests, while less information is published on close family members or significant changes in assets and liabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Most datasets are free to access, but few are published in machine-readable or bulk downloadable formats.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

61% of OGP countries have data available online

In 2016, the National Agency for Corruption Prevention (NACP) launched an online portal of public officials’ asset declarations. Ukrainian lawmakers’ assets are now listed in a publicly searchable database. Read more in the Lessons from Reformers story later in this section. Photo by president.gov.ua.
Policy Justification

- Publicly available income and asset disclosure systems help to prevent, detect, and sanction illicit enrichment of public officials, along with conflicts of interest and cases of favoritism. Oversight institutions, media/journalists, or interested citizens can scrutinize reported changes in wealth and verify reported declarations against other public registers, including land, company, and beneficial ownership registers (Jenkins, 2015). This can help prevent public officials from engaging in corruption or bribery.

- Effective asset disclosure systems save money for governments by curbing corruption. Publicly available asset disclosure data allows for an extra level of scrutiny that can prevent, detect, and recover stolen assets (Burdescu et al., 2009). Asset disclosures that are proven to contain false information can be used as evidence to convict officials who may have stolen assets and hidden them abroad.

- A transparent asset disclosure system increases public confidence in government officials. The independent verification of submitted declarations signals to the public that the income and assets of public officials are scrutinized and conflicts of interest are identified and managed (World Bank & UNODC, 2012).

GOOD TO KNOW

**Key Terms**

- **Assets** are resources with economic value that are held by public officials, including:
  - Fixed assets (real estate)
  - Moveable assets (vehicles, jewelry)
  - Financial assets (bank accounts, stocks, bonds)

- A **conflict of interest** occurs “when a public official has interests in a private capacity that could improperly influence the performance of their official duties and responsibilities,” according to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Asset disclosure laws typically also require disclosure of outside interests, such as secondary employment, business ownership, or stakeholder interests.

- A **politically exposed person** is “an individual who is or has been entrusted with a prominent function,” according to the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) an intergovernmental body that sets international standards that aim to prevent illegal activities such as money laundering and terrorist financing (FATF, 2013). Many public officials are considered politically exposed persons, meaning they are at a higher risk of involvement in corruption or bribery due to their position.

- **State of Progress Through OGP**

  Few OGP members have made asset disclosure commitments in recent years. An active asset disclosure law is part of the core eligibility criteria that countries must meet before becoming an OGP member. Member adoption of asset disclosure commitments within OGP has remained low relative to other policy areas, potentially because countries must already have legislation in place before participating in OGP. Over OGP’s first ten years, 34 members made 67 total commitments related to asset disclosure. Of these commitments, 11 include references to open data principles. Additionally, roughly 15 percent of members have implemented an asset disclosure commitment in recent action plan cycles.

Commitments have typically focused on the publication of asset disclosure data. Although collecting asset disclosures is a core part of OGP’s eligibility criteria, countries do not have to legally require the publication of asset disclosures to become a member. After joining OGP, many members have made commitments to publish asset disclosure data, especially in open formats, and created mechanisms for monitoring noncompliance and verification. A small number of commitments have focused on expanding the scope of asset declarations, such as increasing the number of people who must disclose or what types of assets must be included.

While asset disclosure commitments have been well-designed, most have not been effectively implemented. Based on assessments by OGP’s Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM), asset disclosure commitments tend to be more ambitious than the average OGP commitment. Six in ten asset disclosure commitments have had high potential impact, or ambition, compared to half of all OGP commitments. However, a greater emphasis is needed on implementation. Only half of asset disclosure commitments have been substantially or fully completed, which is much lower than OGP’s overall commitment completion rate of two-thirds. According to the IRM, less than 15 percent of asset disclosure commitments have achieved strong early results in opening government, suggesting that the more ambitious commitments have not been effectively implemented.

**What Does “Asset Disclosure Data” Mean in this Report?**

This section covers findings from the Global Data Barometer on the publication of asset disclosure data in OGP countries. It includes information on the availability of the following types of data related to asset disclosure:

- Information on income, assets, and liabilities
- In-kind and nonfinancial interests
- Significant changes in assets and liabilities
- Assets and liabilities held by family members for whom disclosure is required
- Unique identifiers for each individual who must disclose

What Does “Asset Disclosure Data” Mean in this Report?
Three-fifths of OGP countries publish asset disclosure data. While all OGP countries collect asset disclosure data, 61 percent of OGP countries make it publicly available. OGP countries outperform the global average of 43 percent with available asset disclosure data (see Figure 1).

**FIGURE 1.** Most OGP countries publish asset disclosure data online

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish asset disclosure data online compared to the global average. The GDB assessed 109 countries, 67 of which are OGP members.

Note: This analysis only considers data that is available as a result of government action. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for more details.

---

Legal Frameworks for Asset Disclosure Data

OGP’s eligibility criteria require countries to have an operational asset disclosure law that requires public officials to submit disclosures (OGP, 2022). While all OGP countries have a law requiring the collection of asset disclosure data, nearly half of OGP countries do not require the collected information to be published (see Figure 2). Over one-third of OGP countries do not publish asset disclosure data online, likely because it is not legally required. This suggests that further legal reforms can help achieve public disclosure.

**FIGURE 2.** Gaps in legal frameworks governing asset disclosure

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries with collection and disclosure requirements for asset disclosure data. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

Note: This analysis only considers binding laws and policies that exist and are operational. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for more details.
Scope of asset disclosure information is limited. Half of OGP countries do not legally require reporting details such as changes in assets and liabilities, in-kind support, or information on family member assets (see Figure 3). An even larger percentage of OGP countries do not publish this information online, even if public officials report it. A limited scope of publicly available information limits the ability of the relevant oversight institution and the media, civil society, or the public to monitor possible cases of illicit enrichment or conflicts of interest. For example, broadening the scope of disclosure allows for public monitoring of in-kind contributions from authoritarian regimes (Rudolph & Morley, 2020).

Data lacks usability. While just over half of OGP countries legally require the publication of asset disclosures, a slightly higher portion of countries, 60 percent, actually publish asset disclosure data online. However, only a small minority of these countries provide data that is machine-readable and bulk downloadable (see Figure 4). Without these essential elements, the public will be less likely to efficiently use the data for monitoring and accountability purposes. Public monitoring is essential, especially where anti-corruption bodies or equivalent oversight institutions lack the mandate or capacity to detect and act on inconsistencies.

FIGURE 3. Required collection and availability of high-value information is limited
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that require collection of key elements of asset disclosure data compared to those that publish the key elements online. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for more details.

FIGURE 4. Usability remains an area of improvement for countries with available data
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries whose asset disclosure datasets meet open data criteria. The sample includes only the 41 OGP countries that publish asset disclosure data online.

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for more details.
• Open Data data alone, however, is not enough (see the disclosure of high-quality asset disclosure data. Open implementation can take to improve the collection and that members across the spectrum of policy

Below is a set of steps, from foundational to advanced, that members across the spectrum of policy implementation can take to improve the collection and disclosure of high-quality asset disclosure data. Open data alone, however, is not enough (see the Beyond Open Data section for a discussion of other steps that must complement data collection and disclosure).

• Maturity Model for Future Actions

Maturity Model for Future Actions
Below is a set of steps, from foundational to advanced, that members across the spectrum of policy implementation can take to improve the collection and disclosure of high-quality asset disclosure data. Open data alone, however, is not enough (see the Beyond Open Data section for a discussion of other steps that must complement data collection and disclosure).

- Improve asset disclosure laws and regimes: In addition to requiring the collection of asset disclosures, require that asset disclosures be publicly available for monitoring by civil society, journalists, and other interested citizens. Assign legal authority to an independent oversight body that will monitor submissions and verify information.

- Expand scope of those subjected to disclosure requirements: Require disclosure first from the most senior-level officials, elected officials, and members of the judiciary. As resources increase, apply regulations to an increased number of public officials who hold high-risk positions and their close family members, and increase the regularity of submissions.

- Broader scope of required information: Require disclosure of the asset types (financial, moveable and non-moveable, in-kind benefits) that are at most risk for corrupt activity, as well as liabilities and conflicts of interest. This should include disclosure of board memberships, secondary employment, and stakeholder interests.

- Streamline data collection for timely, accurate release: Create one online system to streamline submission of asset disclosure data, and ensure system administrators are well-equipped to assist those submitting information.

- Ensure data is accessible and usable: At minimum, make asset disclosures publicly available and free for the public to access. As capacity increases, publish data that is machine-readable and bulk downloadable. As much information as possible should be published, protecting sensitive information only when necessary and explaining why the data cannot be made public. Ensure data is updated regularly, and make historical data available to allow monitoring for changes over time. Publish data on compliance rates, as well as statistics on false submissions and subsequent penalties.

- Interoperability: Make asset disclosure data interoperable with other datasets, including data on lobbying, political finance, land ownership, and beneficial ownership. Create unique identifiers for individuals who submit declarations that can be used across datasets (see Good to Know: Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data). Consider introducing automatic red-flagging on conflicts of interest for high-risk areas such as public procurement, like in Romania’s PREVENT system (European Commission, n.d.).

Good to Know:
Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data

Data is more likely to advance accountability when it can be combined with other data. In addition to the high-value elements of each dataset, certain elements should be shared across datasets through the employment of “common identifiers.” These may be stored in a third dataset, reducing the need for data cleaning and validation.

Combining asset disclosure data with beneficial ownership, political finance, and land ownership data is particularly important. When designing or improving a particular dataset, decision makers should ensure that datasets rely on common identifiers as much as possible and require validation of those common identifiers in the entry of information. The facts below show how many OGP countries have the most important common identifiers for asset disclosure data.

- 12% of OGP countries publish unique identifiers for each public official and any family members or intimates for whom disclosure is required. This ensures that historical changes in assets can be tracked across datasets.

- However, asset declarations and political finance disclosures share common identifiers for interests, assets, and liabilities in just 6% of OGP countries. This limits the degree to which oversight bodies, auditors, and watchdog organizations can evaluate conflicts of interest, identify bad actors, and identify potential kickbacks for political campaigns.

Lessons from Reformers

Monitoring Unexplained Wealth Growth During the Pandemic in Paraguay

Control Ciudadano is an open data platform developed during the pandemic in hopes of giving citizens more control and oversight of public resources (Control Ciudadano, n.d.). The platform sources data from official Paraguay government websites or from requests for information access. Available data includes asset declarations from public officials, along with other useful data for public monitoring, such as government purchases made during the pandemic.

The platform includes a growth analysis tool that allows the user to determine if there is a large amount of unexplained wealth or inconsistencies between declarations. If the tool detects an inconsistency, the user can then report the case to the Comptroller General of the Republic, who oversees asset declarations. Tools like this have allowed the public to uncover cases of extreme wealth growth among high-ranking officials, including a former senator whose wealth grew by 4,600 percent over a four-year period (ABC en el Este, 2020).
Beyond Open Data

Making asset disclosure data available and usable is not enough to adequately combat corrupt activity among public officials. Other steps must be taken to ensure the data is monitored, verified, and used to identify potential risks, including:

- **Citizen monitoring and reporting:** A complaint mechanism should be in place for the media, civil society, or interested citizens to request verification of certain information. The government body responsible for the information should investigate and respond to all requests in a timely manner.

- **Enforcement and oversight:** An independent oversight body should be given legal authority to monitor and verify asset declaration submissions. In some countries, such as **Lithuania** (An Act of Legislature, n.d.) and **Paraguay** (UNODC, 2004), the supreme audit institution is legally responsible for monitoring and verifying submissions. Other countries may assign relevant anti-corruption bodies to take on the oversight role, like in **Ukraine** (National Agency for the Prevention of Corruption Order, 2021) and **Indonesia** (UNODC, 2019). Responsibilities of the oversight body should include:
  - **Verification of data:** The oversight body should be charged with verifying submitted information informed by a risk-based approach. They must be given the legal right to access other government records and/or private sector information for verification purposes. The oversight body should provide timely and adequate responses to public requests for verification of specific information.
  - **Enforcement mechanism:** The oversight body must enforce penalties or sanctions upon noncompliant public officials, whether for lack of submission or submission of false or incomplete information, and the penalties should be proportionate to the level of offense.

**GUIDANCE AND STANDARDS**

The **World Bank** has several resources on asset disclosure, including:

- A paper looking at the benefits and challenges of electronic filing (Kotlyar & Pop, 2019)
- Detailed case studies of asset disclosure frameworks around the world (UNODC, 2013)
- Recommendations on how asset disclosure can be used to identify politically exposed persons (Rossi et al., 2012)
- An analysis on how to design an effective asset disclosure mechanism (Burdescu et al., 2010)

The **Organization of American States** created a model law for asset declarations that reflects international standards and can be used when drafting legislation (DAS, 2009).

**Transparency International** has several resources, such as:

- A general overview of the role asset disclosure plays in anti-corruption (Jenkins, 2015)
- A report on open data for political integrity in Europe, including asset disclosure (Kergueno & Vrushi, 2020)
- A discussion of potential oversight mechanisms (Martini, 2020)
- Recommendations for how OGP members can incorporate asset disclosure in their OGP action plans (Amin & Marin, 2020)

The **Financial Action Task Force**’s Recommendations 12 and 22 include standards for preventing and detecting fraud and corruption by politically exposed persons, including asset disclosure mechanisms (PATF, 2013).

**LESSONS FROM REFORMERS**

**Independent Monitoring of Asset Disclosure in Georgia**

Georgia has been viewed for years as a leader in its region on anti-corruption efforts, including its mandatory asset disclosure laws for public officials. Before 2017, the asset disclosure system provided full public access to a comprehensive set of officials’ assets, but there was no tool to audit and check the accuracy of declarations.

As part of their 2016 OGP action plan, Georgia (n.d.) committed to implementing the first independent monitoring system for public officials’ asset declarations. New amendments to the law introduced sanctions for violating asset disclosure rules. The Civil Service Bureau started monitoring public officials’ asset declarations, which were either selected randomly through the unified electronic system or reported as suspicious by external stakeholders.

In the inaugural year of the strengthened system, 80 percent of declarations selected for verification were found to have violations. However, violations decreased to 45 percent in the monitoring system’s third year, following the publication of detailed instructions for filing asset declarations. Since then, Georgia has continued to provide full public access to comprehensive information on asset disclosures.

Old Georgian Parliament Building, Tbilisi, Georgia. Photo by OGP.
Ensuring Accountability of Asset Disclosure Submissions in Ukraine

Before 2014, thirty percent of Ukraine’s budget was embezzled by organized crime and political groups. As part of their 2014 OGP action plan, Ukraine committed to creating a unified online platform for all government officials to submit and disclose their declarations of income, property, and expenditure. In 2016, the National Agency for Corruption Prevention (NACP) launched an online portal of public officials’ asset declarations. For the first time, public officials’ asset declarations were accessible to the public in open data format through a centralized portal. Citizens could now view this information and report any irregularities found in the declarations.

The e-declarations system yielded early results and was well received by the public. For its first stage in 2016, more than 100,000 high- and mid-level officials were required to complete declarations, making more than 135,000 documents available to the public. Four months into its launch, the National Anti-Corruption Bureau (NABU) had begun ten criminal investigations due to cases of false declarations and illicit enrichment. In a public opinion poll in December 2016, the platform was listed as one of Ukraine’s main political successes of 2016.

Yet, a major setback came with a controversial decision from Ukraine’s Constitutional Court in October 2020. By then, the NABU had 110 open criminal investigations, and detectives were investigating around 180 cases of false submissions, which carries a potential penalty of two years of prison. A surprise decision of the Constitutional Court of Ukraine abolished criminal liability for false declaration. All of the ongoing cases, including 34 that had reached the court, were dropped. Fortunately, the NACP was able to resume verification of declarations in March 2021, and in June 2021, the Parliament restored liability for false declarations.

List of Resources


Introduction

While competition between political parties, campaigns, and regular elections are core elements of democracy, they also come with significant financial costs. When these expenses and the individuals and actors who pay for them operate in secrecy, it creates serious risks and questions about the undue influence these actors may have on policy makers.

Along with a host of other regulations, a requirement to publish political finance data—such as information on candidates and political parties’ funding sources, contribution amounts, and spending—can help to ensure that elections are free, fair, and appropriately funded. Oversight agencies, watchdog organizations, journalists, and citizens can also use this information to prevent and detect cases of manipulation or undue influence, both during and outside of the campaign cycle.

This analysis is part of the Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption report, which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer.

Key Takeaways

| Availability   | Over two-thirds of OGP countries publish political finance data online in any form. |
| High-Value Information | Most datasets cover income and spending of political parties and candidates, but few datasets clearly identify donors. |
| Usability       | Most datasets are free to access, but few are published in machine-readable or bulk downloadable formats. |

70% of OGP countries have data available online

Pictured is the TRX (The Tun Razak Exchange). The project’s developer is the infamous Malaysia Development Berhad (1MDB), the company at the heart of what has often been described as the world’s largest kleptocratic case. Transparent political finance information can help to prevent and detect malign interests. Photo by Slices of Light.
Policy Justification

The undue influence of money in politics interferes with democratic processes and can distort the representation that the government is responsible for providing. Political finance regulations, including financial reporting requirements, can reduce the harmful effects of this influence. These efforts can help to achieve a variety of objectives:

- Increases scrutiny of the raising and spending of funds. Political parties and candidates that routinely report their finances in open data format make it easier for oversight agencies, government watchdogs, and citizens to identify potential irregularities (International IDEA & OPG, 2019).
- Protects citizens’ voices and improves trust in government. Countries can ensure that no voice—regardless of wealth or donation history—has outsized value or power, preserving the principle of “one person, one vote” (Ohman, 2013). This makes citizens more likely to trust government institutions and election results (OECD, n.d.).
- Reduces corruption in government decision-making. Politicians may give preferential treatment to companies and other actors that donated to their campaign or political party, allowing these companies to co-opt politicians’ policy agendas (OECD, n.d.). This may materialize in awarding public contracts to donors and other corrupt practices. Transparent political finance data can help prevent these risks, especially when the data is linked to other datasets, such as public procurement data.
- Identifies and counteracts the influence of malign foreign actors and criminals. In some parts of the world, criminal groups donate to political campaigns and parties to avoid prosecution (Elena & Schein, n.d.). Foreign-linked interests may also use political finance to interfere with elections by co-opting candidates or third-party groups that pursue electoral outcomes. Transparent political finance information can help to prevent and detect these types of malign interests.
- Promotes and protects participation and representation for women and other marginalized groups. Female candidates in many countries suffer a great disadvantage when running for political office due to a lack of access to campaign finance (Cigane & Ohman, 2014). Transparent political party finance data can help to document these gaps and support efforts to level the playing field (Cigane & Ohman, 2014).
- Helps to achieve a variety of objectives: 
- Reduces corruption in government decision-making. Politicians may give preferential treatment to companies and other actors that donated to their campaign or political party, allowing these companies to co-opt politicians’ policy agendas (OECD, n.d.). This may materialize in awarding public contracts to donors and other corrupt practices. Transparent political finance data can help prevent these risks, especially when the data is linked to other datasets, such as public procurement data.

Key Terms

**Political finance:** According to the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA), political finance “encompasses all financial flows to and from political parties and candidates. It includes formal and informal income and expenditure, as well as financial and in-kind contributions” (International IDEA, n.d.). Commonly used instruments to regulate political finance include banning illicit funds and foreign donations, limiting anonymous donations, and placing reasonable caps on contributions and political party spending (OSCE, 2015).

**Public vs. private funding:** Governments often provide funding to political parties or candidates—indirectly (e.g., access to media) or directly (e.g., cash)—to level the playing field and mitigate the risks of undue influence from private interests. This is considered public funding and stands in contrast to funding provided by individuals, companies, or other groups, also known as private funding.

**In-kind and nonfinancial contributions:** These contributions refer to nonmonetary support that political parties and candidates receive. For example, this includes donated or discounted goods and services such as transport or lodging.

**Third-party campaigning:** In many cases, actors other than political parties and candidates become involved in campaigns. These include special interest groups, lobbyists, and political party sub-organizations like women’s and youth wings. While these third parties vary from country to country, they play an increasingly important role in campaigns and are largely unregulated (Ohman, 2020).

**Data reporting vs. publication:** In the context of political finance, data reporting refers to the submission of political finance data by political parties, candidates, and third parties to oversight or other government institutions. **Alternately, data publication refers to political finance data made available online by the government.**

---

1. A similar term also cited in political finance work is “non-contestant campaigning.” In this analysis, we refer to “third party campaigning,” which is the term used by the Global Data Barometer in its questionnaire [https://handbook.globaldatabarometer.org/2021/indicadores/GPI.POLFIN/.](https://handbook.globaldatabarometer.org/2021/indicadores/GPI.POLFIN/)

2. This is the equivalent of the term “data collection” in other chapters of this report.
State of Progress Through OGP

Relatively few OGP members have made commitments related to political finance in their action plans. Over OGP’s first ten years, 33 members have made 50 commitments related to election and political finance reform. Twenty-one of these commitments are specifically related to increasing transparency and accountability within political finance.

Member adoption of political finance commitments has remained consistently low relative to other policy areas. Currently, just 15 percent of all OGP members are implementing a commitment related to elections and political finance in their action plan.

OGP commitments related to political finance have mostly focused on strengthening reporting requirements. About two-thirds of the commitments specifically related to political finance involve creating legislation or regulations that mandate increased transparency. A handful of commitments (from Georgia, Latvia, and Romania) mention publishing political finance data in open formats. Few members have used the OGP platform to create mechanisms or opportunities for the public or government institutions to monitor political finance data.

Initial evaluations show promising results of political finance commitments in OGP. Based on assessments by OGP’s Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM), political finance commitments perform similarly to the global average in terms of ambition. Half of political finance commitments have been assessed as having a significant potential to change the status quo if implemented. While the sample size is small, commitments in this area do tend to be more effective than the average OGP commitment. According to the IRM, one-third of political finance commitments have achieved strong early results in opening government, compared to 22 percent of all OGP commitments.

3 The rest largely focus on making electoral data publicly available.
4 This includes action plans submitted in 2020 or later. The members include: Brazil, Germany, Indonesia, the Netherlands, Papua New Guinea, and Sierra Leone.

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

Most OGP Countries Publish Data, But Gaps Remain

The majority of OGP countries make political finance data available. Nearly three-quarters of OGP governments (70 percent) publish at least some political finance data online (see Figure 1). This stands in stark contrast to non-OGP countries, where only about one in six (16 percent) publish any data online. An important factor is that nearly all OGP countries have a law, policy, or regulation that requires the reporting or publication of political finance data (see Legal Frameworks for political finance for more details).

FIGURE 1. Most OGP countries publish political finance data online in some form

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish political finance data online compared to the global average. The GDB assessed 109 countries, 67 of which are OGP members.
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Note: This analysis only considers data that is available as a result of government action. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for more details.
Legal Frameworks for Political Finance Data

Most OGP countries have a regulatory framework governing political finance data. Sixty-two of 66 assessed OGP countries (or 94 percent) have a law, policy, or regulation that requires political parties and candidates to report financial data (see Figure 2). This is one of the highest rates compared to other policy areas assessed in this report.6

**FIGURE 2. Political finance regulatory frameworks often lack publication requirements**

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries with reporting and publication requirements for political finance data. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

Most frameworks include definitions of key terms. About half of the frameworks have clear and unambiguous definitions for the campaigning activities of parties, candidates, and third parties.7 About a quarter of frameworks have definitions for only some terms, with many lacking definitions for third-party campaigning. A quarter of frameworks lack definitions altogether.

Frameworks largely lack open data publication requirements. Just over half of OGP countries require publishing political finance data in binding policy, regulations, or law (see Figure 2). However, fewer than one in ten OGP countries require publishing this data in open formats. This makes it difficult to enforce disclosing data in a format that would better enable public monitoring and oversight.

However, existing political finance datasets show important gaps in coverage. For example, many lack details on finances of political parties and candidates. Among OGP countries that publish political finance data online, about two-thirds publish details on spending or income of political parties and candidates (see Figure 3). Fewer, about one-third, disclose details on assets and liabilities. (The reasons for these gaps are multifaceted. See the next subsection for more on the common binding constraints for OGP countries.)

**FIGURE 3. Political finance datasets in OGP countries lack details about key actors**

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish political finance information about key actors. The sample includes only the 47 OGP countries that publish political finance data online.

Less information is available about donors (see Figure 3). About half of online political finance datasets in OGP countries include the first and last name of donors, but far fewer include other, more reliable means of identification, such as unique identifiers and employment information. Beyond easier identification, publishing employment information is also important to spot cases of legal entities subdividing donations and channeling them through employees.

---

5 OGP countries without a law, policy, or regulation include Burkina Faso, Senegal, and Sri Lanka. Honduras has a law but it is not yet implemented.

6 This includes the other areas covered by the Global Data Barometer: asset disclosure, lobbying, right to information, and public consultation.

7 It is worth noting that definitions for third-party campaigning vary widely across countries. For example, depending on the context, third parties may include entities affiliated with political parties like think tanks or groups that do not pursue policy or regulatory—rather than electoral—outcomes. This makes it difficult to determine the degree to which this term is adequately defined across countries.
Sources of income for political parties and candidates are also often not published. While two-thirds of OGP countries that publish political finance data online specify the timing and amount of donations, fewer disaggregate the income of parties and candidates by revenue stream, such as donations, public funding, and dues (see Figure 4). Fewer still publish data on in-kind and nonfinancial contributions.

FIGURE 4. Most OGP countries do not publish party and candidate income by revenue stream
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish party and candidate income by revenue stream. The sample includes only the 47 OGP countries that publish political finance data online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue Stream</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donation Timings and Amounts</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakdown of Donations, Public Funding, and Membership Dues</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-kind and Non-financial Support</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of OGP Countries that Publish Key Elements

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for more details.

Data Collection and Publication are Common Binding Constraints
OGP countries often require political parties and candidates to report information that is never published. Figure 5 looks at how reporting requirements compare to data availability across several areas of political finance. In each case, reporting requirements are far more common than the actual publication of data. For example, while more than three-quarters of OGP countries require political parties and candidates to report their income and spending, fewer than half publish this data online. This gap between reporting requirements and publication of data is one of the largest when compared to other policy areas assessed in this report.8

The reasons for this lack of published data vary. In many cases, not all parties or politicians comply with reporting requirements. In other cases, the data is reported, but the government either does not publish it online or publishes it at such a high level that it is impossible to identify details such as sources of income and spending. Another challenge is that political parties and politicians are often responsible for posting their own financial data without a standard template, which leads to a patchwork of available data.

FIGURE 5. Disparity between data disclosure requirements and data availability
This figure shows how many OGP countries have a mandate to collect certain data elements vs. how many actually publish. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

This points to a gap in both data collection and publication. This finding suggests that for most OGP countries, the issue is not the lack of a legal or regulatory framework that requires political parties and candidates to report information. Instead, the binding constraint is ensuring compliance with existing reporting requirements and ensuring that the collected data is then published online (see the Beyond Open Data section for more on the importance of independent oversight bodies to ensure greater compliance).

8 This includes the other areas covered by the Global Data Barometer: asset disclosure, lobbying, right to information, and public consultation.
Most Political Finance Data Is Not User-Friendly

Data usability also poses a challenge. Figure 6 below illustrates the extent to which the available political finance data in OGP countries meets open data standards. While nearly all datasets are available at no cost, only about one-third are machine-readable and licensed for reuse. One in five OGP countries makes the data available for bulk download. In many cases, political party financial statements are only available as scanned forms in PDF format, which requires users to manually review them to track income and expenses.

FIGURE 6. Most political finance data does not meet open data standards

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries whose political finance datasets meet open data criteria. The sample includes only the 47 OGP countries that publish political finance data online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Availability/Format</th>
<th>Percentage of OGP Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available Free of Charge</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openly Licensed</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely and Updated</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available in Machine-Readable Format</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available for Bulk Download</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of OGP Countries that Meet Open Data Criteria

Yes  No

Note: For this analysis, countries with "partial" disclosure are considered cases of "no" disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for more details.

Maturity Model for Future Actions

Below is a set of steps, from foundational to advanced, that members across the spectrum of policy implementation can take to improve the collection and disclosure of high-quality political finance data. Open data alone, however, is not enough (see the Beyond Open Data section for a discussion of other steps that must complement data collection and disclosure).

Legal and Regulatory Framework

- Ensure a strong foundation for data governance:
  - Set out clear and unambiguous definitions for the campaigning and financial activities of political parties and candidates, including third parties.
  - Establish a mandate for an independent institution with sufficient resources and powers to examine financial reports and investigate/sanction where needed.

- Require comprehensive financial reporting:
  - Require political parties and candidates to report income (including in-kind and nonfinancial support), campaign spending, assets, and debts.
  - Require reasonable itemization of spending information with periodical updates to spending categories.
  - Set a low threshold for the donation amount that requires reporting the donor’s name.
  - Require regular updates, both during and outside of the campaign cycle, and consider real-time reporting by banking to oversight institutions.

Data Publication

- Publish financial data on political parties and candidates:
  - Publish the income, spending, assets, and liabilities of political parties, candidates, and third parties on a single, centralized data portal.
  - Disaggregate revenue data by source, including donations, public funding, and membership dues.
  - Publish the information on a timely basis.

- Publish data on donors and donations:
  - Publish donation timings and amounts, including in-kind and nonfinancial contributions.
  - Identify donors by disclosing first and last names and other clearly identifiable information for each donor.
  - Publish information on an ongoing basis, including before elections.

- Publish high-quality data that enables effective monitoring:
  - Make data available as open data, i.e., in machine-readable format(s), at no cost, licensed for reuse, and downloadable in bulk.
  - Make political finance data interoperable by using common identifiers for natural persons (including candidates and donors) and legal persons (including nonprofits and certain third-party groups) to link to other data sources, like registered lobbyists and corporate owners (see Good to Know: Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data).

8 International IDEA’s latest analysis shows that even in the UK—a country with one of the most transparent political finance systems in the world—nearly 15 percent of campaign expenditures in the last general election were impossible to account for due to a lack of detailed financial reporting, among other reasons. The analysis is available at: https://www.idea.int/news/marking-what-did-political-parties-really-spend-political-finance-beyond-uk.

9 Reporting obligations for civil society organizations (CSOs) should be no more burdensome than for businesses. CSOs should still be able to seek foreign funding, advocate for policies, and be protected from retaliation, stigmatization, and arbitrary enforcement, including being labeled and punished as foreign agents. This issue is explored further in a policy brief by OGP, the National Democratic Institute, and Transparency International, available at: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/documents/countering-illiberal-influences-through-open-government.
Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data

Data is more likely to advance accountability when it can be combined with other data. In addition to the high-value elements of each dataset, certain elements should be shared across datasets through the employment of “common identifiers.” These may be stored in a third dataset, reducing the need for data cleaning and validation.

Combining political finance data with asset disclosure, beneficial ownership, and land ownership data is particularly important. When designing or improving a particular dataset, decision makers should ensure that datasets rely on common identifiers as much as possible and require validation of those common identifiers in the entry of information. The facts below show how many OGP countries have the most important common identifiers for political finance data.

- 18% of OGP countries publish unique identifiers for each donor in political finance datasets. This ensures that the same donor can be traced across campaigns and allows for cleaner data.

- Asset disclosure and political finance disclosures share common identifiers for interests, assets, and liabilities in just 6% of OGP countries. Similarly, only 3% of OGP countries use common identifiers in lobbying data and political finance data for lobbyist clients and party and campaign donors. This limits the degree to which oversight bodies, auditors, and watchdog organizations can evaluate conflicts of interest, identify bad actors, and identify potential kickbacks for political campaigns.

LESSONS FROM REFORMERS

Transparency of Political Party and Election Financing in Croatia

Croatia has been working on increasing transparency of political party and election financing through commitments in their second and third action plans. Using the information provided in the database of election campaign reports, developed by the State Election Commission as their OGP commitment, two civil society organizations that are members of the Croatian Multi-Stakeholder Forum developed a searchable database of contributions and expenses reported by parties and complement this information with their own analysis of key observed trends and issues (Croatia, n.d.). The database allows search and comparison of donors, campaign expenses, media discounts, and social media campaign expenses.” See 2020 Annual Report for more details (OGP, 2021).

GONG’s (n.d.) searchable database (“Microsoft Power BI, n.d.)

Citizens can use the database to find information related to elections, supervision of political activities funding and supervision electoral campaign funding, as well as electoral legislation. Photos by the Croatian State Electoral Commission.
User-Friendly Search Engine on Public Financing of Political Parties in Panama

Before 2015, Panama’s citizens could not monitor state contributions to independent political parties and candidates. As part of their 2015 action plan, Panama (n.d.) committed to publishing detailed information on public financing of political parties no later than six months after the end of each electoral period. The Panamanian Tribunal Electoral (or Electoral Tribunal, which provides vital records, identifications and electoral organization) created a public database that is searchable by year and shows all funding granted to political parties from the electoral authority, along with the use for the funding (Tribunal Electoral, n.d.). The database is user-friendly, allowing information to be downloaded in an open format, and regularly updated.

Beyond Open Data

This chapter has focused on open data around political finance, but countries will, of course, need to go Beyond Open Data to create meaningful change. Below are other necessary elements of strong reforms (see Guidance and Standards for more recommendations):

- **Involvement of diverse stakeholders:** Civil society organizations, journalists, political parties, the private sector (e.g., social media platforms), and oversight agencies all have an important role to play. Together, they can: (1) ensure ambition and feasibility of the data framework; (2) provide feedback on the usability of the data; and (3) monitor data, flag suspicious cases, and investigate.

- **Strong regulatory environment for political finance:** Political finance data, even when disclosed in usable formats, is not effective if political finance is weakly regulated. Examples of common political finance regulations include banning illicit funds and foreign donations, limiting anonymous donations, and placing reasonable caps on contributions and political party spending. See the Guidance and Standards section for a list of other measures.

- **Independent oversight:** Independent institutions in charge of examining financial disclosures, investigating suspicious cases, and implementing sanctions in case of violations (depending on the administrative context) can ensure accountability. Ideally, these institutions should create channels for civil society to flag cases for follow-up and should engage with the regulated community (e.g., political parties and electoral contestants) to raise awareness of responsibilities, ensure an appropriate framework for compliance, and provide the necessary training. See Guidance and Standards for more detailed recommendations for political finance oversight bodies.

- **Interagency cooperation:** Aspects of political finance often fall under the purview of different government institutions, such as anti-corruption agencies, lobbying registrars, and electoral bodies. At a minimum, these institutions should coordinate to share information. Beyond that, these institutions could also cross-reference political finance data with other government datasets—such as the tax registry or beneficial ownership database—for more effective verification. OGP Multi-Stakeholder Forums are one possible vehicle for cooperation in designing and implementing open government reforms (OGP, n.d.).

- **Modernized, digitized systems:** Regulatory frameworks must address the emerging challenges of the digital age. For example, online services (e.g., social media advertising, microtargeting, digital consulting) are increasingly used but not properly captured by existing reporting requirements (Hamada, Dommett, & Power, 2022). Opaque cryptocurrencies also represent a growing source of political finance. Innovative digital solutions are needed, such as digitized real-time reporting and publication of political finance data, and automatic cross-checking of political finance data with online ad libraries, beneficial ownership databases, and tax registries.

A Kuna indigenous woman votes during presidential and parliamentary elections in Panama City. Panamaans can use this public database to search and download the details of expenses that pertain to the financing and operation of the political parties in their country. Photo by Luis Acosta, AFP.
POLICY AREAS:  POLITICAL FINANCE

International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) has several related resources, including:

- A report that offers an overview of problems that arise in the absence of political finance regulations and steps countries can take to solve these problems (Ohman, 2013).
- A handbook on how improved campaign finance regulation can promote gender equality and women's participation in elections (Cigane & Ohman, 2014).
- A database that documents existing political finance regulations in the Middle East and North Africa (Salameh, 2013).
- A database of political finance oversight for Europe and Eurasia (IFES, n.d.).
- A handbook related to political finance oversight (Ohman, 2013).
- A toolkit for political finance institutions on how to implement political finance regulations (IFES, n.d.).

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has several related resources, including:

- A report on the risks of funding political parties and campaigns, barriers to confronting these risks, and the links between these risks and the broader integrity of the political system (OECD, n.d.).
- A training manual on political finance regulation (OECD, n.d.).

The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) has a handbook for campaign finance that covers common regulatory measures, such as contribution and expenditure limits, reporting requirements, and oversight mechanisms (OSCE, 2015).

List of Resources


Croatia, “Political Finance Transparency (HR0028),” n.d., https://www.opengovpartnership.org/members/croatia/committments/hr0028/


Introduction

Disclosing beneficial owners—those who ultimately control or profit from a business—has emerged as an important tool to fight corruption, particularly the misuse of shell companies. Anonymousely owned companies (and other legal vehicles) are often used to hide taxable revenue, terrorist financing, or illegally obtained money by making it difficult to trace their beneficiaries (see Good to Know: Key Terms). Roughly 70 percent of the biggest corruption cases between 1980 and 2010 involved these anonymously owned companies (van der Does de Willebois et al., 2011). Yet in most countries, the public disclosure of beneficial owners is not required.

There is growing global recognition of these problems, as evidenced by the recent focus on the use of shell companies by Russian oligarchs to launder and hide their money (BBC, 2022). Revelations in the Panama Papers (Szykowski, 2017), the Paradise Papers (ICIJ, n.d.), the FinCEN Files (Basu, 2020), and the latest Pandora Papers (Open Ownership, 2021) have also accelerated interest in beneficial ownership transparency reform as an important tool to prevent corruption and money laundering. The Financial Action Task Force (FATF), an inter-governmental body focused on combating money laundering, now requires countries to collect timely beneficial ownership information on central registers (FATF, 2022), and the EU’s 5th Anti-Money Laundering Directive now requires all EU member states to publish a beneficial ownership register (see Guidance and Standards).

This analysis is part of the Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption report, which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer.

Key Takeaways

| Availability | One-third of OGP countries publish any form of beneficial ownership data online. |
| High-Value Information | Most datasets include unique identifiers for companies, but few include information on the financial interests held by beneficial owners. |
| Usability | Most datasets are available for free, but few are bulk downloadable, and even fewer follow a data standard. |

36% of OGP countries have data available online.
Policy Justification

Publishing digital registers with beneficial ownership information helps shine a light on secretive legal structures that can be exploited to launder the proceeds of corruption, hide conflicts of interest, improperly win lucrative government contracts, and evade tax payments. Creating a public registry that includes open data on beneficial owners provides a key tool for governments to achieve a variety of objectives:

Beneficial ownership transparency strengthens tax collection by limiting tax evasion. For example, by some estimates, the disclosures in the Panama Papers have led to the collection of more than US$500 million in unpaid taxes and penalties, as well as numerous prosecutions for tax evasion (Obermaier & Obermayer, 2018).

Public beneficial ownership data enables citizens to hold companies accountable. For instance, watchdog organizations in Slovakia have used beneficial ownership data to identify conflicts of interest that have led to fines (OGP, 2019).

Public beneficial ownership information helps fight corruption and money laundering. This is particularly critical in real estate, where the data can be used to identify money laundering activities, as seen in the recent leaks of Dubai property data (Kuper & Frish, 2022).

Public beneficial ownership registries make financial sense. In 2002, the UK Treasury estimated (conservatively) that a public register would result in at least £30 million of gains across government, far outweighing any costs (HM Treasury/DTI, 2002).

Public beneficial ownership registries help companies fulfill their due diligence and risk management obligations, returning value to investors. This includes banks and financial institutions that are often required to identify client beneficiaries without having access to government-held beneficial ownership registers. In the UK, the beneficial ownership register was accessed more than ten billion times in 2020–2021, demonstrating the value of the data to groups beyond civil society and journalists (Companies House, 2021).

What Does “Beneficial Ownership Data” Mean in this Report?

This module covers findings from the Global Data Barometer on the publication of beneficial ownership data in OGP countries. It includes information on the availability of the following types of data related to beneficial ownership:

- Unique identifiers for each company
- Identifying information for beneficial owners
- Nature and size of interests held by beneficial owners
- Information about beneficial owners’ sex and gender
State of Progress Through OGP

A growing number of countries are advancing beneficial ownership transparency through OGP. In its 2013 OGP action plan, the UK government made the first-ever commitment to launch a public register of beneficial owners. Nearly ten years later, 33 national governments have now made 58 OGP commitments related to beneficial ownership transparency. In 2020, more than 40 percent of OGP countries were implementing a commitment related to beneficial ownership transparency, which is an all-time high.

OGP commitments related to beneficial ownership transparency have largely focused on data publication. More than half of the 58 commitments made to date focus on disclosing new data. About a third focus on the planning phase or on making changes to the legal framework. A handful deal with improving the quality of disclosed data, such as through implementing verification mechanisms or standardization using the BODS. Many commitments also have a sectoral focus: eight commitments focus on disclosing the beneficial owners of companies that contract with the government and 16 commitments deal specifically with the extractives sector.

Beneficial ownership commitments in OGP show promise. According to the Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM), OGP commitments related to beneficial ownership transparency tend to be more ambitious than commitments in other areas. Specifically, the IRM has rated two-thirds of these commitments as "ambitious"—with the potential to significantly change the status quo—compared to only one-half of all other commitments. Although implementation rates were low for the commitments made early on, recent rates are higher, perhaps because a growing number of countries have now adopted the necessary legal frameworks to begin disclosing data.

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

GOOD TO KNOW

About GDB Data

The Global Data Barometer (GDB) is a global expert survey drawing on primary and secondary data that assesses data availability, governance, capability, and use around the world to help shape data infrastructures that limit risks and harms. Together with regional hubs and thematic partners, GDB researchers collected data on 109 countries, including 67 of the 77 OGP participating countries. The GDB captures data developments between May 1, 2019, and May 1, 2021, and includes 39 primary questions and over 500 sub-questions.

Availability of Beneficial Ownership Data Remains Low

Most OGP countries do not publish any beneficial ownership data. Just over one-third of OGP governments publish beneficial ownership data online in some form (see Figure 1). In an additional two OGP countries, some beneficial ownership data is available online, but not as a result of government action. For example, in Chile, a private company maintains a registry of information about financial and commercial actors, which is available for a fee (Equifax Chile, n.d.). In Mexico, civil society publishes beneficial ownership data using information cross-referenced from the stock exchange, lists of government suppliers, and the UK beneficial ownership registry (QuiénEsQuién.Wiki, n.d.).

Figure 1. Few OGP countries publish beneficial ownership data online

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish beneficial ownership data online compared to the global average. The GDB assessed 109 countries, 67 of which are OGP members.

LESSONS FROM REFORMERS

Improving the Quality of Beneficial Ownership data in Ghana

Ghana implemented an electronic beneficial ownership register in 2019 following the passage of the Companies Act, a law that requires the disclosure of companies’ beneficial owners. In their 2021 OGP action plan, Ghana is building on this progress with a commitment to improving the quality and accessibility of data on the register website (OGP, n.d.). Specifically, the commitment includes milestones to: publish data in open data format, create a system for flagging irregularities in submissions, and use the data for screening companies that apply for mining licenses.

Worker in the Anglo Ashanti gold mine in Obuasi, Ghana. Photo by Jonathan Ernst/World Bank.
Legal Frameworks for Beneficial Ownership Data

Legal frameworks for beneficial ownership data are increasing in number. About three-quarters of OGP countries currently have a law, policy, or regulation that requires collection or publication of beneficial ownership information (see Figure 2). Most of these frameworks require information to be collected in a central register or database. This represents a clear increase: in 2019, fewer than half of OGP countries (Arce, Falla, & Foti, 2019) had these legal frameworks.

FIGURE 2. Beneficial ownership regulatory frameworks often lack publication requirements
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries with collection and disclosure requirements for beneficial ownership information. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

However, few of these frameworks require publication. Just under 40 percent of OGP countries require publishing any sort of beneficial ownership data in binding policy, regulations, or law (see Figure 2). Fewer than one in eight OGP countries require the publication of this data as open data. This points to legal frameworks as a key binding constraint for data publication. A clear legal mandate facilitates data collection and publication. Indeed, 19 of the 24 OGP countries that publish beneficial ownership data have a legal mandate to do so.²

Most beneficial ownership datasets include some identifying information for beneficial owners. While the majority of OGP countries do not disclose any beneficial ownership data, those that do mostly include unique identifiers for companies. All also include at least some identifying information for beneficial owners, such as year and month of birth, nationality, or address (see Figure 3).³ This makes it easier to match beneficial owners with individuals of the same name in other key datasets, such as public contracts and licensing.

FIGURE 3. Existing beneficial ownership data lacks key information in some countries
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish key elements of beneficial ownership information. The sample includes only the 24 OGP countries that publish beneficial ownership data online.

Few countries publish information on the interests held by beneficial owners. This includes information related to both the nature of the interest (e.g., shares, voting rights, ownership) and the size (e.g., 25 percent of shares, 40 percent of votes). Some OGP countries publish at least some of this information, but not all. This information is critical to understanding how individuals exercise ownership and control, including through direct and indirect means.

Four OGP governments disaggregate by sex/gender. In each case, the information is indirectly available, such as through social security numbers (e.g., Sweden), identity codes (e.g., Estonia), or tax identification numbers (e.g., Greece). This means that users in these cases still need to conduct further data analysis to identify the sex or gender of beneficial owners. Sex-disaggregated beneficial ownership data can help to advance gender equality policies, but governments must carefully consider policy uses and potential harms (Open Ownership, 2022).

² OGP countries that publish persistent identifiers (e.g., date of birth, identification number) for beneficial owners include: Albania; Armenia; Bulgaria; Burkina Faso; Croatia; Estonia; Finland; France; Germany; Guatemala; Italy; Latvia; Malta; Netherlands; Nigeria; Portugal; Romania; Slovakia; Sweden; United Kingdom.

³ For three of the 19 countries, the requirement is set out in nonbinding policy or guidance.
Existing Beneficial Ownership Data is Generally Not User-Friendly

Most countries that publish data make it available without charge. Only one-quarter of OGP countries that publish data charge for access to it (see Figure 4). This is encouraging, as charging to access data is known to limit its use, particularly by civil society and small businesses.

However, data usability remains an important challenge. Among OGP countries that publish data, about half publish data that is not machine-readable, and about two-thirds do not make the data available in bulk (see Figure 4). In other words, the available data is often unstructured, comprising scanned forms and open text across various web pages for individual companies (Open Ownership, 2021). This makes data analysis costly and time-intensive, requiring users to match owners with other datasets by hand and through repeated data requests (e.g., web scraping).

FIGURE 4. Most beneficial ownership data does not meet open data standards

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries whose beneficial ownership datasets meet open data criteria. The sample includes only the 24 OGP countries that publish beneficial ownership data online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Quality Criterion</th>
<th>Yes (%)</th>
<th>No (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available Free of Charge</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openly Licensed</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely and Updated</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available in Machine-Readable Format</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available for Bulk Download</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follows a Data Standard</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Existing data also rarely follows a common standard. Only one in six OGP countries publishing beneficial ownership data follow an international standard (see Figure 4). Few countries have implemented the BODS, a standard developed precisely for beneficial ownership disclosure (see Good to Know: Key Terms). This makes it difficult to track beneficial owners and companies across borders through a common, easy-to-use, structured data framework.

Maturity Model for Future Actions

Below is a set of steps, from foundational to advanced, that members across the spectrum of policy implementation can take to improve the collection and disclosure of high-quality beneficial ownership data. Open data alone, however, is not enough (see the Beyond Open Data section for a discussion of other steps that must complement data collection and disclosure).

Legal and Regulatory Framework

- Establish requirements for data collection and disclosure:
  - Work with civil society to draft and implement legislation and regulations that mandate the collection and disclosure of beneficial ownership information.
  - Prevent common loopholes by including clear definitions for beneficial ownership, covering multiple legal vehicles (such as trusts) (Open Ownership, 2021), lowering thresholds for ownership, and mandating regular updates (see Guidance and Standards for relevant guidance from Open Ownership and the Tax Justice Network).

- Strengthen open data disclosure requirements:
  - Ensure that the legal framework requires that beneficial ownership data is publicly available free of charge and in accordance with open data standards.

Data Disclosure

- Publish data on a beneficial ownership register:
  - Make beneficial ownership data publicly accessible on a centralized register (Open Ownership, 2021).
  - Publish sufficient details to enable data use, including the interests held by each beneficial owner (including intermediate entities) and identifying information for each beneficial owner (Open Ownership, n.d.).

- Publish high-quality data that enables widespread use:
  - Follow an international standard such as the BODS to enable ownership data to be linked to data from other countries and datasets (see Good to Know: Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data).
  - Improve data accuracy by verifying information against other data sources (see the Beyond Open Data section for more details).
  - Make data available in bulk, such as through an application programming interface, or API.
Beyond Open Data

This chapter has focused on open data around beneficial ownership, but countries will, of course, need to go beyond open data to create meaningful change. Below are other necessary elements of strong reforms (see Guidance and Standards for more recommendations):

- **Participatory planning and implementation:** Members of the public should inform the design and execution of beneficial ownership transparency reforms through effective consultation. (Open Ownership, 2020). In the design phase, civil society and businesses can help to ensure that plans for data collection and publication meet user needs. For example, stakeholders may decide to apply a tiered approach, focusing first on high-risk sectors such as extractive industries or companies that contract with the government. (Lessons from Reformers: Establishing a Public Beneficial Ownership Register in Armenia). Civil society can also support implementation by refining legal drafts and providing iterative feedback on the quality of data registers.

- **Effective verification processes:** It is important that relevant institutions have the mandate and resources to verify that data is accurate and complete. (Verification, [Tax Justice Network, n.d.])

Other步骤

- **Public oversight and monitoring:** Civil society can play a key role in using published data to ensure accountability. For example, civil society organizations can help with red-flagging—applying data analytics to find patterns, identify anomalies, and create alerts. For example, civil society in the UK was instrumental in identifying suspicious trends. (Global Witness, 2018) in the beneficial ownership registry that prompted the government to make data improvements. (Ezeigbo, Kiepe, & Russel-Prywata, 2021).

- **Enforcement mechanisms:** Establishing and enforcing sanctions for making false or incomplete data submissions is critical to improve compliance, as is empowering watchdog organizations and other public agencies (such as procurement offices) to trigger investigations. Sanctions can include monetary fines, criminal prosecution, and loss of business rights, such as continued incorporation.

### Lessons from Reformers

**Stimulating Use of the Beneficial Ownership Register in Portugal**

Portugal implemented its public beneficial ownership register in 2019, and by January 2021, nearly half a million companies had registered their beneficial owners. However, use of the register was limited due to technical issues and a lack of public awareness. To address these issues, Portugal (n.d.) committed to implementing the BODS across entries in the register, launching an awareness campaign, and linking the register to other publicly available data sources, including the public procurement portal.

Portugal has a highly developed timber processing industry. The commitment intends to develop an awareness campaign aimed at entities on the indispensability of registering their beneficial owners. Photo by James Anderson, World Resources Institute.
GUIDANCE AND STANDARDS

Standards


The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) Standard requires, as of January 1, 2020, that implementing countries request, and extractive industries publicly disclose, beneficial ownership information (Requirement 2.5) (EITI, 2019).

Guidance

OGP has several resources related to beneficial ownership transparency, including:

- A Policy Progress Report that documents the growth of beneficial ownership transparency reforms within OGP (OGP, 2021)
- A Policy Area Fact Sheet with the latest numbers related to these commitments, including examples and recommendations (OGP, n.d.)
- A Global Report Module with detailed data analysis to capture the state of beneficial ownership transparency in OGP member countries (OGP, n.d.)

Open Ownership also has several related resources, including:

- An Implementation Guide that outlines the key steps needed to effectively implement beneficial ownership transparency reforms (Open Ownership, n.d.)
- A guide for effective consultation processes for beneficial ownership reforms (Open Ownership, 2020)
- A policy briefing on how to link beneficial ownership data with procurement (Open Ownership, 2021)
- Analyses of privacy considerations (Open Ownership, 2019) and the case for public registers (Open Ownership, n.d.) in collaboration with the B-Team and Engine Room

The Tax Justice Network offers several collections of resources on topics such as:

- Beneficial ownership registration (Tax Justice Network, n.d.), including the current state of play (Tax Justice Network, 2020)
- Beneficial ownership verification (Tax Justice Network, n.d.), including a relevant research paper (Tax Justice Network, 2019)
- The Financial Secrecy Index (Tax Justice Network, 2022), which includes an assessment of the legal and beneficial ownership framework of 140 jurisdictions

Transparency International offers practical recommendations for how to address beneficial ownership transparency in OGP action plans (Transparency International, 2018).

EITI offers resources for implementing beneficial ownership transparency reforms in the oil, gas, and mining sectors (EITI, n.d.).

LESSONS FROM REFORMERS

Collecting Beneficial Ownership Data for the First Time in Kenya

In recent years, Kenya (n.d.) has used several open government tools to fight corruption, including opening procurement processes, fiscal information, and efficient service delivery. As part of their 2016 OGP action plan, Kenya committed to passing legislation requiring the collection and publication of beneficial ownership information. The law, which eventually became known as the Companies Act, came into force in August 2017. It requires companies to keep a register of their members, including beneficial owners (name and address only), and to submit this information to the national Registrar of Companies. Although the data is currently only available for internal use by certain public authorities, this marked a significant milestone as it is the first time government authorities have ever collected any beneficial ownership information in Kenya. In their 2020 OGP action plan, Kenya committed to making beneficial ownership information accessible on a public register. For more details on this reform see Lessons from Reformers: Getting “Human Interoperability” Right in Kenya in the Interoperability: Linking Data and People module.
List of Resources


Cross, Michael, “Companies House to Have Power to Investigate,” The Law Society Gazette, March 1, 2022, https://www.taxazette.co.uk/news/companies-house-to-have-power-to-investigate/519681.article


Equifax Chile, n.d., https://solicitudes.equifax.cl/personas


LESSONS FROM REFORMERS

Establishing a Public Beneficial Ownership Register in Armenia

After the peaceful Velvet Revolution in 2018, the new Armenian government sought to implement a series of reforms to reverse the previous administration’s corrupt practices. As part of these efforts, Armenia (n.d.) used their 2018 OGP action plan to commit to publishing the beneficial owners of companies in a public register, starting with the country’s metal mining industry (OGP, n.d.). At the time, companies were required to report beneficial ownership information during the company registration process, but this information was not available to the public. As part of the commitment, the government amended existing legislation to require that beneficial ownership information be included in a public register. These amendments passed in 2019. By April 2020, companies began publishing their data on Armenia’s e-register (e-register, n.d.). This commitment has resulted in the disclosure and availability to the public of more information on beneficial ownership, particularly in the country’s mining sector. Armenia is now working on publishing these disclosures in a machine-readable format in accordance with the BODS and expanding disclosures to other sectors of the economy.

Armenia’s Minister of Justice, Rustam Badasyan, signs an MoU with Open Ownership. Photo by Ministry of Justice, Armenia. Photo by OGP.
Introduction

Land is one of the main sources of wealth in most countries. How it is governed significantly impacts land usage, environmental sustainability, and human development. As a major source of wealth, land transactions are both targets of corruption and destinations for ill-gotten gains. This report focuses on how land can be a target of corruption and a destination of ill-gotten gains.

This analysis is part of the Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption report, which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer.

Officials at the Uganda Land Commission (ULC) have been accused of asking for bribes in order to pay out compensation for land. Geoffrey Mugisa, one of the registered proprietors and claimants of the Shs10.6 billion supplementary budget allocated to facilitate the land owners who sold their land to the government through the Uganda Land Commission (ULC) said in order to process his payments, officials from ULC asked him for a bribe.

This section outlines the benefits of publishing land ownership data including the mitigation of losses related to crime and corruption. Photo by Scott Thompson, World Resources Institute.

Key Takeaways

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>More than half of OGP countries publish data on land tenure in any form.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-Value Information</td>
<td>Roughly half of OGP countries publish information about types of land tenure, but only one-third include information about the beneficiaries of land tenure and their rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Only one-third of countries make land tenure data available for free, and less than one-quarter publish machine-readable data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

57% of OGP countries have data available online
Opening up land data is a necessary first step in ensuring that ownership is documented and meets national goals. Land policy and land management are prone to acts of corruption. Certain actions make it a high-risk area, where individuals or organizations may attempt to bend government practice to benefit themselves or private interests. This may take place in a few key ways:

- Expropriation: In many countries, public and communal lands may be transferred (International Land Coalition, 2011) into private hands through unfair, informal, biased, or corrupt practices (WR, 2008). Poorer families with customary or informal tenure may find themselves to be “trespassing” or “renting” land they have used for decades. Public or otherwise protected lands may transfer hands without public record (PADDD, n.d.).

- Land acquisition and concession fraud: Well-connected elites may find governments acquiring their land for well above the market rates or outside of standardized practices, whether through processes of eminent domain or more standard acquisition processes. (See this recent article from The Sydney Morning Herald for an ongoing case in Australia (Ferguson, O’Sullivan, & Gillett, 2020).) Conversely, concessions such as mining permits may not follow standard procedures, and rights to use public land may be granted secretly, illegally, or in ways that contravene the public interest.

- Regulatory confusion: In addition, where land is held in multiple repositories, companies may take advantage of overlapping claims of land tenure. In areas of the world such as Indonesia, legal ambiguity has created opportunities for illegal forestry where claims and tenure are unclear. Corruption may consist, in part, in manipulating or taking advantage of this confusion. (See GIZ, 2021, p. 17, for a full review of cases [GIZ, 2021]).

As a frequent means through which crime and corruption can occur, lack of land ownership or tenure transparency has serious negative consequences:

- Driving up land prices: Recent reports, such as Combating Money Laundering in BC Real Estate, by the Canadian “Cullen Commission” found that real estate in British Columbia, Canada, had become such a problem that it was driving up home prices (Maloney, Somerville, & Unger, 2019). Consequently, the Commission recommended an expanded beneficial ownership register for land, among other measures.

- Aiding autocrats: With the invasion of Ukraine, it has become obvious just how much money from Eastern Europe has been concealed in the UK real estate market (Moore, 2022). Lack of transparency and the ability to investigate financial crimes has created a destructive pattern.

- Abetting crime: Money laundering is the second step, usually occurring after other crimes or “predicate offenses.” Real estate purchases are used to clean dirty money and finance further criminal operations. The United States has been subject to major investigative reporting (McGoey, 2023) on the use of real estate to launder drug money, half of which involved politically exposed persons (see Asset Disclosure in this report).

Open data in land tenure usually takes place in the form of public land registers or public cadastres. Ideally such data covers the type of land ownership, the actual owners of that land (legal and natural), information about transactions involving land, and geospatial information about land parcels. This information empowers citizens to gain more insight into land claimed by the government, companies, and other actors and enables people to claim their rights to their land.

Policy Justification

The benefits of publishing land ownership data extend beyond the more immediate mitigation of losses related to crime and corruption. Reformers may also realize a number of inclusive, long-term human and economic gains as well, including:

- Open data ensures companies pay their fair share for concessions and licenses. Open access to information about land use agreements such as concessions and licenses allows citizens, civil society, and government to monitor company activity and ensure that companies are operating legally and paying appropriate fees and taxes. Additionally, oversight mechanisms that allow affected communities and their advocates to monitor major land and other intensive activities can help these communities retain funds by enforcing revenue-sharing agreements. By requiring information about the owners and users of land to be public, countries can create a network of accountable businesses and eliminate unnecessary losses.

- Open land data enables corruption detection. A lack of transparent land tenure data can allow companies and other individuals to control and benefit economically without repercussions. For example, in several European Union countries, including Hungary, Bulgaria, and the Czech Republic, politicians sold heavily subsidized forward to allies through opaque processes that have resulted in local farmers losing access to their land and livelihoods (Gebrekidan, Novak, & Apuzzo, 2019). Open land tenure data (Pierce et al., 2018) provides the first step for affected communities and governments to hold actors accountable (Land Portal, 2019) for decisions about land use and related violations.

- Countries can retain revenue through fair and transparent transactions. Land grabs by big companies, governments, and individuals can harm community development and result in conflict. When transactions, including acts of eminent domain (the purchase by the state of private land for public use) and degazettement (the privatization of public lands), are transparent and subject to proper oversight mechanisms, countries can ensure that entities purchasing land pay a fair price or that the government fairly remunerates landowners and users for the seizure of non-state-owned lands.

- Countries can stimulate investment and prosperity through land ownership and tenure transparency and enforcement. There is strong evidence that doing so results in people, especially women, making improvements to their property and being able to seek employment outside of the house (Landesa, 2019). Studies show that when governments allow communities to access information and participate in decision-making processes about natural resources, those resources can become a source of sustainable economic benefits (Rights and resources, 2015). Of course, transparency does not function without adequate means of registering and enforcing land titles and contracts.

- Land rights are essential to the realization of human rights. Respect for land rights enables housing and food security, sustainable livelihoods, and social and economic growth (FAO, 2022). The documentation and protection of land rights prevent rights violations—including, for example, discrimination based on gender or arbitrary eviction (FAO, 2022).

- Formal and public documentation of land ownership and tenure can help communities protect their rights. Transparent land tenure documentation and data allows communities to prove their legal rights to others, especially companies and other powerful actors who may otherwise disregard them (WR, 2017).
GOOD TO KNOW

Key Terms

- **Land tenure**: Tenure includes all types of legal relations to land that could be described as land ownership and land use rights.
- **Land ownership**: An entity “owns” land if their tenure is unlimited in duration; they have a legal right to exclude outsiders from using their resources (within limits); and they are entitled to due process and compensation in the face of potential extinguishment by the state of some or all of their rights.
- **Land use rights**: A land use right is distinct and separate from land ownership. A land use right is a property right enjoyed by private parties or communities. It is enforceable. However, compared with ownership, user rights are considered more limited.
- **Cadastre**: According to the International Federation of Surveyors, a cadastre is a parcel-based and up-to-date land information system containing a record of interests in land (e.g., rights, restrictions, and responsibilities) (Cete & Yonraligolu, 2004).
- **Land register**: A land register contains up-to-date records of land ownership, tenure, and use. Some countries use land registers in tandem with cadastres, which cover geospatial information, while others unify all information, including cadastral information, in a register.

GOOD TO KNOW

What Does “Land Data” Mean in this Report?

This module covers findings from the Global Data Barometer (GDB) on the publication of land tenure data in OGP countries. It includes information on the availability of the following types of data related to land tenure:

- Legal owners and natural persons with ownership
- State, communal, and open access lands
- Urban and rural tenure
- Land concessions and/or leases
- Land transactions and sale values
- Geospatial references
- Information on sex/gender, indigenous communities, and marginalized populations

State of Progress Through OGP

Many OGP members have made commitments related to land rights and spatial planning. Since OGP’s founding, 53 OGP members have made a total of 125 commitments related to land ownership or tenure, management, and spatial planning. Of these, more than three-quarters (97 commitments) deal with improving access to information, and roughly one-third (42 commitments) involve publishing land-related open data.

Few commitments focus on the publication of land ownership or tenure data. Land and spatial planning commitments tend to focus on two main topics: environmental conservation and governance of the extractive industries. However, relatively few commitments deal with land use or ownership, and of those, only a few commitments focus on making information about land ownership, tenure, and use publicly available. The commitments that do deal with transparency of land data focus on more immediate, pressing reforms, including the creation of regularly updated cadastres and public registers for tracking land use.

Commitments in this area have received promising evaluations. According to data from the Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM), commitments on land management and spatial planning generally perform better than commitments in other areas. Nearly six in ten commitments in this area have high potential for impact, compared to roughly half of commitments in other areas. Likewise, more than one-third of land management and spatial planning commitments led to significant improvements in governance once implemented. These findings suggest that OGP can be an especially useful platform for implementing land transparency reforms.

LESSONS FROM REFORMERS

Uruguay Improving the Openness of Its Cadastre

Uruguay (n.d.) has worked to improve the openness of its cadastre through its OGP action plans since 2014, when the government committed to publishing cadastral information in an open format and created a mechanism to receive feedback and suggestions from citizens. More recently, Uruguay’s 2018 commitment focused on further improving citizen engagement with the cadastre. The commitment created a new online portal for citizen consultation on their data needs, potential changes to the existing cadastral catalog, and implementation of ongoing changes (Ministerio de Economía y Finanzas, n.d.). Based on the feedback it received through the portal, the National Cadastre Directorate published two new datasets in open format in December 2019. These datasets included information on modifications to recently registered properties and information on the historical value of land taxes.

Uruguay’s commitment contributes to transparency, and allows users to have access to all available land registry information. Photo by Mitch Weisburgh.
Some Land Ownership and Tenure Data is Available, But Gaps Remain

Land data is available in a small majority of countries. Just over half of OGP countries publish at least some online data about land ownership or tenure and the purposes for which land is used (see Figure 1). This suggests that many countries can still improve in the general publication of this data.

In general, data about how land is used is more complete than data about types of tenure and tenure-holders. In 80 percent of OGP countries, data on the purposes of land use covers the majority of a country’s land area. However, land ownership and tenure data covers the majority of a country’s land area in only about half of OGP countries (see Figure 1). While land use data is an important matter of policy, for this report, land data is more relevant.

In about half of OGP countries, data includes features and boundaries of land parcels. Fifty percent of countries link land ownership records to geospatial information (see Figure 2). In disputes of land tenure, this information can be used to clarify the boundaries of land parcels and link these parcels to the entities that hold tenure over them. A similar number of OGP countries publish data for both urban and rural land.

FIGURE 1. Half of OGP countries publish land tenure data online

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish land tenure data online compared to the global average. The GDB assessed 109 countries, 67 of which are OGP members.

Note: This analysis only considers data that is available as a result of government action. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for more details.

FIGURE 2. High-value information on types of land tenure is available in some countries

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish key elements of land tenure data. The sample includes only the 38 OGP countries that publish land tenure data online.

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.
Information on the entities that hold land tenure is scarce. Land data covers information about beneficiaries of land ownership or tenure in only a few OGP countries. This applies to both information about companies’ and other legal vehicles’ land ownership or tenure (“Legal Persons” in Figure 3) and information about the individuals who benefit from ownership, either directly or through their companies (“Natural Persons” in Figure 3). Information about transactions involving land, including sales and sale values, is similarly uncommon. Even fewer countries include information about land concessions or leases in their data. This is concerning because it can allow corrupt actors to hide wealth and enable tax evasion and money laundering.

**FIGURE 3. Availability of high-value information on beneficiaries of land tenure and their rights is limited**

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish key elements of land tenure data. The sample includes only the 38 OGP countries that publish land tenure data online.

Most Land Data is Not User-Friendly

Most land data is not user-friendly. While land ownership and tenure data is available in most OGP countries, few countries publish the data in a machine-readable format, make it available for bulk download, or update it regularly. Without these essential elements, it is unlikely that the public can use the data for monitoring and accountability purposes.

**FIGURE 4. Land tenure data lacks usability**

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries whose land tenure datasets meet open data criteria. The sample includes only the 38 OGP countries that publish land tenure data online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-Value Elements</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Covers the Type of Rights Held</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Covers Land Tenure of Legal Persons</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Covers Sales and Sale-Value</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Covers Land Tenure of Natural Persons</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Covers Land Concessions</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.
Maturity Model for Future Actions

Below is a set of steps, from foundational to advanced, that members across the spectrum of policy implementation can take to improve the collection and disclosure of high-quality land data. Open data alone, however, is not enough (see the Beyond Open Data section for a discussion of other steps that must complement data collection and disclosure).

- Create a land register. In countries that currently lack any type of register, governments can begin by recording information for one or a few regions and expand their efforts as they increase their capacity. This may be managed by the land ministry, ministry of agriculture, ministry of finance, or other government agency.
- Consider data privacy concerns. Nonpersonal data should be made open for public scrutiny. Nevertheless, the majority of land data is personal data, and privacy should be protected. Other data could be either anonymized, aggregated, or published in ways that do not affect privacy.
- Add geospatial data to the register. Geospatial data, including cadastral information about land parcels and parcel boundaries, may be collected or documented separately from land tenure, or not at all. In cases where this information does not exist, governments should begin documenting geospatial information for land parcels. In countries that already have cadastrals, governments can work to merge these records with the tenure information documented in the register.
- Include information on land tenure, use, value, and development. Data should include the type of land tenure (whether communal, public, or private) and names of the individuals or companies that have tenure over particular land parcels. In cases where the legal owner of land is a company, the data should also include information about the beneficial owners of the land. In addition, the data should include information about the purpose for which the land is used, whether residential, industrial, commercial, or agricultural. Finally, the data should include information about the value of the land and the processes and institutions involved in developing land.
- Document and publish information on all transactions. This includes information on the sale of particular parcels of land.
- Ensure that land records are complete and updated regularly. Incomplete or outdated records prevent citizens and civil society members from using the data to monitor land use or identify breaches of integrity. Data should be checked for inaccuracies before publication and regularly after the data is made available.
- Provide land register data in open and machine-readable formats. Governments can make land data more accessible to citizens by publishing this information digitally in open data format. Ensure data is usable and available to the public at no cost. For governments that are new to managing land data, this may require investing in technical capacity and skill-building for staff who are unfamiliar with these processes.
- Make land data interoperable with other datasets. Make the land register interoperable with other related datasets, including the beneficial ownership of companies, public procurement information, and public officials’ asset disclosures (see Good To Know: Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data).
- Verify that data does not reproduce biases. Collect and publish data on the land tenure of indigenous peoples, women, and other marginalized or vulnerable groups. Ensure that historically vulnerable groups have equal access to land registration and documentation processes by eliminating cultural or technical barriers (Open Data Charter, n.d.). When digitizing historical records, consider that they may exclude women who were not included on land titles due to the laws at the time.

Beyond Open Data

The just management of land to reduce corruption and poverty will require a robust ecosystem of tools, policy frameworks, and committed actors. Open data represents an important part of this ecosystem but will be most effective when used in tandem with other reforms.

- Legal and policy adaptations: In the case of open land data, this includes developing policy and legal frameworks mandating the collection, maintenance, and transparency of land tenure data. Where there is currently no transparency around ownership, in particular, policy will need to establish a requirement to collect and publish data on land ownership and tenure, including by natural and legal persons.
- Ensure that policy and legal frameworks recognize and legitimize all people’s land tenure rights, including customary land tenure. Laws should also acknowledge and protect the land rights of women, members of indigenous communities, and other vulnerable groups.
- Transparent and accessible institutions: In many countries, processes to formally document land tenure are inaccessible to some individuals and communities due to complicated legal and technical requirements and challenges. For example, in Chile, indigenous communities are not eligible for procedures to formalize their land tenure unless they possess specific historical documents (Notess et al., 2017). Where possible, governments should work to simplify the process of formalizing land tenure to ensure that all people’s land rights are respected (Notess et al., 2017).
- Open land transactions: Changes in land use policy or change in ownership from public to private (or vice versa) is prone to exclusivity and corruption. For example, in Hungary, the Orban Administration did not inform the public of the sale of large swaths of public land to wealthy political allies until after the transactions had occurred (Gebrekidan, Novak, & Apuzzo, 2019). As a result, many local farmers lost access to their farmland seemingly overnight and with no recourse. Governments should give advance notice to communities affected by land sales and concessions and create transparent bidding processes for the sale of state-owned land.

GOOD TO KNOW

Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data

Data is more likely to advance accountability when it can be combined with other data. In addition to the high-value elements of each dataset, certain elements should be shared across datasets through the employment of “common identifiers.” These may be stored in a third dataset, reducing the need for data cleaning and validation.

Combining land ownership data with asset disclosure, beneficial ownership, and procurement data is particularly important. When designing or improving a particular dataset, decision makers should ensure that datasets rely on common identifiers as much as possible and require validation of those common identifiers in the entry of information.

Key anti-corruption and land datasets share common identifiers that facilitate mapping flows across the data ecosystem in just 3% of OGP countries. This limits the degree to which oversight bodies, auditors, and watchdog organizations can evaluate conflicts of interest, identify bad actors, and flag potential cases of fraud or corruption.
• Participation and consultation: Open data is only useful if it accurately represents reality. Often, rural, indigenous, and other communities’ land tenure may be left out of land-related data collection and decision-making processes due to a variety of cultural, linguistic, and technical barriers. Governments can address these issues by proactively inviting citizens, especially those from under-represented communities, to participate in land management. This may include efforts to consult or collaborate with citizens in the following areas:
  o Land surveying and mapping
  o Use of community land and resources
  o The environmental impact of land use and relevant mitigation strategies

Several countries have succeeded in incorporating public participation in land management through OGP—most notably, Liberia (OGP, 2020).

**GUIDANCE AND STANDARDS**

Several of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals include land-related targets and indicators. In particular, Goal One, No Poverty, includes Target 1.4 on ensuring that all people have access to secure land tenure and documentation (United Nations, n.d.). Additionally, Goal Four, Gender Equality, covers reforms to ensure equal access to land ownership and tenure for women (United Nations, n.d.).

The World Bank’s Land Governance Assessment Framework is a diagnostic tool that is to be implemented at the local level collaboratively, that addresses the need for guidance to diagnose and benchmark land governance, and that can help countries prioritize reforms and monitor progress over time (Deininger, Selod, & Burns, 2012).

The Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure published by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) outline principles and practices that governments can refer to when making laws and administering land, fisheries, and forests rights (FAO, 2022).

• Accountability and dispute resolution: Overlapping claims to tenure over certain land can lead to violent conflict. While the reforms described in this section can help to reduce the likelihood of such overlaps, governments should ensure that effective, fair, and accessible mechanisms exist to resolve such disputes peacefully when they do arise. Relatedly, governments should implement effective oversight and accountability systems to ensure that citizens and communities have access to redress in cases where they believe their land rights have been violated. Such systems should include internal controls as well as mechanisms through which citizens can lodge complaints and appeals with relevant authorities. Governments should respond to all complaints and strive to do so in a timely manner.

**LESSONS FROM REFORMERS**

Increasing Access to Land Rights Information in Liberia

In Liberia, land use issues are often highly contentious. For many years, Liberia had no constitutional or other legally mandated land rights. In practice, this meant that citizens had no means to assert their rights to use or occupy land they had called home for generations. In the 1990s and early 2000s, this led to and later exacerbated the country’s civil war, as insurgent groups fought to gain control of otherwise undocumented land and resources, destroying and often killing whole communities (OGP, 2017). Even after the war, the public lacked access to information about land management issues and processes, including ownership rights and concessions.

Liberia has improved the openness of land management through commitments in recent OGP action plans. In 2017, the country committed to making land information publicly available, including land deeds and data on land ownership (Liberia, n.d.). The creation of this register was an important first step toward land transparency that has paved the way for further progress by both civil society organizations and the government. For example, in 2021, the Liberia Land Authority (LLA) worked with CADASTA and other partners (Dodoo, 2021) to launch the Community Land Intervention Monitoring and Management Tool, which tracks the recognition of communal lands through a publicly available portal (CADASTA Foundation, n.d.).

In addition to increased transparency, the LLA created new regulations for surveying communal lands through a publicly available portal (CADASTA Foundation, n.d.).

Andrew G. Temeh, Deputy Minister of Administration at the Ministry of Information, works on a reform to improve land rights in Liberia. Photo by OGP.
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POLICY AREAS: LAND OWNERSHIP AND TENURE
Introduction

Public procurement represents up to 20 percent of the world economy, yet transparency in this area is weak in many countries (The World Bank, 2020). Governments spend anywhere from tens of billions to trillions of dollars on public contracts each year, but complete information is published openly on less than three percent of these contract dollars (Open Contracting Partnership & Spend Network, n.d.). A lack of transparent contracting processes hurts businesses by decreasing competition and reducing opportunities for smaller companies and companies owned by women or underrepresented populations. And they are bad for governments as well, given that large portions of procurement budgets are wasted due to corruption and inefficiency.

On the other hand, open contracting processes increase competition, improve the quality of public services, and ensure governments better value for their money. Open contracting consists of transparency and citizen engagement throughout the entire procurement process, from planning to the implementation and monitoring stages. As countries are spending trillions of dollars to rebuild their economies following the COVID-19 pandemic, open contracts are urgently needed to ensure that taxpayers’ money is being used fairly, efficiently, and for those who need it most.

This analysis is part of the Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption report, which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer.

Key Takeaways

| Availability | Nearly all OGP countries publish data on public procurement in some form. |
| High-Value Information | Most datasets include contract descriptions, values, and dates, but actual contracts are often unavailable and few countries publish data on contract implementation. |
| Usability | Most datasets are free to access and up to date, but few are bulk downloadable. |

96% of OGP countries have data available online.
Open contracting leads to greater and fairer competition. An open procurement process increases opportunities for more suppliers to bid and be awarded contracts. For example, half of Colombia’s suppliers in 2015 were awarded their first government contract following the introduction of open contracting reforms (Colombia Compra Eficiente, n.d.). This is especially beneficial for small businesses and businesses owned by marginalized groups (Open Contracting Partnership, n.d.). But greater competition is also beneficial for governments, given that more bidders lead to lower contract costs (Adam, Hernandez Sanchez, & Fazekas, 2021).

Open contracting increases integrity by reducing opportunity for corruption. Opening up procurement data allows for greater monitoring and oversight from civil society, journalists, and state auditors. Even the potential threat of external monitoring can deter corruption and fraud, ensuring that taxpayer money is used ethically and efficiently (Fazekas, 2021).

State of Progress Through OGP
Public procurement and open contracting commitments have become more popular in recent years. Over OGP’s first ten years, 60 members have made 115 commitments related to open contracting. In the early years of OGP, ten percent of members focused on open contracting. Now, nearly half of the members currently have commitments in this area.

Commitments tend to focus on publishing data or increasing opportunities for citizen participation. Within OGP, a majority of open contracting commitments focus on increasing transparency of contracting data. Most of these commitments ensure data is available online and in accordance with open data principles, with some attention given to improving accessibility and usability of the data. Some commitments focus on open contracting in a specific sector, such as extractive industries, while others aim to open data on all public procurement. Thirty commitments specifically reference implementation of the OCDS, a common model that requires disclosure of contracting data throughout all stages of the contracting process (Open Contracting Partnership, n.d.). One-third of open contracting commitments involve an element of citizen participation, such as developing citizen monitoring mechanisms or increasing participation in open contracting policy-making. Citizen participation is especially a focus area for countries that already publish high-quality, usable procurement data.

Open contracting reforms within OGP have shown particularly strong results. Based on assessments by OGP’s Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM), open contracting commitments tend to be more ambitious and achieve stronger early results than the average OGP commitment. Six in ten open contracting commitments have had high potential impact, or ambition, compared to half of all OGP commitments. Nearly one-third of open contracting commitments have produced strong reforms in government practice, a feat that only one-fifth of all OGP commitments have achieved.
Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

Datasets typically do not cover all procurement stages. While publishing data on the award stage is critical to achieving greater competition, open contracting consists of disclosure throughout all stages of the procurement process, without information on planning and implementation, the public cannot influence project goals and budgets or monitor progress toward completion. OGP countries tend to disclose more on the bidding processes, with three-quarters of countries publishing data on award and tender stages (see Figure 2). Half of OGP countries disclose information on the planning phase, and one-fifth publish information on contract implementation.

FIGURE 2. Most countries’ datasets do not include information on contract implementation
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish data on each stage of the procurement process. The sample includes only the 64 OGP countries that publish public procurement data online.

### Stage of Procurement Process | Percentage of OGP Countries that Publish Data on the Stage
--- | ---
Planning | 52%  
Tender | 80%  
Award | 81%  
Implementation | 23%

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of "no" disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.

GOOD TO KNOW
About GDB Data
The Global Data Barometer (GDB) is a global expert survey drawing on primary and secondary data that assesses data availability, governance, capability, and use around the world to help shape data infrastructures that limit risks and harms. Together with regional hubs and thematic partners, GDB researchers collected data on 109 countries, including 67 of the 77 OGP participating countries. The GDB captures data developments between May 1, 2019, and May 1, 2021, and includes 39 primary questions and over 500 sub-questions.

Procurement data is widely available in OGP countries. Ninety-six percent of OGP countries publish procurement data online (see Figure 1). Around four in five OGP countries update their procurement data regularly, which is critical to ensuring greater opportunity for inclusion and accountability in the procurement process.

FIGURE 1. Nearly all OGP countries publish public procurement data online
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish public procurement data online compared to the global average. The GDB assessed 109 countries, 67 of which are OGP members.
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Note: This analysis only considers data that is available as a result of government action. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for more details.

Procurement data is widely available in OGP countries. Ninety-six percent of OGP countries publish procurement data online (see Figure 1). Around four in five OGP countries update their procurement data regularly, which is critical to ensuring greater opportunity for inclusion and accountability in the procurement process.
Some datasets do not include information on contract specifics. Nearly all OGP countries publish data on procurement of goods, services, and public works. Around one-quarter of OGP countries do not publish specific information regarding the description of each contract, contract values, or start and end dates. One-third of OGP countries do not use unique identifiers for each supplier or unique identifiers that connect a single contract across all stages of procurement, making it difficult for users to monitor implementation or connect businesses across multiple datasets (such as beneficial ownership data). Finally, a majority of OGP countries do not publish links to full contract documentation or information on spending against the contract (see Figure 3).

Data usability remains an area for improvement. While almost all OGP countries publish procurement data online, a third of those do not provide data in a machine-readable format, and half do not have openly licensed procurement data, which prevents the public from reusing the data for analysis (see Figure 4). Two-thirds of OGP countries do not allow for bulk downloading of data, which prevents users from downloading full sets of the data to use for various purposes, including monitoring and oversight or business intelligence.

FIGURE 3. Some countries do not publish high-value information on contract specifics
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish key elements of public procurement data. The sample includes only the 64 OGP countries that publish public procurement data online.

FIGURE 4. Usability remains an area for improvement for countries with available data
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries whose public procurement datasets meet open data criteria. The sample includes only the 64 OGP countries that publish public procurement data online.

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.
Maturity Model for Future Actions

Below is a set of steps, from foundational to advanced, that members across the spectrum of policy implementation can take to improve the collection and disclosure of high-quality public procurement data. Open data alone, however, is not enough (see the Beyond Open Data section for a discussion of other steps that must complement data collection and disclosure).

- Establish or strengthen the legal environment for open procurement: Create rules for procurement transparency and accountability, preferably in one central piece of legislation or regulation for clarity and consistent application. Legislation should:
  - Ensure requirements to publish data in an open format and establish deadlines to ensure data stays timely and updated.
  - Establish an oversight authority and create a feedback and complaints mechanism to address issues during the procurement process.
  - Mandate disclosure of all stages of the procurement process, from the planning phase to implementation. Use unique business identification numbers and a common identifier, like an Open Contracting ID prefix, to link the various stages of a single contract (Open Contracting Partnership, n.d.).
  - Require publication of contract details and amendments, including the value of the contract and a description of the goods or services procured. Require publication of the start and end dates for the contract, and provide links to contract documentation.

- Ensure data is accessible and usable: Publish procurement information online, free of charge, in a machine-readable format. Adhere to the OCDS so that data can be analyzed and monitored by a wide range of users (Open Contracting Partnership, n.d.).

- Encourage user engagement with data: Provide training that will enable a wide range of users, including businesses, state auditing institutions, civil society, journalists, and the general public, to engage with the data. Consider creating tools and visualizations to make data more accessible and user-friendly.

- Interoperability: Make data interoperable with other systems, such as beneficial ownership registries and government spending data. This includes ensuring that contract data uses a common identifier system for legal and actual persons as well as projects (see Good to Know: Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data).

---

Good to Know

Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data

Data is more likely to advance accountability when it can be combined with other data. In addition to the high-value elements of each dataset, certain elements should be shared across datasets through the employment of “common identifiers.” These may be stored in a third dataset, reducing the need for data cleaning and validation.

Combining procurement data with beneficial ownership, political finance, and asset disclosure data is particularly important. When designing or improving a particular dataset, decision makers should ensure that datasets rely on common identifiers as much as possible and require validation of those common identifiers in the entry of information. The facts below show how many OGP countries have the most important common identifiers for public procurement data.

- **66%** of OGP countries publish identifiers that connect together data on each stage of a single procurement process.
- **64%** of OGP countries use unique identifiers for companies awarded contracts. This is essential to ensure that the same company can be traced across multiple contracts and ensures cleaner data.
- However, key anti-corruption and public procurement datasets share common identifiers that facilitate mapping flows across the data ecosystem in just **7%** of OGP countries. This limits the degree to which procurement offices, auditors, and watchdog organizations can evaluate conflicts of interest, identify bad actors, and identify potential kickbacks for political campaigns.
Beyond Open Data

Making data on government contracts available and usable is not enough to ensure the procurement process is fair and efficient. Other steps must be taken to enable the public to participate and monitor the procurement process.

- Citizen participation: Opportunities for public consultation should be prioritized when creating or amending relevant procurement legislation, as well as throughout all stages of the procurement process. Additionally, countries must work to identify and consult stakeholders, including the private sector, civil society, journalists, and interested citizens, before developing tools, systems, or platforms to understand user demands and ensure inclusive processes. For example, prior to issuing tenders, Chile conducts open consultations with suppliers and publishes answers online for all interested suppliers to see (OECD, n.d.).

- User education: Tools and training should be provided for a wide range of users, including businesses and civil society, to ensure that the open contracting platform is accessible for all and to actively encourage public involvement throughout all stages of the procurement process. For example, New Zealand offers documentation to help users navigate and interpret their procurement data (Ministry of Business Innovation & Employment, 2022).

- Oversight and accountability: A complaint mechanism should be in place for suppliers, civil society, or other stakeholders to flag potential cases of corruption or fraud. Empower an oversight body, such as the supreme audit institution, an ombudsman, or an independent inspectorate within the implementing agency, to acknowledge and act upon complaints and feedback. Require regular reporting on how well the procurement platform is meeting objectives. For example, Colombia measured the impact of their contracting platform based on changes across several dimensions, including value for money, integrity and transparency in competition, and accountability, between 2014 and 2015. See Lessons from Reformers: Increasing Competition Through Open Contracting in Colombia (Colombia Compra Eficiente, n.d.).

GUIDANCE AND STANDARDS


The Open Contracting Partnership is the lead steward of the OCDS, a model for procurement transparency that is followed by countries around the world (Open Contracting Partnership, n.d.). They provide best practices (Open Contracting Partnership, 2021) for creating open contracting legislation, step-by-step guidance (Open Contracting Partnership, n.d.) on implementing open contracting (Open Contracting Partnership, 2021) and the OCDS, and global principles (Open Contracting Partnership, n.d.) for both disclosure and participation in public procurement.

Transparency International provides a guide (Kühn & Sherman, 2014) to curbing corruption in procurement that includes key principles and standards, along with recommendations (Transparency International, 2018) for how OGP members can incorporate open contracting commitments in their OGP action plans.

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s Public Procurement Toolbox (OECD, n.d.) features many resources on procurement transparency, including a checklist for implementing their transparency principles and many country case studies (OECD, 2016).

The G20 Anti-Corruption Working Group published high-level principles on promoting integrity in public procurement (G20, n.d.).

LESSONS FROM REFORMERS

Making Procurement Data User-Friendly in Finland

Despite ranking highly on the OECD’s Open-Useful-Reusable Government Data Index, open data on public procurement was still unavailable in Finland before 2017. Information related to state procurement was only available to organizations that went through the lengthy request for information process. Because publishing open procurement data can create opportunities for citizen participation in holding the government accountable and decrease levels of corruption, Finland (n.d.) committed to creating an open access service for state procurement data in their 2017 OGP action plan. Importantly, the focus of this commitment was to publish data through an open access service that emphasized accessibility and usability for citizens. Since the online service (Tutki Hankintoja, n.d.) was published in late 2017, it has won multiple national and international awards (International Awards, n.d.), particularly for its user-friendly design. This commitment had a major impact on government transparency through its improvement of procurement data accessibility.

Photo from hankintatukku.fi
LESSONS FROM REFORMERS

Increasing Competition Through Open Contracting in Colombia

Colombia’s open contracting reforms have seen major successes in improving competition and increasing suppliers in the public procurement market. As part of their 2015 OGP action plan, Colombia (n.d.) committed to publishing open contracting data from over 1,000 entities, adhering to the OCDS. Through this commitment, Colombia transitioned from its static contracting platform, SECOP I, to an interactive, dynamic platform, SECOP II. Analysis conducted by the Open Contracting Partnership found a major change in competition as more government entities have begun using SECOP II for procurements (Open Contracting Partnership, 2020). From 2016 to 2019, government entities saw an increase in the median number of bids per contract and an increase in unique suppliers.

SECOP II continues to operate today with user-friendly visualization options—including an Open Contracting Dashboard—and information across all stages of procurement (Colombia Compra Efiiciente, n.d.). Colombia is currently implementing a commitment as part of their 2020 action plan to publish all emergency-related procurements related to the COVID-19 pandemic (Open Contracting Partnership, 2020, n.d.).
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Introduction

Lobbying is an essential part of a democracy. Interest groups need to be able to talk to their representatives and other officials about policies and programs of interest. The voting public needs to know who is influencing and influencing decisions. Lack of transparency prevents understanding, identifying, and addressing unequal access to decision makers. This is undesirable not only because it limits access and insight into decision-making, but also due to the fact that it results in a narrower range of views and alternatives considered in policy design and can contribute to corruption and unethical behavior. In the absence of impartially administered lobbying rules that promote transparency, only those with personal connections or the money to get close to decision makers can initiate discussion.

Lobbying data should be comprehensive enough to give citizens an accurate picture of how decisions are being made and who is having an impact on legislation and policies. Lobbying should not be conducted such that it affects the rights of individual citizens, preventing them from gaining access to public decision makers. (See Good to Know: Key Terms used in this section.)

This analysis is part of the Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption report, which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer.

Key Takeaways

Availability

A quarter of OGP countries assessed in the Global Data Barometer (GDB) publish lobbying data. Four countries publish lobbying data despite an absence of legislation.

High-Value Information

Half of the available datasets include the topic of the lobbying interaction and the goal of the meeting. Fewer than a quarter include specific dates or how much money was spent on the interaction, limiting the ability to track influence.

Usability

All but one of the datasets are free to access. Half were updated recently, and less than a quarter were available for bulk download. This greatly limits the usefulness of data for tracing the influence and footprint of lobbyists and their clients, or ensuring compliance with codes of conduct.

27% of OGP countries have data available online.

Citizens protesting in Chile after officials approved HidroAysén, a controversial $3.2 billion project to build five dams on two of Patagonia’s widest rivers. The project was backed by the Chilean companies Endesa and Colbún. A congressional report later revealed that there had been irregularities and flaws in the government’s environmental approval process for the dams. This section discusses how creating a transparent lobbying register is one of the major measures to ensure that access to public officials is open, accessible, and ethical. Photo by Gricel Dayhanna Sepulveda Rozas.
Policy Justification

- Lobbying is an important part of any democracy. But transparent lobbying is more democratic.

Lobbying takes place in all societies (Eagan, n.d.). The difference is that in some places, it is secret and informal. In others, it is transparent and regulated. While personal connections still matter, even in a situation of full transparency, it will be harder for any one interest group to maintain a monopoly on communication with decision makers.

- Equality of access to decision makers is essential to fairness. Lobbying transparency makes decision-making more representative of diverse interests. A study of Chile’s lobbying law commissioned by OGP showed that, when the country’s lobbying transparency law was passed, the number of meetings between the public and government increased, as did the diversity of participants (OGP, 2016).

- Transparency supports accountability for ethics. When combined with political finance and other anti-corruption data, access to lobbying data allows governmental and nongovernmental watchdog organizations to flag conflicts of interest and corruption. (See *Lobbying in the 21st Century* for an explanation of how political finance data needs to be combined with lobbying data [OECD, 2021]).

The two data systems work together to help voters understand how policy is made, who influences their elected representatives, and whether they should take actions to hold lobbying organizations to account.

- Transparency makes for better rules. At the administrative level, transparency of lobbying allows courts to review whether an administrative decision was arrived at through a legal and reasoned process. This is especially powerful when combined with regulatory transparency and judicial review of regulations (World Bank Group, 2016).

The recent Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) report, *Lobbying in the 21st Century: Transparency, Integrity, and Access*, identifies two main risks of secretive lobbying: a monopoly of influence (when groups that are financially and politically more powerful have more weight than other interests with fewer resources) and undue influence (when policies are influenced by providing covert, deceptive, or misleading evidence or data [OECD, 2021]).

- Transparency encourages wider participation. Decision makers, aware that the public is watching, have added incentive to consult a broader range of parties, limit interactions (and finance) from corrupting actors, and take steps to ensure that decisions reflect the broader public interest. In addition, this data allows decision makers to proactively reach out to underrepresented interest groups who might otherwise have a strong interest in the issue.

- Professional lobbyists prefer transparency. In a survey of professional lobbyists and legislators conducted by the OECD, the overwhelming majority of respondents preferred greater transparency and professionalization. Lobbyists, in particular, felt that there was a stigma attached to their activities and that transparency might “alleviate actual or perceived problems of inappropriate influence peddling.” (See Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], *Lobbying Brochure*, p. 2 [OECD, 2013]) Further, it allows citizens to evaluate the decision-making process more precisely and then consider this when voting in elections.

- Transparency supports responsible corporate lobbying. Finally, it allows members of the public, as well as corporate shareholders, to investigate engagement and influence from interest groups. (See, for example, UNPRI’s summary of *Responsible Climate Lobbying*, wherein shareholders are increasingly demanding disclosure of corporate political activity [PRI, 2018]).

Key Terms

- Lobbying: Defined by Transparency International as “any activity carried out to influence a government or institution’s policies and decisions in favor of a specific cause or outcome,” lobbying is a legitimate activity and an important part of the democratic process. Public officials need to be available to the people who elected them as well as to citizens and interest groups. This is true of elected officials as well as administrative officials. Lobbying allows people interested in political and policy decisions to observe, inform, and shape government decision-making.

- Lobbying register: This is a digital register to which all individuals and organizations that engage in lobbying must sign up to conduct their lobbying activities, and within which such activities are to be reported periodically along with any designated supplementary information. In many countries, officials will also record meetings. The lobbying register should include information on: lobbyist identity; the subject matter of lobbying activities and outcomes sought; the ultimate beneficiary of lobbying activities (where relevant); the targeted institution and/or the public official concerned; the type and frequency of lobbying activities; any supporting documentation shared with the public officials; lobbying expenditure; including in-kind (calculated to set criteria, in cost bands, if need be); sources of funding, per client and per dossier; any political contributions, including in-kind; any prior roles as public official held by the individual and/or family members; public funding received. This criteria was adapted from *International Standards for Lobbying Transparency* (n.d.).
What Does “Lobbying Data” Mean in this Report?

This module covers findings from the Global Data Barometer on the publication of lobbying data in OGP countries. It includes information on the availability of the following types of data related to lobbying:

- Unique identifiers for lobbyists and public officials
- Clear identifying information for lobbying clients
- Details on interactions between lobbyists and public officials
- Details on lobbyists’ goals
- Dates and time details of interactions
- Topic of interactions
- Money spent on lobbyists’ interactions

State of Progress Through OGP

Lobbying commitments have been relatively unpopular among OGP members. Despite being central to public participation, transparency, and anti-corruption, lobbying commitments remain surprisingly rare in OGP, with 16 members making 24 commitments over OGP’s first ten years. This is a small number relative to both the importance of the policy and in comparison to other policy areas—for example, the closely related public participation in regulatory processes, where dozens of countries have undertaken commitments to create participatory structures to allow people to inform policy-making. There may be a number of reasons for this: the relative newness of the topic in some countries, the association of lobbying with the legislative branch (which is a small but growing part of OGP), or the reticence of politicians to undertake such commitments.

Most lobbying commitments have focused on legal reform. The majority of commitments concern passing legislation. This focus on legal reform is fairly unique among OGP policy areas. In other policy areas, the use of legislation to advance commitments is less common, as most reforms are primarily administrative. (Of course, some countries have unlegislated codes of conduct, such as Spain or Germany, which encourage publication but are more limited in scope.) Where specified, most commitments cover the legislature. Two (Italy and Madrid) specifically address lobbying and meeting records for administrative officers. A smaller number of commitments also cover transparency of lobbying in the executive branch, such as Chile.

Commitments to implementing existing laws have been less common. Only four members are committed to implementation (Chile, Italy, Madrid, and North Macedonia), showing that, among OGP members, this policy is still relatively nascent. And unlike most policy areas included in OGP action plans, lobbying commitments are not centered on digital approaches to government. Only North Macedonia explicitly commits to developing a digital platform for public participation in legislation.

Commitments in this area typically have stronger potential impact relative to commitments in other policy areas. Over half of lobbying commitments (13 of 24) were rated as having high potential impact by the Independent Reporting Mechanism. This is double the median (22 percent) for most topics in OGP, showing just how impactful this reform is to OGP members. Twelve of 24 have seen substantial completion, which is slightly lower than the typical OGP commitment area.

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

About GDB Data

The Global Data Barometer (GDB) is a global expert survey drawing on primary and secondary data that assesses data availability, governance, capability, and use around the world to help shape data infrastructures that limit risks and harms. Together with regional hubs and thematic partners, GDB researchers collected data on 109 countries, including 67 of the 77 OGP participating countries. The GDB captures data developments between May 1, 2019, and May 1, 2021, and includes 39 primary questions and over 500 sub-questions.

Lobbying Data is Available Online

Very few OGP countries publish lobbying data. The GDB is the first global review of lobbying laws and actual implementation of lobbying registers in 67 OGP countries.1 Eighteen of the 67 (26 percent) OGP countries surveyed have some lobbying data online (see Figure 1). Nearly three-quarters (73 percent) have no lobbying data online.

FIGURE 1. Few OGP countries publish lobbying data online

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish lobbying data online compared to the global average. The GDB assessed 109 countries, 67 of which are OGP members.

Note: This analysis only considers data that is available as a result of government action. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for more details.

1 The OECD’s review of lobbying notably covers 41 countries, not all of which are OGP members. The findings reveal just how much work remains to be done if lobbying activities become transparent.
Legal Frameworks for Lobbying Data

More than three-quarters of OGP countries assessed lack a lobbying law. Of those with such laws, most require disclosure of the lobbying data, although few explicitly require lobbying data to be published as open data (see Table 1). Of the 15 countries with lobbying laws, all but one publish their data.

FIGURE 2. Gaps in legal frameworks governing lobbying
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries with collection and disclosure requirements for lobbying data. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

While many countries do not have lobbying laws, a number do publish data on lobbying. This may be due to the existence of administrative requirements or voluntary standards. Four countries were found to publish lobbying data despite not having fully enacted legislation. All four were European: Germany, Italy, and Spain have draft laws or laws that were not yet implemented, and the Netherlands has data even though it has no lobbying disclosure law (see Table 1).

TABLE 1. Even without laws, some countries publish data
This figure shows the number of OGP countries with laws governing collection of lobbying data compared to the number of OGP countries with published data. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Law</th>
<th>Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Data Published</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Published</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This analysis only considers binding laws and policies that exist and are operational. Countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of full report for details.

The actual data disclosed is limited in the topics it covers. Very few countries, even those with relatively strong laws, provided important data points (see Figure 3). The missing data on lobbying includes the following critical data points:

- Unique identifiers for lobbyists
- Meeting topics or purposes
- Duration of meetings
- Expenditures

This limits the ability of stakeholders in government, watchdog organizations, advocacy groups, or the private sector to track interactions.

FIGURE 3. Required collection and availability of high-value information is limited
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that require collection of key elements of lobbying data compared to those that publish the key elements online. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of full report for details.
Usability is heavily impaired. Only a tenth of OGP national members had freely available, bulk downloadable data, meaning that, even among those that made it available, the cost to analyze and use for accountability could be prohibitive (see Figure 4). Of those that also had published data, fewer than a quarter offered that data as bulk downloads, adding considerably to the cost and intensity of gathering information.

**FIGURE 4.** Lobbying data lacks usability

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries whose lobbying datasets meet open data criteria. The sample includes only the 18 OGP countries that publish lobbying data online.

---

**Maturity Model for Future Actions**

Below is a set of steps—from foundational to advanced—that members across the spectrum of policy implementation can take to improve the collection and disclosure of high-quality lobbying data. Open data alone, however, is not enough (see the Beyond Open Data section for a discussion of other steps that must complement data collection and disclosure).

- **Establish a modern lobbying law:** Modern lobbying laws require disclosure and reporting through digital means. They take a broad, nondiscriminatory, nonpunitive approach to disclosure, which incentivizes transparency and participation of all interested parties. Particular industries or interests do not have special rules, and the law does not stigmatize lobbying.

- **Extend coverage beyond the national legislature:** Many older lobbying laws only cover the legislature. In modern countries, this is inadequate. Much of the law is created in ministries, departments, and agencies through the development of bylaws and regulations. Lobbying transparency, ideally, then, should cover both legislative and executive branches. In addition, especially in governments with unitary legal systems, such lobbying requirements can be extended to the local and provincial levels. In governments with more federal structures, such as Spain, regional governments have shared resources and learning in establishing lobby registers (Dickson, 2012). A growing number of countries, according to the OECD’s *Lobbying in the 21st Century Report*, are also including judiciaries and tribunals in reporting requirements as they are frequently asked to determine public policy outcomes in policy areas with major social impacts, such as constitutional rights protections, trade and commerce, national security, labor, and environmental protection (OECD, 2021).

- **Implement double-entry reporting:** A growing number of lobbying laws require filing by both lobbyists and lobbied parties. This allows for verification of filings and an opportunity to identify omissions.

- **Establish a unified lobby register:** As this report shows, the majority of OGP countries do not yet have a unified lobby register. The intent is to establish and maintain a comprehensive and freely accessible unified website containing clear identifying information for all existing lobbyists, reasons for visits, lobbying targets, and other data regularly reported.

- **Ensure timely public access, validation, and reuse:** Advocates want to know who is influencing legislation; shareholders want to know what corporations (and governments) are doing; and lobbyists favor open registries. Beyond investors, the public has been increasingly interested in the lobbying activities of companies, especially around issues such as climate change. In order for stakeholders to track the behavior of companies, they must have nearly-immediate filing of meetings and, where there are omissions or errors, the public should have the ability to flag those errors and request correction.

- **Build for interoperability and reuse:** Ensure that all data includes unique identifiers for the lobbyist, the represented interests, and the purpose of the meeting. This allows for better tracking and comparison with other records, such as government contracts (see Good to Know: Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data).

---

**Available Free of Charge**

**Openly Licensed**

**Timely and Updated**

**Available in Machine-Readable Format**

**Available for Bulk Download**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available Free of Charge</th>
<th>Openly Licensed</th>
<th>Timely and Updated</th>
<th>Available in Machine-Readable Format</th>
<th>Available for Bulk Download</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Percentage of OGP Countries that meet Open Data Criteria**

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.
Beyond Open Data
Open data alone will not ensure that lobbying contributes to greater cleaner, fairer politics. Rather, a number of institutions, policies, and practices are necessary to help ensure that information is useful, usable, and used. Two functions, in particular, merit closer consideration: the role of monitoring and oversight and more structured means of encouraging public engagement. (In addition, ethics enforcement, beyond the scope of this report, is another necessary component.) Without these elements, it will be difficult for data on its own to have a major impact.

Monitoring and Oversight
Lobbying registers are not self-sustaining. They require institutions that will set the rules for data collection, monitoring compliance, publishing data, and supporting analysis or enforcement actions where required. Notably, the mandate for maintaining lobbying registers is not uniform across countries. In Canada, there is a lobbying commission with an appointed commissioner responsible for carrying out the law. In Chile, the Transparency Council is responsible for overseeing lobbying disclosure (along with other issues closely related to fighting corruption). In the US, implementation of the Lobbying Disclosure Act is overseen by the House of Representatives and the Senate through the Clerk of the Congress, with the US District Attorney for the District of Columbia carrying out enforcement.

While there may be room for debate about how and where the mandate is placed, a number of functions are necessary to ensure a lobbying register system operates properly. The following assessment and oversight functions are adapted from Lobbying Transparency, a consortium of organizations including Access Info, Sunlight Foundation, Transparency International, and Open Knowledge Foundation (International Standards for Lobbying Regulation, n.d.).

- **Management and investigation:** An independent, mandated, and well-resourced oversight body or coordinated mechanism should be charged with:
  - Managing lobbying registration
  - Reviewing potential conflicts of interest
  - Collating and disseminating the locations of proactively disclosed information
  - Monitoring compliance (including proactive verification and spot audits of reports)
  - Following up on complaints
  - Investigating apparent breaches and anomalies
  - Consulting on and defining further regulatory provisions where there is a mandate

- **Advice, analysis, and awareness raising:** This body or mechanism should also offer guidance and training to lobbyists and public officials on the application of relevant laws; analyze trends and report on their findings; raise awareness among the public and the profession on recent developments; and promote best practices of lobbying transparency.

- **Complaint mechanism:** There should be a well-publicized complaint mechanism that allows anyone to report violations either openly, confidentially, or anonymously and to be informed of outcomes of the complaint, subject to any privacy limitations.

- **Sanctions:** Lobbyists and public officials must be subject to effective, proportionate, and dissuasive sanctions for violating lobbying rules.

Public Participation
In addition, the public will need a clearly established law and processes by which it can participate in decisions. Transparency of lobbying alone will not be enough if all organizations and individuals do not have equal access to decisions.

Public Participation in Legislation and Rulemaking
- **Right to participate:** There should be a generally recognized right for all groups and the public at large to participate in public decision-making, extending in particular to legislative and policy matters within all levels of governance.

Public Consultation Process: A legal framework should lay out in a law or a group of laws the varied means for public participation in the formulation, implementation, and evaluation of policies and laws, including time frames and specific mechanisms to disseminate public meeting information, attendance and participation rules, instruments and tools to submit comments and opinion on specific policies, as well as feedback on how inputs were taken into account. (See the Rulemaking module of this report for more on how some governments use open data to encourage greater engagement.)

- **Safeguards for democratic freedoms:** Any regulatory measures to secure lobbying transparency should be proportionate, fit for purpose, and not impede the individual rights of assembly, free speech, and petition of government.

Public Participation About Lobbying
- **Regulations and rulemaking:** Formation of new lobbying rules and regulations should be subject to similar oversight and consultation. The public should have access and opportunity to provide input related mechanisms ensuring compliance with lobbying laws, and have the ability to suggest amendments to existing rules.

- **Reporting on equality and diversity of access:** Legislatures and other rulemaking bodies should regularly report on who takes part in decision-making and what efforts have been made to reach out to a wider group of constituents and interested parties.
Additional Transparency Measures

Beyond lobbying registers, additional mechanisms can strengthen the transparency of how laws and policy are made:

- **Legislative and committee agendas:** Publication of these important documents allows any interested party to assess the legislative process and determine the necessary oversight.

- **Regulatory and legislative footprints:** So-called “footprint” documents bring together information and data on corporation, lobbying, legislation or regulation, and political finance activity across jurisdictions and levels of government. These documents can assemble (through use of common identifiers) all of the activities of a particular lobbying organization, interest group, or other relevant stakeholders across different decision-making processes. See Guidance and Standards to learn about Transparency International’s role in promoting and assembling legislative footprints.

- **Shareholder and stakeholder transparency:** Shareholders and stakeholders have become more interested in the lobbying activities and political positions of the companies in which they have a stake. Companies or industries may voluntarily disclose their activities according to common standards, such as in quarterly or annual financial filings. However, a growing number of governments and financial regulators are requiring such disclosures as part of regular corporate reporting requirements. Moreover, an increasing number of countries are also empowering shareholders to demand such disclosures. (See Guidance and Standards to learn about "The United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment Guidance" for more information on this growing set of disclosure requirements.)

Lobbyingtransparency.net is a major collaboration between Access Info, Sunlight Foundation, Transparency International, and Open Knowledge Foundation, which promotes better lobbying rules through a three-pronged approach: transparency, equality of access, and ethics (International Standards for Lobbying Regulation, n.d.). It is a valuable resource for reformers, with definitions of key legal terms and recommended standards. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Principles for Transparency and Integrity in Lobbying are part of a larger body of work on lobbying carried out by the OECD (n.d.). The majority of OECD countries lack lobbying laws. As a consequence, these ten principles remain relevant for most OECD members and beyond when designing or updating lobbying policies. In the absence of clear lobbying guidance, the OECD has also worked with members to establish Codes of Conduct for Lobbyists, which can help pave the way to more formal official systems (OECD, 2012). Codes of conduct can complement necessarily government-administered systems.

Shareholders and investors (and stakeholders more broadly, such as consumers) are increasingly demanding that companies engage in ethical lobbying consistent with environmental, social, and governance goals. A number of corporate regulatory missteps have further intensified demand, including the 2015 Volkswagen pollution emissions scandal, as well as increasing global focus on combating climate change. The United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment, a UN-supported network of private sector actors, has developed recommendations to create a policy environment that supports responsible lobbying (PRI, 2018). Transparency International has also made recommendations for expanding lobbying law coverage and disclosure to create a more comprehensive "legislative footprint" (Berg, 2015). Many of the recommendations deal with improving the coverage (who, what, and why) of lobbying activity and improving data standardization and interoperability to understand which decisions and institutions are being influenced and by whom across the European Union.
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LESSONS FROM REFORMERS

Implementation of Lobbying Law in Chile

Before 2014, Chile had no formal legislation or regulation requiring lobbying disclosure. A string of scandals (Bonnefoy, 2016) in late 2014 regarding illegal campaign contributions, bribery, and corruption led to record-low approval ratings for elected officials (Thomson & Quiroga, 2016) and significantly affected public trust in the government. Further investigations found that corporate executives and public officials held frequent, undisclosed meetings (Valenzuela & Sahd, 2017), leading to private exchanges in resources and disproportionate opportunities for influence. Consequently, Chile enacted legislation in 2014 to modernize its system of lobbying. In its second OGP action plan, Chile committed to implementing and monitoring its newly passed lobbying legislation. The commitment included finalizing lobbying transparency rules with citizen consultation and training public officials responsible for implementation. A lobbying website was created, where citizens can find information on registered lobbyists, hearings records, travel-related records, and donor information published in open data format (Info Lobby, n.d.).

Mandatory Lobbying Registry in Madrid, Spain

In 2015, the Madrid City Council experienced a change in party control for the first time in 25 years, mainly due to a new anti-corruption movement, questions surrounding public procurement processes, and reports of political corruption (BBC, 2015). In its first OGP action plan, Madrid responded to these perceived fears of corruption by committing to creating a mandatory lobby registry for the Madrid City Council to ensure traceability of public decision-making. Major milestones included creating a publicly available lobby registry, ensuring ease of use and accessibility for those required to register, and incentivizing registry via an alert system to inform those registered about decision-making processes or potential meetings with the city council. As of early 2021, over 500 lobbyists have successfully registered (Transparencia, n.d.). Following the success of this local commitment, Spain (n.d.) committed to establishing a federal law regarding lobbying transparency in its 2020–2024 action plan.
Nearly half of OGP countries have data available online.

**List of Resources**


**Introduction**

Access to government information enables the public to participate meaningfully in official decision-making and to hold government actors accountable for their decisions. OGP (2021, Right to information) laws enable citizens to obtain information and documents from public authorities and relevant private bodies. Many modern RTI laws also require governments to proactively publish core information and data, including how the RTI law is working (Centre for Law and Democracy, n.d.)

As of 2021, 132 countries have adopted constitutional guarantees or enacted RTI laws (UNESCO, 2022). However, the quality, comprehensiveness, and actual implementation of these laws vary. In practice, issues about the timeliness of response, inappropriate use of exemptions, difficulties in contesting decisions, lack of independent oversight, and insufficient staffing and technical expertise among the relevant government officials can impede access to information (DGIB; Political Integrity Module Design Draft, 2021).

This analysis is part of the Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption report, which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer.

**Key Takeaways**

**Availability**

Nearly half of OGP countries publish data on RTI performance in any form.

**High-Value Information**

Most datasets include information on the number of requests submitted, but less than half of datasets include details about how long it took to fulfill a request, materials withheld and reasons for holding it, appeals to RTI determinations and their results, and the relevant agency or department.

**Usability**

Just over half of the datasets are free to access, but few are published in machine-readable or bulk-downloadable formats.

46% of OGP countries have data available online.

The United States Small Business Administration flagged nearly 2.3 million Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans worth at least $119 billion — about a quarter of the roughly $600 billion lent out — for further review between August 2020 and September 2021, according to a massive dataset obtained by the Project On Government Oversight (POGO) through a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit. There are 4.3 million flags signaling concerns that loans were potentially fraudulent, the recipient was possibly ineligible, or the loans in question merited closer examination. According to the Justice Department, many who participated in fraudulent activities used the stolen funds to purchase luxury automobiles, private jet flights and swanky vacations. Photo by Phillip Pessar.
Since most countries now have RTI laws, they are dealing with “second generation” problems—compliance, backlogs of requests, and achieving consistency in responses to requests. Data on performance of public authorities can help improve measure progress or regress, aid learning and accountability, and help prioritize reforms.

Specifically, data on the performance of an RTI law can help describe when, where, and how people request information as well as whether they get that information, and why or why not (Hazel & Worthy, 2009). While more information on key data points, refer to Good to Know: What Does “RTI Performance Data” Mean in this Report?

Evidence from the Global Data Barometer (GDB, n.d.) shows the following:

- Most OGP countries have an RTI law, regulation, or policy.
- Reporting is typically required on each authority’s implementation of the law, regulation, or policy.
- Despite legal requirements, those authorities do not proactively publish data on their performance. When they do, that data is not always open or standardized.

The GDB study is the first global study to bridge the gap between the many useful legal studies (Centre for Law and Democracy, n.d.) and more comprehensive but time-consuming studies about performance (see Good to Know: About GDB Data for more details). Of course, looking at performance data out of context cannot address whether agencies are abusing or mis-administering the RTI. But, without this data, it is difficult to tell whether denial of information is part of a pattern or unique, and it is difficult to know how to address shortcomings in fulfilling this right.

### Policy Justification

Effective implementation of RTI laws is important for the prevention and detection of corruption, waste, and abuse. Studies have found that countries with RTI laws have lower levels of corruption (Islam, 2006) and the existence of a freedom of information act is associated with a significant positive trend in controlling corruption (ERCAS, 2013). In addition, RTI can help authorities ensure that governments follow procedures laid out in the law, act impartially, and give reasons for their decisions. Data on RTI performance can surface patterns of misadministration and outliers that could make the law ineffective.

- **Open access to RTI performance data can surface noncompliance during times of crisis.** Recently, the COVID-19 pandemic significantly increased pressure on governments to deliver complete, timely information to the public, leading to the suspension of RTI procedures in many countries (“RTI Rating COVID-19 Tracker,” n.d.). During these critical times, the public has a heightened need for complete, timely information.

RTI performance data can be used to assess how well the right to information is being respected and fulfilled. Publishing data on the number of requests submitted and how they have been responded to can inform the public if requests are not being addressed according to the legal requirement.

- **Understanding time frames:** A study in Spain showed that Spanish institutions ignored 57 percent of access to information requests in 2013.² This “mute refusal” can be a common way that RTI laws go unimplemented. In some countries, such as the United States, excessive delays can last years. Understanding time frames can help identify where there are bottlenecks to be addressed.

- **Excessive exemptions:** All RTI laws require authorities to publish reasons for any denial of information. These reasons must be included in the list of exemptions (see Good to Know: Key Terms). Publishing this data helps authorities address excessive exemptions.

Publication of such data by authorities allows supervising agencies, ombudsmen, and watchdog organizations to identify and curb excessive information refusal. In other cases, it can help identify where legal reform is necessary, such as where people are requesting personal data through RTI or where they are using RTI to engage in corporate espionage, and these would be better addressed through other remedies.

- **Appeals data:** Data requesters can appeal a response to an information request that was denied as a result of an exemption. Data related to the number of appeals and their resolutions can give the public insight into what has become case law and alert them of any abuse of exemptions and delays in the process.

### Access to data on RTI performance improves accountability and learning.

Open access to RTI administration data allows everyone to see if the RTI law is working.

- **Administrators:** For administrators, having access enables them to see patterns of practice that might not be evident with individual cases. This allows them to develop problem-specific solutions with authorities.

- **Oversight:** Similarly, RTI commissions (or their equivalents), ombudsmen offices, government watchdogs, and RTI professionals in government can address patterns or egregious cases where there is evidence.

- **Public accountability:** Finally, members of the public, other branches of government, professional organizations, and NGOs can use the data to hold authorities to account where there are patterns of practice or particular cases inconsistent with the law and where legal reform is necessary.

---

2. Spanish institutions ignored 57% of access to information requests during 2013. Access Info Europe and Fundación Ciudadana Civio, the “year of transparency,” [http://www.accessinfo.org/es/Spain](http://www.accessinfo.org/es/Spain)
**Key Terms**

- **Public authority:** For this analysis, public authorities can include government branches, as well as private bodies performing public functions or those operating with public funds.

- **Proactive and reactive disclosure:** Information held by public authorities can be accessed by the public via proactive disclosure, when the authority releases information without requests being filed, or via reactive disclosure, when members of the public can file requests for information. **Proactive disclosure** ensures that members of the public are receiving timely information about the laws and decisions that affect them (Darbishire, 2015).

- **Requests submitted:** The number of requests submitted, specifically data on successful requests, can indicate how an RTI framework is performing and the level of public awareness around this process.

- **Time limits:** It is important to process requests promptly, and performance data can alert the public about how long it took to receive a response. Failure to provide a response or “mute refusals” and delays in response are forms of noncompliance.

- **Exemptions:** Public authorities can exempt information from disclosure in certain instances where those details fall in categories such as national security, attorney-client privilege, ongoing investigations, commercial secrecy, and privacy.

- **Appeals:** If a public authority denies the release of information due to an exemption, requestors have the option to challenge the response. Generally, most RTI legal frameworks adopt one of four different models: courts, tribunals, ombudsman, or a specialist commissioner (Hazell & Worthy, 2010).

- **Open data:** This analysis looks at whether performance data is available online and whether it is available in an open data format. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose.

- **Proactive and reactive disclosure:** Information held by public authorities can be accessed by the public via proactive disclosure, when the authority releases information without requests being filed, or via reactive disclosure, when members of the public can file requests for information. **Proactive disclosure** ensures that members of the public are receiving timely information about the laws and decisions that affect them (Darbishire, 2015).

- **Requests submitted:** The number of requests submitted, specifically data on successful requests, can indicate how an RTI framework is performing and the level of public awareness around this process.

- **Time limits:** It is important to process requests promptly, and performance data can alert the public about how long it took to receive a response. Failure to provide a response or “mute refusals” and delays in response are forms of noncompliance.

- **Exemptions:** Public authorities can exempt information from disclosure in certain instances where those details fall in categories such as national security, attorney-client privilege, ongoing investigations, commercial secrecy, and privacy.

- **Appeals:** If a public authority denies the release of information due to an exemption, requestors have the option to challenge the response. Generally, most RTI legal frameworks adopt one of four different models: courts, tribunals, ombudsman, or a specialist commissioner (Hazell & Worthy, 2010).

- **Open data:** This analysis looks at whether performance data is available online and whether it is available in an open data format. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose.

- **Proactive and reactive disclosure:** Information held by public authorities can be accessed by the public via proactive disclosure, when the authority releases information without requests being filed, or via reactive disclosure, when members of the public can file requests for information. **Proactive disclosure** ensures that members of the public are receiving timely information about the laws and decisions that affect them (Darbishire, 2015).

- **Requests submitted:** The number of requests submitted, specifically data on successful requests, can indicate how an RTI framework is performing and the level of public awareness around this process.

- **Time limits:** It is important to process requests promptly, and performance data can alert the public about how long it took to receive a response. Failure to provide a response or “mute refusals” and delays in response are forms of noncompliance.

- **Exemptions:** Public authorities can exempt information from disclosure in certain instances where those details fall in categories such as national security, attorney-client privilege, ongoing investigations, commercial secrecy, and privacy.

- **Appeals:** If a public authority denies the release of information due to an exemption, requestors have the option to challenge the response. Generally, most RTI legal frameworks adopt one of four different models: courts, tribunals, ombudsman, or a specialist commissioner (Hazell & Worthy, 2010).

- **Open data:** This analysis looks at whether performance data is available online and whether it is available in an open data format. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose.

- **Proactive and reactive disclosure:** Information held by public authorities can be accessed by the public via proactive disclosure, when the authority releases information without requests being filed, or via reactive disclosure, when members of the public can file requests for information. **Proactive disclosure** ensures that members of the public are receiving timely information about the laws and decisions that affect them (Darbishire, 2015).

- **Requests submitted:** The number of requests submitted, specifically data on successful requests, can indicate how an RTI framework is performing and the level of public awareness around this process.

- **Time limits:** It is important to process requests promptly, and performance data can alert the public about how long it took to receive a response. Failure to provide a response or “mute refusals” and delays in response are forms of noncompliance.

- **Exemptions:** Public authorities can exempt information from disclosure in certain instances where those details fall in categories such as national security, attorney-client privilege, ongoing investigations, commercial secrecy, and privacy.

- **Appeals:** If a public authority denies the release of information due to an exemption, requestors have the option to challenge the response. Generally, most RTI legal frameworks adopt one of four different models: courts, tribunals, ombudsman, or a specialist commissioner (Hazell & Worthy, 2010).

- **Open data:** This analysis looks at whether performance data is available online and whether it is available in an open data format. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose.

- **Proactive and reactive disclosure:** Information held by public authorities can be accessed by the public via proactive disclosure, when the authority releases information without requests being filed, or via reactive disclosure, when members of the public can file requests for information. **Proactive disclosure** ensures that members of the public are receiving timely information about the laws and decisions that affect them (Darbishire, 2015).

- **Requests submitted:** The number of requests submitted, specifically data on successful requests, can indicate how an RTI framework is performing and the level of public awareness around this process.

- **Time limits:** It is important to process requests promptly, and performance data can alert the public about how long it took to receive a response. Failure to provide a response or “mute refusals” and delays in response are forms of noncompliance.

- **Exemptions:** Public authorities can exempt information from disclosure in certain instances where those details fall in categories such as national security, attorney-client privilege, ongoing investigations, commercial secrecy, and privacy.

- **Appeals:** If a public authority denies the release of information due to an exemption, requestors have the option to challenge the response. Generally, most RTI legal frameworks adopt one of four different models: courts, tribunals, ombudsman, or a specialist commissioner (Hazell & Worthy, 2010).

- **Open data:** This analysis looks at whether performance data is available online and whether it is available in an open data format. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose.

- **Proactive and reactive disclosure:** Information held by public authorities can be accessed by the public via proactive disclosure, when the authority releases information without requests being filed, or via reactive disclosure, when members of the public can file requests for information. **Proactive disclosure** ensures that members of the public are receiving timely information about the laws and decisions that affect them (Darbishire, 2015).

- **Requests submitted:** The number of requests submitted, specifically data on successful requests, can indicate how an RTI framework is performing and the level of public awareness around this process.

- **Time limits:** It is important to process requests promptly, and performance data can alert the public about how long it took to receive a response. Failure to provide a response or “mute refusals” and delays in response are forms of noncompliance.

- **Exemptions:** Public authorities can exempt information from disclosure in certain instances where those details fall in categories such as national security, attorney-client privilege, ongoing investigations, commercial secrecy, and privacy.

- **Appeals:** If a public authority denies the release of information due to an exemption, requestors have the option to challenge the response. Generally, most RTI legal frameworks adopt one of four different models: courts, tribunals, ombudsman, or a specialist commissioner (Hazell & Worthy, 2010).

- **Open data:** This analysis looks at whether performance data is available online and whether it is available in an open data format. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose.

- **Proactive and reactive disclosure:** Information held by public authorities can be accessed by the public via proactive disclosure, when the authority releases information without requests being filed, or via reactive disclosure, when members of the public can file requests for information. **Proactive disclosure** ensures that members of the public are receiving timely information about the laws and decisions that affect them (Darbishire, 2015).

- **Requests submitted:** The number of requests submitted, specifically data on successful requests, can indicate how an RTI framework is performing and the level of public awareness around this process.

- **Time limits:** It is important to process requests promptly, and performance data can alert the public about how long it took to receive a response. Failure to provide a response or “mute refusals” and delays in response are forms of noncompliance.

- **Exemptions:** Public authorities can exempt information from disclosure in certain instances where those details fall in categories such as national security, attorney-client privilege, ongoing investigations, commercial secrecy, and privacy.

- **Appeals:** If a public authority denies the release of information due to an exemption, requestors have the option to challenge the response. Generally, most RTI legal frameworks adopt one of four different models: courts, tribunals, ombudsman, or a specialist commissioner (Hazell & Worthy, 2010).

- **Open data:** This analysis looks at whether performance data is available online and whether it is available in an open data format. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose. Data and content are considered open if they can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose.
The GDB study examined 67 OGP countries for law, policy, and practice of collecting and publishing RTI performance data. Below is an overview of the findings of openness of data regarding RTI performance.

Less than half of OGP countries publish RTI performance data. Forty-six percent of the 67 OGP countries surveyed have RTI performance data online (see Figure 1). Having a strong legal requirement is an important factor in publishing RTI performance data (see Legal Frameworks for RTI Performance Data).

**FIGURE 1.** The percentage of countries that publish RTI performance data is higher among OGP countries

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish RTI performance data online compared to the global average. The GDB assessed 109 countries, 67 of which are OGP members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Countries</th>
<th>OGP Countries</th>
<th>Global Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This analysis only considers data that is available as a result of government action. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.

---

**LESSONS FROM REFORMERS**

**Improving Freedom of Information (FOI) Act Compliance in Nigeria**

Due to their high level of noncompliance regarding Freedom of Information Act requirements, Nigeria (n.d.) committed to improving RTI procedures in their 2019 action plan (OGP, n.d.). Specifically, the aim is to improve compliance by proactively disclosing information, establishing an electronic portal for information requests, and mandating annual reports on request and response rates. The use of electronic portals for submission of FOI requests would ease the process of requesting information. Previously, information requests have been largely paper-based. Additionally, the commitment calls for increasing the number of FOI officers within public agencies, as most agencies currently lack FOI units. If implemented fully, this commitment could have a transformative potential impact on increasing public institutions’ compliance with the FOI Act (IRM, 2020).

Nigeria is using its OGP action plan to improve RTI compliance by proactively disclosing information, establishing an electronic portal for information requests, and mandating annual reports on request and response rates. Photo by KC Nwakalor for USAID / Digital Development Communications.

---

**Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer**

**GOOD TO KNOW**

**About GDB Data**

The Global Data Barometer (GDB) is a global expert survey drawing on primary and secondary data that assesses data availability, governance, capability, and use around the world to help shape data infrastructures that limit risks and harms. Together with regional hubs and thematic partners, GDB researchers collected data on 109 countries, including 67 of the 77 OGP participating countries. The GDB captures data developments between May 1, 2019, and May 1, 2021, and includes 39 primary questions and over 500 sub-questions.

The GDB study examined 67 OGP countries for law, policy, and practice of collecting and publishing RTI performance data. Below is an overview of the findings of openness of data regarding RTI performance. Less than half of OGP countries publish RTI performance data. Forty-six percent of the 67 OGP countries surveyed have RTI performance data online (see Figure 1). Having a strong legal requirement is an important factor in publishing RTI performance data (see Legal Frameworks for RTI Performance Data).
Legal Frameworks for RTI Performance Data

Most legal frameworks do not require publication of RTI performance data. Forty-two of 67 assessed OGP countries (or 63 percent) have a legal framework governing RTI performance data. However, many countries with a law, policy, or regulation lack a mandate to collect and publish structured data on the performance of RTI processes. Despite the absence of legislation requiring publication of RTI performance data, many countries do so.

FIGURE 2. Gaps in legal frameworks governing RTI performance

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries with collection and disclosure requirements for RTI performance data. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

Note: This analysis only considers binding laws, regulations, and policies that exist and are operational. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.

Agency-by-agency data and core measures are often unavailable. In the majority of assessed OGP countries, the law does not require the collection and publication of data regarding the administration of RTI. This includes the number of requests submitted and processed, appeals against government departments’ RTI decisions and their results, how long it took the relevant government agencies to respond to requests, and material withheld and the reasons for withholding it. Additionally, only a third of OGP countries have laws requiring that information is linked to the relevant agency, department, or other governmental entity. The limited coverage of publicly available data limits the ability of stakeholders such as citizens, government officials, civil society organizations, journalists, and professional associations to analyze and track whether data is being adequately shared and whether agencies are complying with the law (see Figure 3).

FIGURE 3. High-value data related to RTI performance is limited

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish key elements of RTI performance data. The sample includes only the 31 OGP countries that publish RTI performance data online.

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.
Data has low usability. Although RTI performance data is available online in almost half of assessed OGP countries, few countries publish data in formats that enable reuse. Among OGP countries that publish RTI performance data online, only half provide data that is machine-readable, and fewer than a third allow for data to be downloaded in bulk. This means the public has limited access to data that can be used for monitoring and accountability purposes (see Figure 4).

**FIGURE 4. Data usability among OGP countries is low**

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries whose RTI performance datasets meet open data criteria. The sample includes only the 31 OGP countries that publish RTI performance data online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Yes (%)</th>
<th>No (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available Free of Charge</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely and Updated</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openly Licensed</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available in Machine-Readable Format</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available for Bulk Download</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.

**Maturity Model for Future Actions**

Below is a set of steps, from foundational to advanced, that members across the spectrum of policy implementation can take to improve the collection and disclosure of high-quality RTI performance data. Open data alone, however, is not enough (see the Beyond Open Data section for a discussion of other steps that must complement data collection and disclosure).

Expand or improve current RTI legislation or regulations. The law should require the collection and publication of RTI performance information in open data format. Efforts can include the following:

- **Mandate collection and publication:** Mandate collection and publication of performance data for each authority covered by the RTI law.
- **Mandate collection and publication as structured data:** Ideally, such reforms would require agencies to submit such data using standardized, validated reporting methods in structured data format on an open platform.
- **Mandate standardized annual reports:** In addition to submitting datasets, require agencies to summarize their RTI performance, using a standard format, covering key indicators highlighted in this chapter.
- **Mandate anonymized, request-level data:** In a few of the most advanced systems, authorities publish lists of actual information requested and the disposition of those requests, which provide significantly more granular and useful information.

Improve availability and usability of RTI performance data.

- **Proactive and frequent disclosure:** Governments should proactively disclose RTI performance data online, free of charge, and in a timely manner.
- **Provide data in open format:** Provide data that is in nonproprietary formats, is machine-readable, and is bulk-downloadable so the public can access data for monitoring and accountability purposes.
- **Public validation:** Data presentations should allow for members of the public to flag data that may need further validation or correction (OGP, 2015).
- **Prioritize digitalization:** Create online platforms through which citizens can request information and then use the platforms to provide access proactively to detailed performance data. See Lessons from Reformers: Uruguay, Right of Access to Public Information for an example of this type of reform.

Provide information that covers important data points of RTI performance.

- **Addressing missing performance data:** Standardize data for ease of comparison and reporting. Publish details such as the number of requests submitted and processed, how long it took the relevant government agency or agencies to respond to requests, request disposition, reasons for denial, and appeals against RTI decisions, and their results.
- **Engage statistical officers:** In decentralized systems, engage chief statisticians and chief information officers to work toward common reporting. In more centralized or lower capacity settings, involve national statistical offices, which can help to make reporting performance data operational, useful, and accurate.

- **Data standards and interoperability:** Standardizing data and introducing common identifiers for key information elements can allow for learning and comparison across time, across levels of government, and between agencies. Introduction of common identifiers, in particular, can reduce the administrative burden (by relying on other validated databases) of tracking RTI.

- **Across time:** Make performance data consistent and comparable across requests and over the years by ensuring continuity of key indicators across years. This can help identify major changes in performance over time. Of course, the value of longitudinal data should be weighed against adaptation over time when adopting standard reporting techniques. (For example, laws, regulations, or jurisprudence may change the definition of an exemption.)
- **Across localities and agencies:** To the extent that a government or voluntary association can coordinate the adoption of standards for data, encourage (or mandate) other entities to use similar fields where comparison is possible through the production of guidance, appropriate validation methods, and incentives for standardization.
- **Incorporate common identifiers:** To the extent that authority RTI performance data can be compared, standardize identifiers that may be used in other important data (such as budgeting or spending data). Such common identifiers may include authority or agency identifiers and dates.
Beyond Open Data

The Maturity Model for Future Action section above focused on how to improve the administration of data on RTI performance. This section focuses on how to strengthen actual usage of that data for purposes of accountability and learning. While collecting and publishing usable open data on the performance of the RTI law can provide citizens with information to hold government and appeal institutions to account, other RTI reforms can make a real difference too. The following are some ways RTI reforms can make a difference Beyond Open Data.

Strengthening RTI Practices

- Centralized and distributed request systems: The chief implementing agency can design and encourage (or mandate where the law allows) standardized request systems for each authority covered by the RTI law. These will allow for common formatting of requests, easier rerouting of requests filed to the wrong authority, and more standardized reporting. This relieves significant administrative burden for the implementing authorities and makes the final release of RTI performance data much easier.

- Capacity and professional incentives
  - Training: Provide adequate training to all relevant public officials, especially information officers, on proper recording of data, record keeping, use of standardized data, and the timely provision of information and appropriate use of exemptions.
  - Professionalization: Establish a professional track for RTI professionals within agencies and, where possible, create professional certificates for relevant data management.
  - Incentives: Align personnel and budgetary incentives with RTI performance data (alongside other evaluation criteria).

Oversight

Effective RTI systems will mandate appropriate oversight mechanisms to ensure compliance with reporting and implementation of the RTI law across branches of government (Mendel, 2015).

- Executive/administrative: Within each authority, establish a body (or give powers to existing inspectorates or ombudsmen) that can review cases, policies, and practices based on individual requests or denials, failures to report, and patterns of denial. Such bodies may publish those reports for public consumption and make recommendations to chief administrators.

- Independent oversight: Empower RTI commissions (or their equivalent) to investigate irregularities and patterns of practice as reflected in performance data and to independently report their findings to the legislature and the public. Allow independent oversight to conduct on-site inspections and impose sanctions for noncompliance (Haughey, 2018).

- Parliamentary oversight: Parliaments may hold ad hoc or standing committees and hearings to oversee the publication of RTI performance data and the major findings from that data.

- Judicial and quasi-judicial review: Expand enforcement capacities to ensure that nonreporting, falsification, and misrepresentation of data has adequate, publicly accessible avenues of redress and remedy. Ensure that there are tribunals with the mandate and capacity to review irregularities and patterns of practice.

Increase Public Engagement

- Public advisory panel: Establish or enhance an advisory group to include RTI users (including journalists, industry, and civil society organizations) and government data producers to:
  - Identify problems and solutions: Ensure that the advisory group solicits, amalgamates, and gives feedback on the quality of reporting and recommends solutions revealed by data from agencies.
Prioritize data: Allow information users to share feedback about their priorities for proactive publication of information. This way, details are focused on current events and needs.

Digital engagement: Create accessible and open official tools to help users explore data and increase engagement, like Paraguay’s tool that provides users with statistics of RTI requests (Republica del Paraguay, n.d.). Currently, only 11 percent of OGP countries have an interactive tool that displays user-filtered extracts of the data in response to simple questions.

Public education: Create demand and raise awareness of the benefits of RTI performance data (Foti & Khan, 2015).

Financial support: Provide education, grants, and support to data intermediaries (such as NGOs or local legal clinics) to create systems that garner input and prioritize data priorities (Foti & Khan, 2015).

GUIDANCE AND STANDARDS

The enactment of domestic RTI legislation became commonplace at the end of the 20th century. The right of access to information is recognized under Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 19, 2012) and Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights as an element of freedom of expression (“UN Human Rights Committee,” 2011).

Sustainable Development Goal 16.10.2 part of the United Nations Agenda 2030, tracks progress on the adoption and implementation of constitutional, statutory, and/or policy guarantees for public access to information (Sustainable Development Goals, n.d.).

The right to access information is recognized under Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 19, 2012) and Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights as an element of freedom of expression (“UN Human Rights Committee,” 2011).

The EuroPAM database’s set of RTI indicators includes a question regarding whether frameworks require the release of data on requests and appeals to the public (EuroPAM, n.d.).

The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights model law on access to information for Africa (ACHPR, 2013) also referenced as a source for further guidance in the Commission’s 2009 update to the Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression in Africa (ACHPR, 2019), requires public bodies and relevant private bodies to submit annual reports on RTI performance to the relevant oversight mechanism, which is in turn directed to review and publish these reports.

List of Resources


Global Data Barometer—Political Integrity Module Design Draft, 2020, https://docs.google.com/document/d/12wq02DezwA0Kh52sJ1T4e4eA5GjC-mhnb6kFS48/edit


Opening the Books: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption, which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer.


Introduction

In the 20th century, many governments began to open regulatory processes to public participation and scrutiny. Legislators realized that there is significant value to be gained from enhancing tools for public input and oversight into the law and regulation-making processes, particularly due to their growing complexity. Consequently, a significant number of OGP countries now have requirements that obligate officials to seek input from impacted and/or interested parties. (Forty-two of 71 countries surveyed in 2019 have such regulations [Falla 2019, p. 10].)

This analysis is part of the Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption report, which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer.

Key Takeaways

Availability

Nearly two-thirds of OGP countries assessed in the Global Data Barometer publish data on rulemaking.

High-Value Information

Fewer than half included text of proposed regulations, and less than a quarter of such websites included final regulations, links to public comments, and supporting documentation. A small number of innovators did link regulatory data to legal challenges.

Usability

Almost all of the datasets are free to access, although a few charged fees or were only accessible through a third-party paywall. Half were updated recently, and less than a quarter were available for bulk download.

63% of OGP countries have data available online
Regulators often rely on stakeholders to raise concerns and help evaluate alternatives in many countries. Beyond consulting citizens during the development of laws and regulations, several governments began recognizing the legal rights of citizens to challenge regulatory decisions and actions of officials. These enhancements to public participation can significantly improve the quality of policy decisions, but also implementation decisions and actions to ensure due process as well as fair and equitable enforcement.

The recent rise in digital government now allows for improved public participation in rulemaking processes.1 In the early 2000s, the governments of countries such as Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States began posting the text of proposed regulations online for citizens to read and comment on. Regulators also realized the benefit of having open dialogues with stakeholders to discuss the areas of concern and receive their input. Many countries, such as Korea and the Slovak Republic, have strengthened citizen participation through regularized and structured feedback (see Lessons from Reformers: Slow-Lex Supports Improvements in Deliberation).

A new area for action has been to make public consultations machine-readable and reusable. Many governments have begun to move systems such as national gazettes or registers (publications containing upcoming regulations and updates to the legal code) from “print-first” into “web-first” documents, and into structured data. This allows interest groups to reuse this data for areas as diverse as soliciting and analyzing public comments, which help improve quality of laws/regulations by avoiding unintended adverse consequences of policies. It also improves transparency about who is trying to influence policy and implementation.

While this is still an area of emerging practice, the effective elements of an open-access state-of-the-art system have become clearer:

- Advance notifications (or links to regulatory agendas)
- Draft rules
- Final rules
- Impacts assessments: regulatory, environmental, and others
- Public comments
- Official responses to comments
- Legal challenges and outcomes in the public record

A mature and sustainable system would have:

- A strong legal basis
- Clear legal obligations on officials to ensure the timely and accurate publication of text or links to supporting documentation
- Common identifiers that allow for the linking of all documents
- Application programming interfaces (APIs) to allow for reuse and interoperability with other data sources (e.g., courts data)

Policy Justification

The benefits of open government approaches to rulemaking are well-documented. Less explored are the additional benefits of employing an open data approach. This section explores both.

First, it is worth looking at the importance of having transparent, clear rules. Transparency and accountability in government actions (Gisselquist, 2012) are central to economic development (Fosu, Bates, & Hoeffer, 2016) and political stability (Bates et al., 2004).

- **Rule of law:** When citizens have effective access to the laws and regulations that govern their society and also have a role in shaping them, they are more likely to comply with those laws and regulations. Corruption is less common, and the quality of laws and regulations can significantly improve (Aidt, 2009). Easy and comprehensively searchable public access to an official centralized website of laws and regulations will significantly improve transparency and accountability across all sectors and branches of government, including in judicial decisions.

- **Investment:** In addition, citizen access to the government rulemaking process is central to the creation of a business environment in which investors make long-range plans and investments. A 2009 study by Aidt (2009) found that open laws (Diergarten and Krieger, 2015) and regulations (Lindstedt & Naurin, 2010) predicted higher levels of economic growth (Shim & Eom, 2008).

- **Fairness:** Openness in the rulemaking process can enhance fair and equitable implementation and enforcement of laws and regulations, which can improve equality of opportunity and level the playing field in all sectors. This is particularly important in all sectors, especially those where corruption risks can be prevalent; for example, in health care, energy, and transportation. Numerous studies show that increased transparency of rulemaking processes directly corresponds to increased fairness and competition (Cogniandse, Klimartin, & Mendelson, 2009).

- **Legitimacy:** When citizens have easy access to laws and regulations, and can influence the rules (Gisselquist, 2012) that govern their society, public institutions tend to be more politically stable (Fosu, Bates, & Hoeffer, 2006). And if the new regulations are well-crafted (Fademo, Williams, & Maggio, 2015) and have clear benefits (Vislibe and Casellas, 2014) for society (Moeller et al., 2013) and business communities, transparent rulemaking (Borti, 2007) achieves better compliance (Radelli, 2009) with and support for the scope and application of new laws. Integrity, transparency, and accountability are improved when officials know that arbitrary and selective regulatory decisions and actions can be easily challenged. Undeniably, good governance depends on stakeholder involvement (King & Stivers, 1998).

### Key Terms

**Regulations** are the legally enforceable rules adopted by an executive authority, ministry, or agency to implement laws enacted by the legislative branch of government. Regulatory provisions are legally binding and enforceable against officials, as well as the individuals or companies covered by them. Regulations include subordinate legislation, administrative formalities, decrees, circulars, and directives.

By extension, the rulemaking process is defined as the process for initiating, drafting, deliberating, and issuing final regulations that comply with and are squarely based on the underlying laws. This process deals with the enforceable regulatory implementation of laws, rather than with primary laws (passed by the legislative branch of government).

**Public consultations** are government-led processes where the government invites and considers public comments provided on proposed and draft regulations.

---

1 Note: In the Global Data Barometer, the data used in this section is referred to as “Data on Public Consultation.” For ease of use and increased precision, this section will use the term “Rulemaking” to refer to the set of processes to determine administrative law and guidelines.
GOOD TO KNOW

What Does “Rulemaking Data” Mean in this Report?

This module covers findings from the Global Data Barometer on the publication of rulemaking data in OGP countries. It includes information on the availability of the following types of data related to rulemaking:

- Proposed regulations
- Public comments generated through public consultations
- Notices of intent and reasoned responses
- Final regulations and justification
- Challenges to regulations and results of challenges

LESSONS FROM REFORMERS

Slov-Lex Supports Improvement in Deliberation

In 2012, the Slovak Republic committed to creating rules outlining public involvement in the development of selected policies. Soliciting comments on proposed regulations is now mandated by law per the Legislative Rules of the Slovak government. This system is notable for a number of features that governments pursuing this reform might consider.

- Notification of proposed rules: During early legislative deliberation phases, each ministry or lawmakers has to publish a notification on the Slov-Lex portal, upload a tentative legislative draft, and provide a brief summary of the main objectives of the proposed regulation.
- Accompanying documentation: Rulemakers are also required to publish all the supporting documents, such as background research studies, meeting notes, budget assessments, and consultative process timelines.
- Centralization: Simultaneously, the same information is made available on the Ministry of the Economy’s website.
- Duration of early consultation: Early-stage consultations with business communities usually take about four weeks, while consultations through interministerial procedures take no longer than two weeks. Although four weeks is typically the extent of the consultations, urgent cases might call for tighter deadlines.
- Specialist consultations: Prior to or in parallel with consultations, ministries often form working groups of issue-specific experts to produce in-depth assessments of drafted legislation.
- Multiple formats: Stakeholders may submit feedback either individually or collectively.
- Reasoned response to major categories of comment: Whenever 500 or more entities/individuals provide similar feedback, the Ministry of the Economy is obliged to consider the received comments and revise the regulatory draft. Regulators also have to provide a detailed written response as well as a comprehensive justification in cases when comments are not incorporated in updated drafts.

Follow-up consultations: Depending on the initial outcome of the consultative process, the Ministry of the Economy decides whether further consultations should take place.

Revisions and feedback: If further consultations are decided, the Ministry and the Better Regulation Center of the Slovak Business Agency, which aims to improve the business environment in the country, send a revised legislative draft to stakeholders in addition to reposting it on the Slov-Lex portal. The results of further consultative processes are also made public through the portal.

This set of processes has resulted in real changes to proposed legislation. Recently, the Ministry of Energy conducted early consultations on a proposed law on electric vehicle regulation. In parallel with an official consultative process, the Ministry of Energy organized active early-stage engagements with stakeholders. The engagements were carried out through workshops, meetings, and multilevel bilateral dialogues. The draft law underwent significant revisions due to feedback provided by car and battery producers.


Kapitulská Street, Bratislava, Slovak Republic. Photo by Billy Wilson.
Building on Open Data

An open data approach for regulations means making data available, structured, machine-readable, and interoperable. When this approach is followed, the information about regulations can be more readily reused.

- **Unified and distributed code:** A centralized, complete, free, and searchable database of laws is essential to a well-functioning society, which requires that law is well-known. When rules and laws are centralized and structured, this allows for consistent publication in many different locations. Having all regulations available in data contributes to this larger project.

- **Reduced search costs:** Making regulations (including drafts) and their supporting documents available online increases discoverability of documents. This can reduce search costs, allowing more community or local groups to participate in rulemaking, and reduce arbitrary and selective regulatory actions/decisions by officials. In a number of countries, information is only available through private, third party search platforms. In many cases, this renders regulations only accessible to wealthy firms and businesses.

- **Proactive notification:** An open data approach will allow organizations to build "push" systems and "alert" systems to notify interested and affected stakeholders, especially at the grassroots or subnational level, when terms of interest may come up, such as an amendment to existing legislation or a particular location. (See Lessons from Reformers: Sunlight Labs and Creative Reuse of Open Regulatory Data, featuring the "scout" tool from Sunlight Labs which allowed people to set up regulatory alerts.)

- **Decentralized commenting:** Advanced "write" APIs allow submission of comments by the public from a variety of websites beyond the official government portals. This can aid mass mobilization for public campaigns and help gauge where there is strongly organized interest.

- **Section-specific commenting:** An open text format can better allow section-by-section (or paragraph-by-paragraph) commenting, reducing labor on the part of the regulatory agency in collating comments.

- **Docket creation:** Perhaps equally important to commenting, an open format would allow for the linking of relevant documents (including drafts, comments, impact assessments, clearances) through machine-readable metadata. This is important because often regulations may have accompanying impact statements, scientific or economic analyses, or legal documents. These are necessary to inform better public input and to ensure that regulatory formation followed due process. By creating dockets or unique identifiers, people may more readily find and discover these linked documents.

- **Comment filtering:** Because online comments would largely be submitted through a standard format, readers could carry out a mass analysis of comments (e.g., separating automated, mass mail, or form letter comments) by contents, keywords, or submitting organization. This may speed up the preparation of subsequent reasoned responses or preparation of legal documents.

---

### Lessons from Reformers

**Sunlight Labs and Creative Reuse of Open Regulatory Data**

In 2016, the Sunlight Foundation, one of the top government watchdog organizations in the United States, closed its doors for good. It did so, leaving a legacy of innovation and ideas that are still worth implementing in the US and beyond. Two tools, in particular, are worth highlighting for readers: Scout and Docket Wrench.

**Scout** was an alert-based search engine that scoured federal and state legislative and judicial documents for upcoming bills, rules, and rulings (Sunlight Foundation, 2012). This allows interested stakeholders to ensure that they get timely alerts on issues of interest to them. This could be a topic (such as “school lunches,” a specific law like “Section 40.522”), a locality, or a particular legislator. Scout was essential to a policy victory for the Sunlight Foundation when they set up an alert for changes to Freedom of Information Act and were able to petition, with other organizations, to successfully stop the introduction of new exemptions.

**Docket wrench** (Sunlight Foundation, 2013) was an open-source tool (Sunlight Foundation, n.d.) that allowed people to search, visualize, and download data from all federal regulations. The tool allowed anyone to look at the number of comments and submissions to proposed and current rules. The tools also grouped together comments by how similar the text was. This allows one to see just who is commenting on regulations (such as particular professional associations, industry organizations, or private individuals). The tool can also be used in reverse to look at regulatory participation by particular organizations (which is not required to be disclosed under the US lobbying law).

While the Sunlight Foundation is no longer functional, the tools created showed how powerful tools built on open regulatory data can be. Currently, all US agencies and independent authorities work through [www.regulations.gov](http://www.regulations.gov), which still would potentially allow for most of these functionalities, and, according to the Global Data Barometer featured in this report, leads the world in the accessibility of such data, including data about comments.

Scout from the Sunlight Foundation. Photo from [sunlightfoundation.com](http://sunlightfoundation.com)
State of Progress Through OGP

Reforming the process of regulation, in general, is very popular in OGP. OGP action plans have featured nearly 400 regulatory governance reform commitments since early 2022. Among these, the most popular area of focus is around enhancing public consultations in regulatory processes. More pertinent to the subject of this report are the 41 commitments that deal directly with releasing open data. Of those, the Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM) found that 28 commitments had noteworthy early results. A number of these commitments focused on issues of direct relevance to open data and rulemaking and are highlighted in Lessons from Reformers: Notable Reforms from Early OGP Action Plans.

Lessons from Reformers: Notable Reforms from Early OGP Action Plans

Croatia: As part of their first OGP action plan, Croatia (n.d.) established a single interactive Internet system for consultations with the public in procedures of adopting new laws, regulations, and acts. While the law already required formation of working groups with the public on major new legal acts, documentation was carried out on an agency-by-agency basis. With a new standardized format, anyone can now see other peoples’ comments and agency responses to individual comments.

Kyrgyz Republic: The first Kyrgyz national action plan sought to enhance consultation on regulations (Kyrgyz Republic, n.d.). To that end, it built a new “single electronic portal” which provides access to the legal drafts with advanced search possibilities, including by responsible agency, type of legal act, exact date or date range, and current status. In addition, the platform...

More focus is needed on improving technology and citizen engagement in rulemaking. While this remains a popular area of work among OGP members, a more concerted effort could be supported in the partnership to ensure that governments are using approaches that allow for the best use of technology, specifically. Further, more work is needed to develop and implement tools and systems to effectively and efficiently support early citizen engagement in the rulemaking process, strengthen accountability mechanisms, and mainstream open regulatory practices across multiple levels of government, particularly in lower-income countries. These are detailed in the Beyond Open Data section.

POLICY AREAS: RULEMAKING
Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

**GOOD TO KNOW**

**About GDB Data**

The Global Data Barometer (GDB) is a global expert survey drawing on primary and secondary data that assesses data availability, governance, capability, and use around the world to help shape data infrastructures that limit risks and harms. Together with regional hubs and thematic partners, GDB researchers collected data on 109 countries, including 67 of the 77 OGP participating countries. The GDB captures data developments between May 1, 2019, and May 1, 2021, and includes 39 primary questions and over 500 sub-questions.

**A critical mass lacks any information:** One-third of OGP countries assessed by the GDB still do not publish information on consultations for regulations (see Figure 1).

**FIGURE 1.** Over half of OGP countries publish rulemaking data online

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that publish rulemaking data online compared to the global average. The GDB assessed 109 countries, 67 of which are OGP members.

Note: This analysis only considers data that is available as a result of government action. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.

**Legal Frameworks for Rulemaking Data**

Three-quarters of OGP countries have laws in place governing regulatory participation and data disclosure. Very few specifically require structured data, however, limiting usability. Less than half require disclosure of key elements such as advance notice, draft text, comments, responses to comments, or legal challenges.

**FIGURE 2.** Gaps in legal frameworks governing rulemaking

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries with collection and disclosure requirements for rulemaking data. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

Note: This analysis only considers binding laws and policies that exist and are operational. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.
Data coverage and design limits usefulness: About one-quarter of OGP countries surveyed had structured information on public comments, related documentation, and responses to public input. Such data is necessary for individuals and organizations to understand how and why policy is made (see Figure 3).

Accountability data is further behind: One-in-twelve countries published judicial and appeals data on existing regulations. Such accountability data is important to understand interpretations and status of a regulation (see Figure 3).

Published information lacks structure and accessibility: Slightly less than two-thirds of OGP countries release basic information on regulations. By and large, information is not released in a structured format. However, regulatory information is largely released in older formats, such as “national gazettes.” While there are existing data standards for legislative texts and dockets, adoption does not seem common in regulatory processes (see Figure 4).

Information is largely released after the fact: While many countries have improved their publication of existing regulations, around a half publish proposed regulations online (see Figure 4).

FIGURE 3. Required collection and availability of high-value information is limited
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries that require publication of key elements of rulemaking data compared to those that have actually published the key elements online. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.

FIGURE 4. Rulemaking data lacks usability
This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries whose rulemaking datasets meet open data criteria. The sample includes only the 42 OGP countries that publish rulemaking data online.

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure. See the About Broken Links section of the full report for details.
**Maturity Model for Future Actions**

Below is a set of steps—from foundational to advanced—that members across the spectrum of policy implementation can take to improve the collection and disclosure of high-quality rulemaking data. Open data alone, however, is not enough (see the Beyond Open Data section for a discussion of other steps that must complement data collection and disclosure).

- Establish a public gazette of all proposed rules and finalized rules: At a basic level, there should be no secret law, including administrative law. Yet some countries still do not have a fully available public body of law.
- Ensure there is a strong legal framework for open administrative rulemaking: Modern administrative law assumes that executive and independent agencies will need to interpret and enact legislation passed by the parliament. Modernization includes amending legal frameworks to obligate officials to: (1) publish draft and final regulations; (2) create public, documented spaces for consultation for all interested parties; (3) publish all impacts assessment documentation; and (4) create channels to ensure that regulations are prepared within the scope of administrative and other law.
- Structuring data for remote public comment and reuse of key public documents: Increasingly, modern regulatory websites allow interested individuals, organizations, and regulated entities to submit comments publicly. In addition, a small number have “read” and “write” APIs that allow for read and write APIs as well as bulk downloading for analysis. This allows for commenting and reading comments from other sites, which may be useful for organizations that are working on submitting multiple comments, for example, from membership organizations. For this set of reforms, governments will need to ensure that there are agreed-upon metadata categories and values for key documents, including comments. In addition, the full text of such documents should be centralized, searchable, and, ideally, structured in a way that allows for differentiation of different types of text.
- Comment discovery, search, and analysis: Ideally, especially in more advanced countries, this would allow agencies to analyze where comments are coming from, which comments represented organized “mass mail campaigns,” and which represented singular viewpoints or expert views. This allows for better influence tracking across commitments.
- Cross-branch coordination: In addition, a country can link to court cases and appeals to build the body of law and interpretation on an existing regulation, providing greater consistency and lowering costs of accessing the law. Some countries may wish to additionally link relevant laws to parliamentary oversight functions. This requires a uniform identification standard for individual commitments.
- Interoperability with lobbyists and other key governance data: In some countries, lobbying disclosure rules cover both legislative and executive decision-making. Ideally, such data would allow people to understand who is participating in regulatory processes and which interests they represent, if any (see Good to Know: Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data).
- Push systems for public participation: Advanced systems will allow people to subscribe to particular dockets. For example, in the United States, regulations.gov allows interested parties to only search for major regulations, particular agencies, topic areas, or locations. It is possible that a government would want to develop these systems themselves or allow secondary actors to develop applications on top of data. (See Lessons from Reformers: Sunlight Labs and Creative Reuse of Open Regulatory Data for an example of how civil society groups built useful tools on top of open regulatory data.)
- Targeted outreach to stakeholders: In addition to pushing out data, agencies may wish to maintain and strengthen a list of interested and affected stakeholders who may be engaged in regulatory processes.

More positive examples can be found in the extensive research collaboration between the OGP Support Unit and the World Bank (Falla Lopez & Saltane, 2020).

### GOOD TO KNOW

**Common Identifiers to Link Up Anti-Corruption Data**

Data is more likely to advance accountability when it can be combined with other data. In addition to the high-value elements of each dataset, certain elements should be shared across datasets through the employment of “common identifiers.” These may be stored in a third dataset, reducing the need for data cleaning and validation.

Combining rulemaking performance data with lobbying data is particularly important. When designing or improving a particular dataset, decision makers should ensure that datasets rely on common identifiers as much as possible and require validation of those common identifiers in the entry of information.

According to the GDB, no OGP countries use common identifiers for regulations in lobbying registers and public consultation data. This prevents users from tracing the influence of interest groups or organizations within certain rulemaking processes.

### Beyond Open Data

A strong system for regulatory governance requires more than open data. It requires strong mandates, a set of online tools that are easily accessible, and institutions with the capacity to maintain the process, data, and systems to promote stronger participation in regulation.

**Accessing Laws and Regulations**

- **State of play:** OGP members are strongest in this area. Most countries make laws and regulations publicly available, although the quality and searchability of the information is an issue. Keeping legal databases up to date is also a challenge.

**Recommendations:** Establish and maintain an official, comprehensive, searchable, and free-to-access central website for all existing laws and regulations. Eliminate restrictions on data usage, and ensure regular updates of the information. Ensure disclosure at the local level as well.

**Push systems for public participation:** Advanced systems will allow people to subscribe to particular dockets. For example, in the United States, regulations.gov allows interested parties to only search for major regulations, particular agencies, topic areas, or locations. It is possible that a government would want to develop these systems themselves or allow secondary actors to develop applications on top of data. (See Lessons from Reformers: Sunlight Labs and Creative Reuse of Open Regulatory Data for an example of how civil society groups built useful tools on top of open regulatory data.)

**Targeted outreach to stakeholders:** In addition to pushing out data, agencies may wish to maintain and strengthen a list of interested and affected stakeholders who may be engaged in regulatory processes.

More positive examples can be found in the extensive research collaboration between the OGP Support Unit and the World Bank (Falla Lopez & Saltane, 2020).

**Transparency of Rulemaking**

- **State of play:** Several countries have made OGP commitments in this area. However, most OGP countries still do not push forward regulatory plans, particularly in the Americas and Africa, where relevant commitments are generally lacking.

**Recommendations:** Amend relevant laws to obligate officials to publish forward regulatory plans and regulatory drafts on unified portals that enable citizens to provide feedback. Ensure that citizens can follow regulations from development through to adoption.

** Enforcement:** Ensure full compliance with reporting requirements by creating processes of data auditing, public flagging of suspect data, and enforcement actions for noncompliance and falsification of reporting.
Public Consultations

- **State of play:** Most OGP members have notice-and-comment systems in place (albeit not all legally enforceable), but many do not provide a reasoned response to citizen input, much less through dedicated websites.

- **Recommendations:** Amend or adopt laws that obligate officials to implement timely and effective notice-and-comment procedures, set minimum standards for inviting public input, and establish credible oversight systems. Document public input and provide responses before adoption of final regulations.

**Challenging Regulations**

- **State of play:** Citizens in many OGP countries cannot challenge the validity of regulations or regulatory actions/decisions by officials based on laws and related regulations to ensure fairness in application and enforcement. In other cases, legal challenges are difficult to enforce. In addition, only two OGP members have made commitments in this area to date.

- **Recommendations:** Adopt legislation that provides the legal basis to challenge regulations if not developed through open processes or if discriminatory. Publish information about the process and enable citizens to also challenge regulations on substantive grounds. Amend relevant laws to permit courts to award equitable remedies (including damages and legal costs) to those who prevail in court cases challenging laws and regulations, as well as inappropriate application or enforcement decisions and actions by regulatory officials.

---

**GUIDANCE AND STANDARDS**

**OECD 2012 Recommendation on Regulatory Policy and Governance** (Principle 2) advises OECD members to “Adhere to principles of open government, including transparency and participation in the regulatory process to ensure that regulation serves the public interest and is informed by the legitimate needs of those interested in and affected by regulation.” The recommendation covers design of regulatory process and the range of documentation that should be shared (such as impact assessment and other supporting analyses). (Full guidance is available [here](https://www.oecd.org/gov/regulatory-policy/2012-recommendation-on-regulatory-policy-and-governance-9fa188e5.pdf).)

**List of Resources**


Introduction

The evidence is growing: the right data, paired with robust oversight, can make a difference. Combining each dataset with others, however, increases the effectiveness of any single dataset (Rossi, 2012; Arce, Falla, & Foti, 2019; Global Financial Integrity, 2022). For example, lobbying data is important. When combined with political finance data and beneficial ownership data, however, lobbying data becomes even more powerful for tracing the flow of not only ideas, but also money in politics. Similarly, open contracting data has been shown to have numerous benefits; when joined with political finance data, it can help detect potential kickbacks or opportunities for illicit enrichment. This section looks at what steps governments can take to ensure that data to counter political corruption can be joined up to ensure this synergy.

This analysis is part of the *Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption* report, which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer.

Key Takeaways

**Human and machine interoperability:** Getting people together and starting small is essential to success, whether or not the data collection and publication systems are up to standard. Getting people to talk, especially across sectors, can be key to making sure that anti-corruption data makes politics cleaner and more fair.

**Reform is necessary and overdue:** Using standardized, validated approaches to data collection and publication makes individual datasets exponentially more powerful in combating corruption. Lobbying data is more powerful when asset declarations are made public, and procurement data works better when the public knows who owns winning companies.

**Common identifiers:** According to the Global Data Barometer (GDB), most OGP countries do not have common identifiers when it comes to companies, legislation and regulation, politicians, lobbyists, or other essential data. Given how much work remains for most OGP countries, building validated common identifiers into the system early will be essential.
Policy Justification

There are strong arguments for interoperability beyond the control of corruption. Democratic political systems are complex, with many actors, many organized interests, and consistent, significant government activity. The following are arguments for making data interoperable (see Good to Know Key Terms).

- Corruption often doesn't involve only a single act, type of act, or actor, but rather entails networks and flows. Data can be a critical tool in tracking illicit financial flows and otherwise fighting corruption, but when the relevant data types aren't interoperable, it may offer only a fragmentary picture. However, making such data interoperable—for example, using the same unique identifiers across different types of datasets—makes it increasingly useful.

- Interoperability allows people to learn and compare across jurisdictions, globally, and within a given country. This is essential for learning but also comparison and, in some cases, may be useful for legal and trade harmonization. An example of where national comparability of asset disclosure, for example, would be valuable is ensuring that bribes paid is not occurring to ministries or legislators by multinational corporations or locally based companies. This levels the playing field to some extent. Similarly, investors may want to understand the political risk their companies or bonds are subject to when they invest in countries with weaker accountability institutions.

- Interoperability allows people to trace influences between levels of government, especially where a government function is federalized or decentralized. Being able to compare provincial, regional, or state-level data allows national governments to identify innovators and areas for capacity improvement at the state level. This can be especially important where spending capacity on infrastructure, health, or education is delegated to lower levels of government.

- Perhaps most importantly, interoperability is essential for data to be useful for different sectors of society—including government regulators, the press, watchdog groups, the private sector, and interested citizens. Ensuring that data is standardized allows these organizations to recombine it with other datasets and information at a speed and rate that is otherwise impossible without some standardization for interoperability.

Good to Know

Key Terms

Surprisingly, there are few resources defining interoperability in the space of democracy and control of corruption. This report borrows the definition from the United States Federation of Government Information Processing Councils, which defines it as:

Interoperability of systems only requires a common basis for those elements that are, in fact, shared. Typically, not all of the information managed by two systems is shared. Therefore, interoperability requires identifying the shared elements. Not even all elements that have common (or close) definitions need to be shared. Interoperability involves common semantics and syntax only for those elements that must be combined, compared or aggregated. (Emphasis added.)

For purposes of this report, those elements or common identifiers which need to be combined, compared, and aggregated are laid out in detail in Table 1: Common identifier by justification. They include: officials; interests, assets, and liabilities; legal persons (including companies); and identifiers for legislation and regulation.

Common identifiers are specific data fields or sets of data fields that allow for more automated approaches to information exchange. By standardizing these common identifiers, they allow for: better information flow across systems (e.g., between a database with lobbying clients and company ownership); decentralized management of data in different parts of government; and a reduction in the need for duplicate copies of information about important subjects (such as people, politicians, or countries).

Experts interviewed in the production of this report also suggested that, in many contexts, data may simply not yet be standardized enough. Given this potential limitation, they encouraged the report to also cover “human interoperability,” wherein individuals in key agencies (or outside of government) meet to ensure that information can still be exchanged, even if this information is in documents, rather than available as structured data. One expert cited the example of the relative success of the Nigerian Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative as a model worth exploring. While the multistakeholder forum responsible for reporting has been unable to produce uniform data in a central database, it has been able to regularly bring together 12 distinct agencies to harmonize key data on the country’s oil and gas sector for a number of years. This has been a noteworthy improvement (Hatcher-Mbu, 2022). Earlier data had largely been unavailable or inconsistent across sources.
Analog and Digital Infrastructure

Linking up political data requires more than collecting and publishing data. It also requires “analog” or “human” interoperability. This means making sure that people and organizations have the relationships and ability to unlock the data. It also means having institutional structures that make collaboration easier and more effective than working in silos. Eventually, this means of interoperability similarly requires development of common identifiers and data standards to make everything work smoothly and reliably.

Given that linking up data is as much about humans as it is about data standards, reformers seeking to capitalize on the data may choose different sequences. Some may take a “standards-first” approach, while others focus on bringing people and organizations together and letting common practices evolve, a “people first” approach. Which strategy to take probably depends on the strength of the legal mandate for linking up data, the age of existing systems, and the complexity of the institutions responsible for collection and publication of the data. In cases where capacity, data quality, or cooperation are low from the outset, it may make sense to opt for a “people first” approach. 

Lessons from Reformers: Getting “Human Interoperability” Right in Kenya

While many of the findings of the GDB focus on the issues of common identifiers and the systems that would support linking up data, it is worth taking some time to look at cases where standardization may not be immediately attainable. Lessons from big reforms in Kenya show some of the ways in which the reform process can move forward even in the absence of a high-tech approach.

The Case of Kenyan Contracts

Open contracting has been an area of major focus in Kenya. Progress on contracts is difficult, however, precisely due to issues of interoperability. In this particular case, there is a lack of standardization between the national and county-level procurement data publishing portals. As a start, data in both national and county-level procurement portals is mapped to the Open Contracting Data Standard (OCDS), creating an opportunity for standardization. Secondly, in May 2022, the open contracting cluster (consisting of both county and national governments), under the Open Government Partnership, developed a road map to address both policy and technical aspects of interoperability in the coming two years.

A number of procurement processes take place at the county level. The Public Procurement Regulatory Authority (PPRA, n.d.) has statutory authority to create regulations and guidance, as well as to collect relevant data (PPRA, 2019). The PPRA does not, however, have powers of enforcement for when procuring authorities do not collect or publish their data. Further, it lacks a direct mandate to standardize and collect all of the data from the local level. Consequently, many counties either do not submit or store data in their own, proprietary software. Because the PPRA cannot independently collect, standardize, or collect data, it is left with an enforcement problem.

Without adequate enforcement, standard procedures, data, and transparency, opportunities for corruption and “informal arrangements” multiply. This is best documented by the investigative journalism organization Africa Uncensored. In a series of investigations entitled...
Captured (2019–2021), journalists, using leaked documents from the Integrated Financial Management System, found serious conflicts of interest in the awarding of contracts to private companies with no expertise (Africa Uncensored, 2019).

Currently, because there is inadequate data and little consequence for nonreporting, journalists and activists must rely on unofficial data to report on issues of public interest. Government units working to regularize procurement, as well, often rely on informal means of enforcement (such as leaks) rather than following straightforward legal channels. In an ideal scenario, the data would be available, complete (covering all procuring authorities), comparable, and would allow people to investigate the tenders, the awards, the companies (and their owners), and the status of implementation.

In the coming years, Kenya will roll out a new financial system, the e-GP (or e-Government Procurement). All counties and national government entities will be mandated to procure through this system. Ideally, such a system should also be able to support disclosure to the entire public.

Hidden Owners

Since the London Anti-Corruption Summit in 2016, President Uhuru Kenyatta has publicly pursued the goal of publishing beneficial ownership data. At the same time, there have been numerous scandals that have plagued the administration, most notably around health contracts (during COVID-19) and security contracts. One specific issue is the awarding of contracts to unqualified shell companies, companies that have been banned but have re-registered, or cases where the same company applies multiple times through different shell companies. These issues could be better dealt with if there were clear, publicly available beneficial owners.

Beneficial ownership data, however, remains less useful than it might otherwise be. To improve the utility of the ownership data, it needs to better align with data on politically exposed persons or asset disclosure data. Further, conflict of interest laws that apply to “public officers” or civil servants apply in a more limited number of cases to “state officers,” a different category that includes parliamentarians.

In the absence of this data, or where data is messy, there is often a reliance on nongovernment actors—whether media, NGOs, or private companies. There is, however, currently little formal or regular coordination between the government and journalists or other watchdog organizations. While there is a multistakeholder working group on corruption that meets regularly, it has been limited in impact. Additionally, its minutes are not public. Nonetheless, the group can informally refer cases or findings to other processes for investigation or prosecution.

Avenues of Accountability

There are several other avenues to human interoperability that experts say might help Kenya.

The first would be to bring in private sector and finance sector allies that wish to help create a more level playing field to form official partnerships with government champions of corporate transparency. Indeed, the International Monetary Fund has been working to make ownership data for contractors public. A number of multinational companies have also come out in favor of open ownership. Bringing these powerful players into the discussion will be necessary, as there are strong forces working against open ownership information—from local companies resisting regulation to banks that are unaccustomed to customer due diligence and lawyers arguing for client anonymity.

The second avenue in the absence of strong regulatory capacity would be to strengthen social accountability, which has been done recently by the Office of the Auditor General. The Auditor General has asked for public information from organized groups of citizens through a structured social audit process in comparison with infrastructure.

The third avenue would be to strengthen public sector and private sector whistleblower protections and rewards. In other countries, these have been shown to be effective at incentivizing civil servants and private sector actors to identify cases of waste, fraud, and abuse, especially where there is a clear pathway to release information through official channels.
Common Identifiers

Assuming that, at some point, regulators, watchdog organizations, and parliaments want to make anti-corruption monitoring better, they will eventually want to introduce common identifiers. Common identifiers are a core part of the structure of a dataset and are, ideally, used across multiple datasets.

For the purposes of common identifiers for linking up anti-corruption, there is no single current data standard. Of course, existing data standards such as the Open Contracting Data Standard (OCDS) and Open Ownership can be easily joined in jurisdictions where both standards are adopted. In the absence of standardization, however, there are a number of identifiers that remain essential. The common indicators and their justifications are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMON IDENTIFIER</th>
<th>DATASETS USING IDENTIFIER</th>
<th>JUSTIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Officials</td>
<td>Asset disclosure, lobbying, political finance</td>
<td>Most anti-corruption datasets require information on politicians. These include asset disclosure, lobbying, political finance, as well as election and voting records (not included in this dataset).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interests, assets, and liabilities</td>
<td>Asset disclosure and political finance</td>
<td>Political parties, politicians, and donors should be able to identify accounts, expense types, and donations. This allows auditors and watchdog organizations to identify inconsistencies and identify instances of illegal gifts or spending.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbyist clients and party and campaign donors</td>
<td>Lobbying data and political finance</td>
<td>In addition to having unique identifiers for lobbying, unique identifiers for interest organizations (regardless of legal form) allow the reconciliation of lobbying (communication) with political finance (money).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company ownership information</td>
<td>Lobbying data</td>
<td>Company ownership data is essential for identifying who is active in lobbying and owning land, as well as understanding when there are conflicts of interest with politicians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal persons</td>
<td>Lobbying, political finance, and companies’ data</td>
<td>Creating common identifiers for legal persons, including businesses, NGOs, and other such organizations ensures better understanding of who is seeking to inform government decision-making as well as who is affected by it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: Common identifier by justification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMON IDENTIFIER TOPIC</th>
<th>DATASETS USING IDENTIFIER</th>
<th>JUSTIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corruption Vectors and Targets</td>
<td>Open land ownership data is essential for identifying which interests lie behind political decisions, who benefits from public finance decisions, as well as major changes in land use. It is also essential to help track and verify whether real estate assets declared by candidates and appointees match public records.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulations and legislation</td>
<td>Lobbying registers and public consultation</td>
<td>Unique identifiers are essential to allow people to see which laws and regulations are the objectives of lobbying and public participation, whether in the legislative or executive branches of government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public finance</td>
<td>Political corruption data (general)</td>
<td>Common identifiers for budget items allow people to see where potential conflicts of interest may lie and who benefits from spending priorities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public procurement</td>
<td>Political corruption data (general) and public procurement</td>
<td>Common identifiers for contracts and bids allow oversight of kickbacks, ghost contracts, or potential conflicts of interest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

**GOOD TO KNOW:**

About GDB Data

The Global Data Barometer (GDB) is a global expert survey drawing on primary and secondary data that assesses data availability, governance, capability, and use around the world to help shape data infrastructures that limit risks and harms. Together with regional hubs and thematic partners, GDB researchers collected data on 109 countries, including 67 of the 77 OGP participating countries. The GDB captures data developments between May 1, 2019, and May 1, 2021, and includes 39 primary questions and over 500 sub-questions.

GDB researchers looked at the existence of common identifiers between different datasets. Researchers began by looking at data already located for political finance, interest and asset declarations, lobbying, and public consultation to see if they used shared fields of data between them. They also looked to see if common identifiers were present between the various datasets in this report such as companies ownership data, land ownership data, public procurement data, and public finance data.

Having interoperability between these datasets speeds up how quickly journalists, oversight bodies, and independent watchdog organizations can find patterns across datasets. Figure 1 below visualizes how consistently different countries employ common identifiers across sets.

Highlights from the GDB data research and assessment include:

- **Absence of data is the main problem:** Most countries surveyed do not have common identifiers for the simple reason that they do not publish all of the relevant datasets. This cannot be stressed enough. It does, however, mean that as countries move to develop data entry, validation, and publication systems, they can do so knowing that it will save time and make data more useful to collect certain data in separate, reusable databases, rather than multiple times, in multiple ways.

- **Where data is available, there is some interoperability:** Where data is available, there is evidence that such sets do employ useful common indicators in at least some of the datasets (see Figure 1).

- **Companies’ data is harmonized between datasets most frequently:** Perhaps because it is one of the newest areas, company identifying data is frequently used across multiple datasets and policy areas. (see Figure 1).

- **Lobbying disclosure has low amounts of interoperability:** Disclosing lobbying data, in general, is rarely required and rarely disclosed. It thus follows that lobbying data is rarely disclosed in a way that allows for linking up data.

### FIGURE 1: Prevalence of common identifiers across datasets

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries with essential common identifiers. The sample includes all 67 OGP countries assessed by the GDB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>OGP Countries</th>
<th>Limited Number</th>
<th>Consistent Use</th>
<th>Consistently Use in Common with Other Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Officials: Between political integrity data sets</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest, assets, and liabilities: Between asset declarations and political finance data</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clients and donors: Between lobbying and political finance data</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company ownership: Between political integrity and companies data</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal persons associated with donations, interests, assets, liabilities, and lobbying activities across political integrity data</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land ownership: Between political integrity and land ownership data</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws and regulations: Between lobbying registers and public consultation</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public finance: Between political integrity and public finance</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement: Between political integrity and public procurement</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recommendations

The following recommendations illustrate a number of ways for governments to improve interoperability of data to counter political corruption, including through their OGP action plans. In addition, Lessons from Reformers: Building Systems for High-Quality, Interoperable Data offers strategies from professionals beyond policy change.

**Building Systems for Interoperability**

- Ensure that fields in datasets reuse common identifiers for key pieces of information.
- Build data-entry systems to validate upon entry.
- Whole-of-government approaches may be needed to ensure that unique identifiers can be used across different datasets. (For example, ensure that company tax identification numbers are the same used for employment, permits, and addresses.)
- Some governments may have significant amounts of identifiers under legacy systems. Where legacy identifiers that should be common overlap but are not coterminous, consider phasing out legacy identifiers or creating “keys” for equivalence and interoperability. (See Lessons from Reformers: Dealing with Legacy Common Identifiers in the United States, for example, on how the United States government has phased out Dun & Bradstreet numbers for Unique Entity Identifiers, which are public and relate directly to ownership, tax, and employment records.)
- Where data collection and publication systems are centralized, national governments can work with other countries to develop, adopt, and implement common standards.
- National governments can spur interoperability by convening data users and producers. This is especially important in federal systems where their national-level governments lack the ability to compel subnational governments but where subnational governments may benefit from information sharing, comparison, and learning across jurisdictions.
- Similarly, even between ministries and agencies, there may be more need to use common identifiers and reporting standards. This may require more explicit mandates for coordinating agencies as well as investment in software and data systems that make interoperability easier than inventing new systems.

**Toward Standard Common Identifiers**

Because corruption, political influence, and organized crime are often cross borders, moving toward common identifiers will allow transboundary comparison. This is essential in tracking political finance flows. But it may also be useful in other, unexpected fields such as tracking transboundary pollutant transfers or fisheries usages.

- International standard-setting bodies can work together to ensure that they are working toward common identifiers and standardized systems of data. This could apply to regular OGP partners and affiliates such as the Open Ownership, Open Contracting Partnership, ISO standards bodies, and the various financial reporting organizations.
- Individual governments may convene stakeholders inside and outside of government to understand how well common identifiers do and do not work to solve particular, applied problems (such as tracking contract abuse).

**Human Interoperability**

In the absence of open data and common identifiers, governments, donors, and watchdogs can take steps to promote the linking up of core data. Notable examples include:

- Convene potential users to prioritize common indicators.
- Build data structures with input from end users in a way that ensures that fields are consistent and useful in applied settings.
- Ensure adequate protection for whistleblowers acting in the public interest, especially where there is overwhelming interest (as in the Kenya case study above).

---

**Dealing With Legacy Common Identifiers in the United States**

In the United States, a single factory or facility may have dozens of different identifiers when filing compliance data with the federal government. The system has been built up over decades, one law at a time. As a result, activists, journalists, or regulators looking into the operations of a single facility will need to know a variety of identifying numbers or codes. Depending on the specific question at hand, this may include:

- Employer tax identification numbers when dealing with tax, employment, and worker safety issues
- Unique permit identification numbers for safety and environmental compliance data
- Data Universal Numbering System (DUNS) numbers when dealing with federal contracts
- Geospatial data
- Ownership data through Securities and Exchange Commission or state corporate registries

As part of its 2015 OGP national action plan (Milestone 32.2), the United States (n.d.) committed to moving toward a more interoperable and public data system. The US government proposed a rule in November 2015 to replace proprietary identification of entities with a generic terminology. This rule is part of an effort to move away from the DUNS, a standard developed by the private company Dun & Bradstreet that keeps track of entities receiving government funds. Given that the DUNS is a proprietary standard, much of the data on contractors is not public or reusable. For this reason, both the Government Accountability Office and leading open data groups have advocated for a move away from the DUNS. The report found this commitment to be noteworthy, both in design and implementation (OGP, n.d.).

As of April 22, 2022, the United States government has officially retired DUNS numbers and moved all contracting entities to a Unique Entity Identifier created in SAM.gov (US GSA, 2022). This allows for a single, publicly owned, nonproprietary common identifier for companies. While there is still room for further integration with other data systems, this takes a significant step toward retiring siloed, non-interoperable identifiers.
LESSONS FROM REFORMERS

Building Systems for High-Quality, Interoperable Data

Open government reformers can draw from decades of work linking up data to counter political corruption. Replicable lessons cover issues related to lobbying, beneficial ownership transparency, open contracting, or asset disclosure, among others—and offer a more informed and useful understanding of who shapes policy and spending. A number of partners were interviewed in preparing this report. Common themes from these discussions include:

• Common identifiers are a core part of the structure of a dataset and are, ideally, used across multiple datasets. But the end goal is to achieve structured data. This means creating content fields that resonate with or are useful to data users. This requires regular communication with end users.

• Validation is essential to timely, high-quality data. And a centralized or standardized approach can ensure that data is validated. Examples cited include:
  o Public validation: Data is published, and stakeholders (regulators, regulated entities, and members of the public) can identify outliers, mistakes, etc.
  o Automated validation: A business, employer, or other official number is submitted, and it is validated through a central database.
  o Spot validation: Forms are written in a way that it may be impossible to register without validation, for example, requiring entry of beneficial owners’ identification, which can be verified with another database.

• Dates are essential in determining when activities took place.
  o One form of fraud involves moving companies to other owners while applying for a bid, allowing a company to bid multiple times or for blacklisted firms to apply for a contract. Therefore, dates are essential to detect transfer of ownership to conceal personal interests.

• Quality assurance is also important. However, some means have proven more effective than others.
  o Publishing before a full audit is essential. Assigning an official to identify outliers and misreporting is important. However, holding back on publication before outliers are identified and resolved is not ideal, as it can result in undue delays in the release of data.
  o Early release of data should be combined with a public flagging system to encourage identification of suspicious activity and allow regulated entities to determine mis-entered data.
  o Consider releasing data that may be viewed as incomplete or imperfect. In some cases, especially with lobbying and asset disclosure, flawed data or concerns about privacy (sometimes made in good faith) need to be acknowledged and dealt with on a systematic and case-by-case basis.
List of Resources


Political corruption has tremendous consequences worldwide. Transparency in political finance, political influence, and state administration can help reduce corruption and make democratic processes more legitimate, more pluralistic, and more representative. Open data on decision-making and decision makers can be a powerful tool to identify whose interests shape how governance decisions are made and implemented.

New data from 67 OGP countries, including 13 countries from Africa and the Middle East, shows that there are significant gaps in data frameworks and data availability across a variety of areas related to countering political corruption. This module is part of the *Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption* report which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer (GDB). The goal of the report is to identify areas for improvement and generate recommendations for future OGP commitments.

This module focuses specifically on the state of data frameworks and availability in the 13 OGP countries assessed by the GDB across Africa and the Middle East (see Countries in this Analysis). This regional analysis includes:

- A summary of GDB’s assessment of the state of anti-corruption data in the region
- An overview of OGP commitments across policy areas assessed
- Highlights in featured policy areas with data from both GDB and OGP
- Examples of regional innovations

---

1 You can find the report *Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption* here: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/

2 View more details about the Global Data Barometer here: https://globaldatabarometer.org/

3 Due to inability to find researchers, 10 of the 77 OGP countries were not included in the Global Data Barometer’s assessment.
Key Takeaways

• Making data available in any form is the region’s main area for improvement. Public procurement is the only area assessed where most countries in the region publish data. Less than one-quarter of countries have available data across all other policy areas.

• Requirements for data collection and publication are lacking across many policy areas. While most countries in Africa and the Middle East require collection of asset disclosure and political finance data, few countries require the data to be published. Like in other regions, few requirements exist for lobbying data collection and publication.

• Countries have undertaken reforms in certain policy areas in their OGP action plans. Many countries in Africa and the Middle East have committed to public procurement and asset disclosure reforms, but more commitments are needed, particularly around lobbying and political finance.

Overall State of Data to Combat Corruption

Legal Frameworks

Across all policy areas, a gap exists between the percentage of countries requiring data collection and the percentage requiring data publication (see Figure 1). While most countries require collection of asset disclosure and political finance data, only a small number of countries require publication of data in these areas. Requirements for both data collection and publication are especially low for right to information performance, rulemaking, and lobbying data.

FIGURE 1: Gaps between required data collection and publication

This figure shows the number of OGP countries in Africa and the Middle East with data collection and disclosure requirements across policy areas. The sample includes the 12 OGP countries in the region assessed by the GDB.

Note: This analysis only considers binding laws and policies that exist and are operational.

1 The Global Data Barometer assesses whether countries have set requirements to publish data through binding policy, regulations, or law. Legal frameworks governing public procurement and land tenure data have not been assessed by the GDB. However, information on the availability of procurement and land tenure data was collected (see Data Availability and Usability).

2 For more details see the About Broken Links section of the report: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/.
Data Availability and Usability

Few countries in the region publish key anti-corruption data as assessed in this report. Where data is available, it is only rarely in an open format when published (see Figure 2). Public procurement is the main exception, where nearly all countries in Africa and the Middle East publish data, and over a quarter of countries publish data that is machine-readable.

For more details see the About Broken Links section of the report: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/.

---

State of Progress Through OGP

OGP countries in Africa and the Middle East have advanced reforms in certain policy areas, such as beneficial ownership transparency, while lacking commitments in others, like lobbying (see Figure 3). Over half of the countries in the region have made a commitment related to asset disclosure, but none have addressed lobbying or political finance.

---

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure.⁶

⁶ For more details see the About Broken Links section of the report: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/.
Featured Policy Areas

The following policy areas were selected for a more detailed analysis based on a variety of factors, including regional priorities, areas of momentum, and areas for growth.

Company Beneficial Ownership

Publishing digital registers with beneficial ownership information helps shine a light on secretive legal structures that can be exploited to launder the proceeds of corruption and other corrupt activities.

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

- A significant number of countries have beneficial ownership laws. Eight OGP countries in the region have an operational law that requires the collection of beneficial ownership data. Three countries (Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, and Nigeria) have operational laws requiring the publication of beneficial ownership information and data.

- Data is not publicly available throughout most of the region. While many countries have laws mandating the collection and/or publication of beneficial ownership information, Nigeria is the only country that has beneficial ownership data freely available online.

State of Progress Through OGP

- Beneficial ownership transparency is a growing area of reform. Seven countries in the region have made a total of 19 commitments on beneficial ownership transparency. Five of these countries are currently implementing a commitment through their 2020 or 2021 action plans.

- Many beneficial ownership commitments in the region involve open data. Eleven of the nineteen commitments reference publishing beneficial ownership information according to open data principles. Many countries in Africa and the Middle East, such as Ghana and Nigeria, have committed to publishing data according to the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative’s (EITI) standards.

Land Ownership and Tenure

Knowing who owns land and under what system of land ownership is essential, as land is both a major target of corruption and a commonly used vehicle for money laundering. Politicians may also pass policies that are favorable to particular landholders, such as direct subsidies.

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

- Few countries in the region publish land tenure data in any form. No countries make the data available in a machine-readable format, for bulk download, or licensed for reuse.

- The scope of land tenure data is very limited. In general, countries do not publish information about the type of tenure held over particular pieces of land, including state land, open access land, and communally held land. No country in the region publishes information on indigenous peoples’ land tenure or the gender of tenure holders.

State of Progress Through OGP

- Most members have made a commitment related to land rights. In Africa and the Middle East, eight national and three local OGP members have made a total of 23 commitments related to land rights. Two countries are currently implementing a land rights commitment through their 2020 or 2021 action plans.

- Many commitments involve opening data. Ten land rights commitments reference open data principles. Seven of these were assessed as having high potential impact by OGP's Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM)\(^8\).

Regional Innovations

| Nigeria | Beneficial ownership information for the extractive industry is available according to EITI standards.\(^6\) |

---

\(^7\) As of June 2022, 15 national and 12 local OGP members from Africa and the Middle East had submitted at least one action plan. See an updated list of OGP national and local members https://www.opengovpartnership.org/our-members/.


Learn more about how the Independent Reporting Mechanism assesses commitments https://www.opengovpartnership.org/irm-guidance-overview.
Public Procurement

Opaque contracting processes show higher levels of corruption and inefficiency, decreased competition, and reduced opportunities for smaller companies. Alternatively, open contracting processes, otherwise known as open contracting, produce greater competition, improved public service delivery, and significant cost savings for governments.1

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

- Nearly all OGP countries in the region publish data on public procurement. All OGP countries evaluated by the GDB in Africa and the Middle East, except for Burkina Faso, publish procurement data online. Two countries, however, do not publish the data free of charge (Ghana and Malawi).

- The scope of published information is limited. Most countries publish data with significant gaps in coverage. Countries tend to publish the most information on the award and tender stages, with only two countries also publishing data on contract implementation. A majority of countries do not publish critical information, such as the value of awards, names of companies awarded contracts, or contract start and end dates.

- Data usability is an area for improvement across the region. No country publishes procurement data that meets all five elements of open data (freely accessible, up to date, openly licensed, machine-readable, and bulk downloadable). Few countries publish data that is timely and updated. Three countries have openly licensed procurement data, and four countries publish machine-readable data, both essential elements for public monitoring and oversight.

State of Progress Through OGP

- Many OGP members have committed to public procurement and open contracting reforms. Eight countries and three localities in Africa and the Middle East have made a total of 28 commitments related to public procurement and open contracting. Sector-specific reforms have been common, such as open contracting in the extractives sector.

- However, few commitments have led to strong results. Only 2 of the 17 commitments assessed by the IRM have achieved strong early results in opening government, possibly because most of the commitments have not been fully implemented.

Regional Innovations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Although not published until awards are finalized, Jordan publishes procurement data annually with contract values and supplier names.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>Sierra Leone’s National Public Procurement Authority publishes data on government-awarded contracts that includes the names of suppliers, contract values, and expected contract completion dates.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Political corruption has tremendous consequences worldwide. Transparency in political finance, political influence, and state administration can help reduce corruption and make democratic processes more legitimate, more pluralistic, and more representative. Open data on decision-making and decision makers can be a powerful tool to identify whose interests shape how governance decisions are made and implemented.

New data from 67 OGP countries, including 18 countries from the Americas, shows that there are significant gaps in data frameworks and data availability across a variety of areas related to countering political corruption. This module is part of the Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption report which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer (GDB).4 The goal of the report is to identify areas for improvement and generate recommendations for future OGP commitments.

This module focuses specifically on the state of data frameworks and availability in the 18 OGP countries assessed by the GDB across the Americas (see Countries in this Analysis). This regional analysis includes:

- A summary of GDB’s assessment of the state of anti-corruption data in the region
- An overview of OGP commitments across policy areas assessed
- Highlights in featured policy areas with data from both GDB and OGP
- Examples of regional innovations

4. You can find the report Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption here: [https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links](https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links)
Overall State of Data to Combat Political Corruption

Legal Frameworks

A majority of countries in the Americas have laws requiring the collection of data across these policy areas, except for lobbying (see Figure 1). However, most countries do not legally require that data be made publicly available. For example, while about two-thirds of countries in the Americas have laws or regulations in place requiring the publication of asset disclosure and political finance data, only a handful of countries legally require publication of rulemaking and beneficial ownership data.

The Global Data Barometer assesses whether countries have set requirements to publish data through binding policy, regulations, or law. Legal frameworks governing public procurement and land tenure data have not been assessed by the GDB. However, information on the availability of procurement and land tenure data was collected (see Data Availability and Usability).

Key Takeaways

- Across most policy areas, a majority of countries publish data online in some form. However, like in other regions, few countries in the Americas publish beneficial ownership or lobbying data in any form.
- Data quality remains an area for improvement. Datasets often lack high-value elements, such as common identifiers that enable monitoring and oversight across datasets. Most data is also not published in open data formats, making it hard to use.
- Using data to counter corruption has not been a major focus area of OGP action plans in the Americas. With the exception of public procurement, few countries in the region have made commitments in key areas such as lobbying and asset disclosure.

Jimmy Molina, a Colombian student and citizen auditor, reviewed government-issued data on investment projects and contractor information and found that only half of government resources had been allocated in a timely manner. His request for accountability around these projects resulted in government response and action to resolve the delays.

FIGURE 1: Gaps between required data collection and publication

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries in the Americas with data collection and disclosure requirements across policy areas. The sample includes the 18 OGP countries in the region assessed by the GDB.

Note: This analysis only considers binding laws and policies that exist and are operational.

The Global Data Barometer assesses whether countries have set requirements to publish data through binding policy, regulations, or law. Legal frameworks governing public procurement and land tenure data have not been assessed by the GDB. However, information on the availability of procurement and land tenure data was collected (see Data Availability and Usability).

For more details see the About Broken Links section of the report: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/.
Data Availability and Usability

A majority of countries in the region publish data in each of the policy areas covered in this module, except for beneficial ownership and lobbying data (see Figure 2). Publishing this data in an open format remains an area for growth. In all areas except public procurement, less than half of countries publish data in a machine-readable format, which prevents users from being able to analyze the data for monitoring and accountability purposes.

FIGURE 2: Gaps between data availability and usability

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries in the Americas with available data and the percentage with machine-readable data. The sample includes all 18 OGP countries in the region assessed by the GDB.

State of Progress Through OGP

Aside from many commitments related to public procurement, using data to counter political corruption has not historically been a major focus of OGP action plans in the Americas (see Figure 3). Few countries in the Americas have made commitments related to key areas such as asset disclosure, political finance, or lobbying.

FIGURE 3: Progress made through OGP commitments

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries in the Americas that have made at least one relevant OGP commitment across each policy area assessed. The sample includes all 18 OGP countries in the region.

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure.5

---

5 For more details see the About Broken Links section of the report: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/
Featured Policy Areas

The following policy areas were selected for a more detailed analysis based on a variety of factors, including regional priorities, areas of momentum, and areas for growth.

Asset Disclosure

Asset disclosure requirements are an essential safeguard to prevent and detect cases of favoritism, conflicts of interest, and illicit enrichment of public officials. Opening data on asset disclosure allows the public to work alongside oversight institutions in monitoring those they have entrusted to serve in their interest.

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

- Most, but not all, countries require publication of asset disclosure data. Given that it is part of OGP’s eligibility requirements, all OGP countries in the Americas have an operational law requiring the collection of asset disclosures. However, seven countries do not legally require that asset disclosure information be published.
- Interoperability remains an area of improvement for all countries. Three countries in the Americas publish data that contains unique identifiers for each individual who is required to disclose. However, these identifiers are not used across datasets. For example, no country in the region uses common identifiers across asset disclosure and political finance datasets.
- Asset disclosure data lacks usability across the region. No country in the Americas publishes asset disclosure information that meets all five elements of open data. While most countries have freely available data, few countries have data that is timely and updated, openly licensed, machine-readable, or bulk downloadable.

State of Progress Through OGP

- The Americas has seen few OGP commitments on asset disclosure. Six OGP members in the Americas, including those at both the national and local levels, have made only 11 total commitments related to asset disclosure. No members in the region are currently implementing an asset disclosure commitment.
- Commitments have typically focused on data collection. Two commitments made in the Americas have focused on making asset disclosure data publicly available; the majority have aimed to improve or expand data collection processes.

Regional Innovations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Chile’s asset disclosure portal contains over 90,000 declarations from public officials that can be exported by users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Mexico’s platform features bulk downloadable asset disclosure data from public servants at both the national and local levels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Company Beneficial Ownership

Publishing digital registers with beneficial ownership information helps shine a light on secretive legal structures that can be exploited to launder the proceeds of corruption and other corrupt activities.

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

- Most countries do not publish beneficial ownership data. Two countries (Brazil and Ecuador) have government-published data available online.
- Half of the countries require the collection of beneficial ownership information. Ten countries in the Americas have an operational law requiring data collection. Ecuador is the only country with an operational law that requires beneficial ownership data to be made publicly available.
- Beneficial ownership frameworks have key gaps. In addition to not requiring the publication of beneficial ownership data, most frameworks do not require the collection of data in a central register, which is critical for enabling widespread use.

State of Progress Through OGP

- Countries in the Americas have made relatively few OGP commitments on beneficial ownership transparency. Seven OGP countries in the Americas have made a total of eight beneficial ownership commitments. No country in the region is currently implementing a beneficial ownership commitment in their 2020 or 2021 action plans.
- Commitments focus on data collection but not publication. Most commitments from the Americas have focused on collecting beneficial ownership information, with few commitments to establish public registries. Three commitments have mentioned publishing data according to open data principles.

Regional Innovations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>Ecuador’s portal allows users to search by name to see if a natural or legal person is related to any companies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

6. As of June 2022, 18 national and 20 local OGP members from the Americas had submitted at least one action plan. See an updated list of OGP national and local members here.
Public Procurement

Opaque contracting processes show higher levels of corruption and inefficiency, decreased competition, and reduced opportunities for smaller companies. Alternatively, open procurement processes, otherwise known as open contracting, produce greater competition, improved public service delivery, and significant cost savings for governments.6

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

- All countries in the Americas publish procurement data in some form. All 18 countries in the region publish procurement data online that is free of charge and up to date.
- High-value information and interoperability remain areas for improvement. While most countries publish data on contract tender and award stages, only a small minority of countries in the Americas publish data on the planning and implementation stages of procurement. Only two countries (Chile and Panama) use common identifiers that can link procurement data with other anti-corruption datasets.
- Most countries are publishing procurement data according to open data principles. Procurement data in six countries (Argentina, Canada, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Honduras, and Paraguay) meets all five elements of open data (freely accessible, up to date, openly licensed, machine-readable, and bulk downloadable). Six other countries publish data that meets all but one element.

State of Progress Through OGP

- Public procurement and open contracting have been popular areas of reform among OGP members in the Americas. Twenty-three OGP members in the region, including those at both the national and local levels, have made over 80 commitments related to making procurement processes more open. At least 30 of these commitments have specifically mentioned open contracting principles.
- Procurement reforms have shown strong early results. Over one-third of procurement commitments in the Americas have achieved strong early results in opening governments, according to OGP’s Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM).7

Regional Innovations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Public Services and Procurement Canada has available data8 that dates back to 2009 and adheres to the Open Contracting Data Standard.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Colombia’s SECOP platform10 adheres to the Open Contracting Data Standard and also features an open-friendly dashboard that allows for further data exploration.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Political corruption has tremendous consequences worldwide. Transparency in political finance, political influence, and state administration can help reduce corruption and make democratic processes more legitimate, more pluralistic, and more representative. Open data on decision-making and decision makers can be a powerful tool to identify whose interests shape how governance decisions are made and implemented.

New data from 67 OGP countries, including eight countries from Asia and the Pacific, shows that there are significant gaps in data frameworks and data availability across a variety of areas related to countering political corruption. This module is part of the Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption report12 which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer (GDB).13 The goal of the report is to identify areas for improvement and generate recommendations for future OGP commitments.

This module focuses specifically on the state of data frameworks and availability in the eight OGP countries assessed by the GDB in Asia and the Pacific (see Countries in this Analysis). This regional analysis includes:

- A summary of GDB’s assessment of the state of anti-corruption data in the region
- An overview of OGP commitments across policy areas assessed
- Highlights in featured policy areas with data from both GDB and OGP
- Examples of regional innovations

---


7 Learn more about how the Independent Reporting Mechanism assesses commitments here.


9 https://open.canada.ca/data/on/dataset/5137937b-8528-42d7-8b7f-


13 You can find the report Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption here: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links.

14 View more details about the Global Data Barometer here: https://globaldatabarometer.org/

15 Due to unavailability to find researchers, 10 of the 77 OGP countries were not included in the Global Data Barometer’s assessment.
Overall State of Data to Combat Corruption

Legal Frameworks

Across nearly all policy areas, a gap exists between the number of countries with legal frameworks requiring data collection and the number requiring data publication (see Figure 1). Rulemaking and beneficial ownership data, in particular, show the two largest gaps. Only one country in the region (Australia) has a legal framework governing lobbying data.

**FIGURE 1: Gaps between required data collection and publication**

This figure shows the number of OGP countries in Asia and the Pacific with data collection and disclosure requirements across policy areas. The sample includes the eight OGP countries in the region assessed by the GDB.

Key Takeaways

- Data availability varies by policy area. Most countries in Asia and the Pacific publish public procurement, asset disclosure, land ownership and tenure, and rulemaking data. Few countries in the region publish any data on beneficial ownership or lobbying.

- Published data typically lacks high-value information and usability. Datasets generally do not include important details, such as common identifiers to link multiple datasets. In addition, few countries publish data that is easily used. For example, public procurement is the only area where a majority of countries in the region publish machine-readable data.

- Countries in Asia and the Pacific have advanced reforms through OGP in certain areas of anti-corruption policy. Many countries in the region have made political finance commitments, but far fewer have addressed lobbying in their OGP action plans.

---

Aida Kasymalieva is the first female Deputy Speaker of Parliament at the Jogorku Kenesh (Supreme Council) of the Kyrgyz Republic. The first Kyrgyz national action plan sought to enhance consultation on regulations with a new “single electronic portal” which provides access to the legal drafts with advanced search possibilities. OGP’s Independent Reporting Mechanism assessed the platform as contributing to significantly improved civic participation. Photo by OGP.

---

4 The Global Data Barometer assesses whether countries have set requirements to publish data through binding policy, regulations, or law. Legal frameworks governing public procurement and land tenure data have not been assessed by the GDB. However, information on the availability of procurement and land tenure data was collected (see “Data Availability and Usability”).

5 For more details see the About Broken Links section of the report: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/.
Data Availability and Usability

Many countries in Asia and the Pacific lack publicly available data on key areas to counter political corruption. Where countries do publish data, making this data available to the public in an open format remains a challenge. In most areas, a small minority of countries publish data in a machine-readable format, which prevents users from being able to analyze the data for monitoring and accountability purposes (see Figure 2).

**FIGURE 2: Gaps between data availability and usability**

This figure shows the number of OGP countries in Asia and the Pacific with available data and the number with machine-readable data. The sample includes the eight OGP countries in the region assessed by the GDB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Data Available</th>
<th>Data Available and Machine-readable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Procurement</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset Disclosure</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Ownership and Tenure</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulemaking</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Beneficial Ownership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial disclosure” are considered cases of “no” disclosure.

State of Progress Through OGP

Countries in Asia and the Pacific have addressed certain anti-corruption areas in their OGP action plans, such as public procurement, while lacking commitments in others, like lobbying (see Figure 3). Almost all countries in the region have made a commitment related to public procurement. Nearly half of countries in the region have made commitments that address political finance and company beneficial ownership.

**FIGURE 3: Progress made through OGP commitments**

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries in Asia and the Pacific that have made at least one relevant OGP commitment across each policy area assessed. The sample includes all OGP countries in the region (excluding Afghanistan).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Percentage of Countries with a Relevant Commitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Procurement</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Finance</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Beneficial Ownership</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset Disclosure</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Ownership and Tenure</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulemaking</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to Information</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For more details see the About Broken Links section of the report: [https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/](https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/).
Mongolia’s database allows users to filter and view asset declarations by categories like name, agency, and position. However, the data is not downloadable.10

Land Ownership and Tenure

Knowing who owns land and under what system of land ownership is essential, as land is both a major target of corruption and a commonly used vehicle for money laundering. Politicians may also pass policies that are favorable to particular landholders, such as direct subsidies.

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

- Some countries lack publicly available land ownership and tenure data. Five of the eight evaluated countries in the region have land ownership or tenure data available online. The three countries that do not publish data in this area are the Kyrgyz Republic, the Philippines, and Sri Lanka.
- No countries publish data on natural persons benefiting from land tenure. While two countries (New Zealand and Indonesia) publish information on the legal owners of land, no OGP countries in the region include information on natural persons—individuals who benefit from land ownership or tenure, either directly or through their companies.
- Data usability remains a problem for many countries that publish data. New Zealand is the only country that meets all five criteria for open data (freely accessible, up to date, openly licensed, machine-readable, and bulk downloadable), while the Republic of Korea’s land ownership data meets all criteria except bulk downloadable. The other three countries (Australia, Indonesia, and Mongolia) that publish land ownership or tenure data, however, do not have openly licensed or machine-readable data.

State of Progress Through OGP

- OGP action plans in the region have largely not addressed land ownership or tenure. Four countries have made a total of eight commitments to increase transparency of land ownership and use. Mongolia and Indonesia have each made multiple commitments in this area.
- Commitments do not focus on open data. None of the land ownership or tenure commitments made in the region reference an open data approach. Many commitments aim to publish land tenure information electronically, but not specifically in open, machine-readable format(s).

Regional Innovations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Zealand</th>
<th>Bulk downloadable data on property ownership is published by Land Information New Zealand, a government agency.11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>Land ownership data is available for download through the Korea National Spatial Data Infrastructure Portal and is provided along with correlating spatial information.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 As of June 2022, eight national and eight local OGP members from Asia and the Pacific had submitted at least one action plan. See an updated list of OGP national and local members at https://www.opengovpartnership.org/our-members/.
2 Learn more about how the Independent Reporting Mechanism assesses commitments at https://www.opengovpartnership.org/irm-guidance-overview.
4 Mongolia’s database allows users to filter and view asset declarations by categories like name, agency, and position. However, the data is not downloadable.10
8 As of June 2022, eight national and eight local OGP members from Asia and the Pacific had submitted at least one action plan. See an updated list of OGP national and local members at https://www.opengovpartnership.org/our-members/.
9 Learn more about how the Independent Reporting Mechanism assesses commitments at https://www.opengovpartnership.org/irm-guidance-overview.
Public Procurement

Opaque contracting processes show higher levels of corruption and inefficiency, decreased competition, and reduced opportunities for smaller companies. Alternatively, open procurement processes, otherwise known as open contracting, produce greater competition, improved public service delivery, and significant cost savings for governments.¹

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

• Most countries publish procurement data. Seven of the eight APAC countries evaluated by the GDB have procurement data available online. Sri Lanka is the only country without publicly available data.

• Procurement data is published as open data in most countries. Three countries (Indonesia, New Zealand, and the Republic of Korea) meet all five criteria for open data. Australia, the Philippines, and the Kyrgyz Republic follow closely behind, each meeting four of the five criteria.

• Interoperability is an area for improvement for the region. Australia is the only country working to link procurement data with other key anti-corruption datasets using common identifiers. Countries should focus on making procurement data interoperable with datasets such as beneficial ownership registries and government spending data.

State of Progress Through OGP

• Opening the procurement process has been a common goal among OGP members in the region. Since 2011, ten national and local members in the region have made 28 total commitments related to making public procurement processes more transparent and participatory. Sixteen of these commitments specifically reference open contracting principles. The Republic of Korea is the only country in the region that has not made a commitment related to public procurement.

• However, procurement commitments in the region have lacked effective implementation. While over two-thirds of commitments on procurement have had high potential impact, only two commitments (from Indonesia and Mongolia) have achieved strong results in opening government, according to the IRM.

Regional Innovations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Indonesia’s procurement data⁵ is updated monthly and published according to the Open Contracting Data Standard⁶.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>The Philippine Government Electronic Procurement System (PhilGEPS) contains quarterly procurement data in a machine-readable format going back to 2000.⁷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Political corruption has tremendous consequences worldwide. Transparency in political finance, political influence, and state administration can help reduce corruption and make democratic processes more legitimate, more pluralistic, and more representative. Open data on decision-making and decision makers can be a powerful tool to identify whose interests shape how governance decisions are made and implemented.

New data from 67 OGP countries, including 28 countries from Europe, shows that there are significant gaps in data frameworks and data availability across a variety of areas related to countering political corruption. This module is part of the Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption report which offers an overview of data frameworks and data availability in OGP countries across eight policy topics using data from the Global Data Barometer (GDB).² The goal of the report is to identify areas for improvement and generate recommendations for future OGP commitments.

This module focuses specifically on the state of data frameworks and availability in the 28 OGP countries assessed by the GDB across Europe (see Countries in this Analysis). This regional analysis includes:

- A summary of GDB’s assessment of the state of anti-corruption data in the region
- An overview of OGP commitments across policy areas assessed
- Highlights in featured policy areas with data from both GDB and OGP
- Examples of regional innovations

Notes:

3. You can find the report Broken Links: Open Data to Advance Accountability and Combat Corruption here: [https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/]
4. Due to inability to find researchers, 10 of the 77 OGP countries were not included in the Global Data Barometer’s assessment.

OGP Countries Assessed by GDB and Included in this Analysis

- Albania
- Armenia
- Azerbaijan
- Bulgaria
- Croatia
- Czech Republic
- Denmark
- Estonia
- Finland
- France
- Georgia
- Germany
- Greece
- Hungary
- Israel
- Italy
- Latvia
- Lithuania
- Malta
- Republic of Moldova
- Netherlands
- Portugal
- Romania
- Russian Federation
- Slovak Republic
- Spain
- Sweden
- Taiwan
- Ukraine
- United Kingdom
- United States
- Vietnam
- Yemen

OGP Countries Not Assessed by GDB³

- Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Croatia
- Libya
- Montenegro
- North Macedonia
- Norway
- Serbia
- Tunisia
- Turkey
- Ukraine
- United Kingdom
- United States
- Yemen

³ You can find more details about the Global Data Barometer here: [https://globaldatabarometer.org/]

² Indonesia, “Accelerate Open and Good Governance Practices in Goods and Services Procurement (ID0003),” n.d. [https://www.opengovpartnership.org/commitment/id0003/]
³ Mongolia, “Launch—Transparent Account System  in Order to Enable Consistent, Transparent Reporting to the Public and to Provide Comprehensive Information on Budget Revenue Collection, Income and Expenditure Details, as Well as Public Procurement and Investments (MN0003),” n.d. [https://www.opengovpartnership.org/commitment/mn0003/]
⁴ EBRD (ICB, LPSE), n.d. [https://www.ebrd.com/]
Key Takeaways

- While Europe has generally high rates of data availability, some countries still lack publicly available data on key anti-corruption priorities. For example, many countries do not publish data on right to information (RTI) performance or lobbying.

- Data quality is an area for improvement. Across policy areas, European countries typically do not publish high-value information, such as data on money spent by lobbyists. Most datasets lack usability, such as machine-readability, and are not interoperable with other key anti-corruption data.

- While OGP action plans in Europe have led to several transformative reforms, most countries have yet to make commitments in many key policy areas. For example, just one-fifth of countries in the region have made a commitment on political finance transparency.

Alessandra Costarella, a nineteen-year-old girl from Calabria, Italy, is one of many student volunteers who help track government spending via Italy’s OpenCoesione platform. Corruption is the most serious problem in Calabria and by using this online tool, Alessandra was able to identify missing government expenditures that were supposed to help clean up the environment and fight organized crime. Photo by OGP.

Overall State of Data to Combat Political Corruption

Legal Frameworks

While a majority of countries have laws requiring the collection of data across these policy areas, many countries do not legally require that data be made publicly available (see Figure 1). On one end of the spectrum, about two-thirds of European countries have laws or regulations requiring the publication of asset disclosure and political finance data. At the other end, only four countries legally require collecting and publishing lobbying data.

FIGURE 1: Gaps between required data collection and publication

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries in Europe with data collection and disclosure requirements across policy areas. The sample includes the 28 OGP countries in the region assessed by the Global Data Barometer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Data Collection Required</th>
<th>Data Publication Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset Disclosure</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Finance</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Beneficial Ownership</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rulemaking</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to Information Performance</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This analysis only considers binding laws and policies that exist and are operational.6

6 The Global Data Barometer assesses whether countries have set requirements to publish data through binding policy, regulations, or law. Legal frameworks governing public procurement and land tenure data have not been assessed by the GDB. However, information on the availability of procurement and land tenure data was collected (see Data Availability and Usability).

5 For more details see the About Broken Links section of the report: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/
State of Progress Through OGP

While many OGP countries in Europe have advanced open government reforms to counter corruption, many countries have not used OGP action plans to advance commitments in this area (see Figure 3). For example, most countries in the region have not made at least one commitment related to key areas like lobbying or political finance. And similar to other regions, few countries in Europe have committed to publish better RTI performance or rulemaking data.

FIGURE 3: Progress made through OGP commitments

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries in Europe that have made at least one relevant OGP commitment across each area assessed in this report. The sample includes all 34 OGP countries in the region.

Data Availability and Usability

Many countries in Europe lack publicly available data on key anti-corruption priorities. Where countries do publish data, making this data available to the public in an open format remains a challenge. In most areas, a small minority of countries publish data in a machine-readable format, which makes it difficult for users to analyze the data for monitoring and accountability purposes (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 2: Gaps between data availability and usability

This figure shows the percentage of OGP countries in Europe with available data and the percentage with machine-readable data. The sample includes all 34 OGP countries in the region assessed by the Global Data Barometer.

Note: For this analysis, countries with “partial” disclosure are considered cases of “no” disclosure.6

For more details see the About Broken Links section of the report: https://www.opengovpartnership.org/broken-links/.
**Featured Policy Areas**

The following policy areas were selected for a more detailed analysis based on a variety of factors, including regional priorities, areas of momentum, and areas for growth.

**Company Beneficial Ownership**

Publishing digital registers with beneficial ownership information helps shine a light on secretive legal structures that can be exploited to launder the proceeds of corruption and other corrupt activities.

**Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer**

- Most countries have a law on beneficial ownership transparency. Nearly all countries in the region have rules or guidance requiring beneficial ownership data to be collected in a central register. Fifteen countries legally require the data to be published. Many of these countries’ laws can be attributed to the European Union directive that requires member countries to collect and publish beneficial ownership data.\(^7\)

- In most countries, data is either not available or not usable. Two-thirds of the countries in the region have publicly available beneficial ownership data, but most do not publish according to open data principles. Only four countries publish data that is openly licensed, machine-readable, and bulk downloadable (Denmark, Latvia, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom).

- Interoperability is an area for improvement in the region. Currently, two European countries (Estonia and Latvia) include unique identifiers in beneficial ownership datasets that are common to other anti-corruption datasets, strengthening opportunities to monitor public officials’ interests and activity.

**State of Progress Through OGP**

- Beneficial ownership transparency is a growing area of reform in Europe. Fifteen countries in the region have made 22 total commitments on beneficial ownership transparency.\(^8\) Six countries are currently implementing a commitment through their 2020 or 2021 action plans.

- Commitments generally do not focus on open data. Most commitments focus on establishing public beneficial ownership registers but do not specify doing so in open data format. Three countries (Armenia, North Macedonia, and Lithuania) have committed to publishing beneficial ownership information as open data through their OGP action plans.

**Regional Innovations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>Beneficial ownership information is published on Latvia’s Open Data Portal according to the Beneficial Ownership Data Standard.(^6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>The United Kingdom was one of the first OGP countries to publish a national beneficial ownership database, leading the way for other members.(^5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lobbying**

Lobbying is an essential part of a democracy. But, often, interest groups with more resources get to influence policy-making more effectively. Knowing who influences the law, who they represent, and how much they spend becomes fundamental to shaping their advocacy strategy and determining how they should engage leaders.

**Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer**

- Most countries do not have a lobbying law. Seven countries in the region have an operational law requiring the collection of lobbying data (Estonia, France, Georgia, Ireland, Israel, Lithuania, and the United Kingdom). Four of these countries (Estonia, France, Ireland, and Israel) require the publication of lobbying data.

- Existing lobbying data lacks high-value information. Few countries publish data on lobbyists’ goals and the topics of their interactions with public officials, and no countries have available information on money spent by lobbyists. Two countries (Lithuania and Spain) use unique identifiers for lobbyists, which is critical for linking lobbying data to other datasets.

- Existing lobbying data is often hard to use. Eleven countries in the region have lobbying data freely available online. However, data is timely and updated in only five countries (Estonia, France, Germany, Ireland, and the United Kingdom). France is the only country in the region with lobbying data that is openly licensed, machine-readable, and bulk downloadable.

**State of Progress Through OGP**

- Many OGP members in Europe have made commitments to improve lobbying transparency. Eleven members in the region, including those at both the national and local levels, have made 18 lobbying commitments. Four members (Estonia, France, Ireland, and Spain) are currently implementing a commitment through their 2020 or 2021 action plans.

- Lobbying commitments generally do not focus on open data. Only two lobbying commitments made by European members (Finland\(^5\) and Madrid\(^6\)) reference open data principles. Other commitments focus on transparency in lobbying more generally and passing legislation to regulate lobbying.

- Most commitments are fully implemented. Eleven of the fourteen commitments assessed by OGP’s Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM) for completion have been substantially or fully implemented. Three commitments have achieved strong early results in opening government.\(^10\)

**Regional Innovations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>France’s user-friendly directory displays information on over 2,000 lobbyists that can be downloaded in open data format.(^5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>Lithuania’s lobbying register contains unique identifiers for each lobbyist and information on lobbyists’ goals.(^5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


\(^{12}\) As of June 2023, 34 national and 29 local OGP members from Europe had submitted at least one action plan. See an updated list of OGP national and local members [here](https://opengovpartnership.org/members/).


\(^{16}\) Madrid, Spain, “Creation of a Mandatory Lobby Registry (MAD0001),” n.d., [https://www.opengovpartnership.org/members/madrid-spain/commitments/MAD0001].

\(^{17}\) Learn more about how the Independent Reporting Mechanism assesses commitments [here](https://www.opengovpartnership.org/members/).

\(^{18}\) Haute Autorité Pour La Transparence De La Vie Publique, n.d., [https://www.hatvp.fr/#reertoire].

\(^{19}\) Skaidris, n.d., [https://skaidris.vik.pt/public/home/main].
Public Procurement
Opaque contracting processes show higher levels of corruption and inefficiency, decreased competition, and reduced opportunities for smaller companies. Alternatively, open procurement processes, otherwise known as open contracting, produce greater competition, improved public service delivery, and significant cost savings for governments.9

Key Findings from the Global Data Barometer

• Nearly all European countries publish procurement data online. Twenty-seven of the twenty-eight European countries evaluated by the GDB publish procurement data online in some form. Sweden is the only country without publicly available data. Except for Romania, all of these countries publish their data free of charge.

• Procurement data currently lacks essential details. While most countries publish data on contract tender and award stages, data on contract implementation is only available in six countries (Armenia, Estonia, Georgia, Greece, Israel, and Ukraine). Eleven countries do not use unique identifiers to connect across the stages of a single contract.

• Data usability remains an area for improvement in many countries. Only four countries (Estonia, Lithuania, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom) meet all five criteria for open data (freely accessible, up to date, openly licensed, machine-readable, and bulk downloadable). Half of European countries are missing two or more elements of open data. And only three countries link procurement data to other key datasets using common identifiers (Czech Republic, Estonia, and the Republic of Moldova).

State of Progress Through OGP

• Public procurement and open contracting have been popular areas for reform among OGP members in Europe. Thirty-two countries have made over 100 commitments related to public procurement. Half of these commitments specifically reference open contracting principles. Denmark and Estonia are the only two countries in the region that have not made a commitment related to public procurement.

• According to the IRM, many commitments have achieved strong early results in opening government. One-third of commitments involving open contracting reforms have achieved strong early results. This is higher than commitments in other areas, which points to the effectiveness of these reforms.

Regional Innovations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>Estonia’s procurement data is published according to open data standards, includes data on all contracts since 2017, and contains unique identifiers for every procurement.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>Ukraine’s innovative procurement platform, ProZorro9, has won multiple awards and features data published according to the Open Contracting Data Standard.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Asset Disclosure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Data Barometer Question</th>
<th>Percentage of OGP Countries Assessed by GDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Law and Policy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there laws, policies, or regulations requiring collection or publication of this information in any form? (They exist and are operational.)</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do relevant laws, policies, regulations, or guidance discuss the publication of open data? (Requirements to publish data are set out in binding policy, regulations, or law.)</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires collecting specific information on assets and liabilities.</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires collecting specific information on in-kind and nonfinancial support.</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires collecting information on significant changes in assets and liabilities.</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires disclosure of income and assets held by a public official’s spouse, family members, or other intimates.</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance empower an agency or official to ensure the accurate and timely collection and publication of required data.</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires a verification process.</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance require that data is regularly updated.</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the publication of income and asset declarations.</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance support the collection of structured data.</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How comprehensive, in terms of jurisdiction, is the coverage of the laws, regulations, policies, or guidance assessed for this question? (They provide national coverage.)</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-Value Elements</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains unique identifiers for each public official and any family members or intimates for whom disclosure is required.</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains information on income, assets, and liabilities.</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains information on in-kind and nonfinancial interests.</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains information on significant changes in assets and liabilities.</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains details of the assets and liabilities held by each family member for whom disclosure is required.</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usability</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset is available free of charge.</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is openly licensed.</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is timely and updated.</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is provided in machine-readable format(s).</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole.</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is available in all the country’s official or national languages. If the country has no official or national languages, data is available in the major languages of the country.</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are accessible and open official tools available to help users explore data.</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical data is available that allows users to track change over time.</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Political Finance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Data Barometer Question</th>
<th>Percentage of OGP Countries Assessed by GDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Law and Policy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there laws, policies, or regulations requiring collection or publication of this information in any form? (They exist and are operational.)</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do relevant laws, policies, regulations, or guidance discuss the publication of open data? (Requirements to publish data are set out in binding policy, regulations, or law.)</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework contains clear and unambiguous definitions of campaigning activities of parties, candidates, and third parties.</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires donors’ identities be made public.</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires collecting specific information on financial contributions.</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires collecting specific information on assets and liabilities.</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires collecting specific information on income and spending.</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires collecting specific information on in-kind and nonfinancial support.</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance empower an agency or official to ensure the accurate and timely collection and publication of required data.</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires a verification process.</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires regular updates, including updates in conjunction with campaigns and defined campaign schedules.</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance support the collection of structured data.</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How comprehensive, in terms of jurisdiction, is the coverage of the laws, regulations, policies, or guidance assessed for this question? (They provide national coverage.)</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Availability

- **Is this data available online in any form?** (Data is available from the government, or because of government actions.) | 70%
- **How comprehensive is the data assessed for this question?** (The data assessed provides national coverage.) | 66%

### High-Value Elements

- Data contains details of donations, public funding, and membership dues for each party or candidate. | 39%
- Data contains details of income for each party or candidate. | 46%
- Data contains details of assets and liabilities of each party or candidate. | 25%
- The data contains details of the spending of each party or candidate. | 48%
- Data contains details of in kind and nonfinancial support donated to each party or candidate. | 30%
- Data contains details of the timing and amounts of donations linked to donors. | 42%
- Data contains first and last name for each donor. | 37%
- Data contains detailed information about each donor, including place of residence, occupation, and employer. | 4%
- Data includes unique identifiers for each donor. | 18%

### Usability

- Dataset is available free of charge. | 63%
- Data is openly licensed. | 19%
- Data is timely and updated. | 46%
- Data is provided in machine-readable format(s). | 25%
- The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole. | 15%
- Data is available in all the country’s official or national languages. If the country has no official or national languages, data is available in the major languages of the country. | 54%
- There are accessible and open official tools available to help users explore data. | 18%
- Historical data is available that allows users to track change over time. | 45%
## Company Beneficial Ownership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Data Barometer Question</th>
<th>Percentage of OGP Countries Assessed by GDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Law and Policy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there laws, policies, or regulations requiring collection or publication of this information in any form? (They exist and are operational.)</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do relevant laws, policies, regulations, or guidance discuss the publication of open data? (Requirements to publish data are set out in binding policy, regulations, or law.)</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definitions comprehensively cover ownership.</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definitions cover control.</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules or processes exist to protect certain natural persons who are beneficial owners from having their data published.</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires a verification process.</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance empower an agency or official to ensure the accurate and timely collection and publication of required data.</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance require beneficial ownership data to be collected in a central register or database.</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance require that data is regularly updated.</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance support the collection of structured data.</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How widely do these laws, regulations, policies, or guidance apply? (They cover the majority of limited companies in the country)</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-Value Elements</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The dataset contains unique identifiers for each company.</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The dataset contains identifying information for each beneficial owner.</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The dataset contains details of the interests held by each beneficial owner.</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data includes information about individuals’ sex and/or gender.</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data is published according to one or more relevant data standards.</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usability</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset is available free of charge.</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is openly licensed.</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is timely and updated.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is provided in machine-readable format(s).</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole.</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is available in all the country’s official or national languages. If the country has no official or national languages, data is available in the major languages of the country.</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are accessible and open official tools available to help users explore data.</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical data is available that allows users to track change over time.</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Availability

- Is this data available online in any form? (Data is available from the government, or because of government actions.) 36%
- How comprehensive is the data assessed for this question? (The data assessed provides national coverage.) 33%
- Is the data restricted to a particular sector? Or does it have broad coverage of companies in the country? (The data covers the majority of registered companies in the country) 21%

### Law and Policy

- Are there laws, policies, or regulations requiring collection or publication of this information in any form? (They exist and are operational.) 73%
- Do relevant laws, policies, regulations, or guidance discuss the publication of open data? (Requirements to publish data are set out in binding policy, regulations, or law.) 33%
- Definitions comprehensively cover ownership. 64%
- Definitions cover control. 48%
- Rules or processes exist to protect certain natural persons who are beneficial owners from having their data published. 31%
- The framework requires a verification process. 37%
- The rules/guidance empower an agency or official to ensure the accurate and timely collection and publication of required data. 46%
- The rules/guidance require beneficial ownership data to be collected in a central register or database. 57%
- The rules/guidance require that data is regularly updated. 55%
- The rules/guidance support the collection of structured data. 24%
- How widely do these laws, regulations, policies, or guidance apply? (They cover the majority of limited companies in the country) 60%

### High-Value Elements

- The dataset contains unique identifiers for each company. 30%
- The dataset contains identifying information for each beneficial owner. 22%
- The dataset contains details of the interests held by each beneficial owner. 16%
- Data includes information about individuals’ sex and/or gender. 4%
- The data is published according to one or more relevant data standards. 6%
## Land Ownership and Tenure

### Global Data Barometer Question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Percentage of OGP Countries Assessed by GDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is this data available online in any form? (Data is available from the government, or because of government actions.)</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do the datasets available cover the tenure data of the majority of land? (The datasets available cover all forms of land tenure in the country.)</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### High-Value Elements

| Datasets have information regarding indigenous people or marginalized populations. | 7%                                          |
| The data covers land tenure involving natural persons.                              | 21%                                         |
| The data covers land tenure involving legal persons.                                | 27%                                         |
| The data covers land tenure involving state land.                                  | 33%                                         |
| The data covers land tenure involving communal lands.                               | 27%                                         |
| The data covers land tenure involving open access lands.                            | 18%                                         |
| The data covers urban and rural tenure, and other relevant forms of tenure.         | 27%                                         |
| The data covers and has information on land concessions and/or leases.             | 18%                                         |
| Each record has a geospatial reference that allows to assign features to a spatial extent. | 28%                                         |
| The data contains information on land transactions and sale-values.                | 21%                                         |
| Each tenure record contains information about the rights held over the land (freehold, lease, etc.). | 22%                                         |
| Data includes information about individuals’ sex and/or gender.                    | 4%                                          |

### Usability

| Dataset is available free of charge.                                               | 25%                                         |
| Data is openly licensed.                                                            | 12%                                         |
| Data is timely and updated.                                                         | 28%                                         |
| Data is provided in machine-readable format(s).                                    | 16%                                         |
| The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole.                              | 15%                                         |
| Data is available in all the country’s official or national languages. If the country has no official or national languages, data is available in the major languages of the country. | 45%                                         |
| There are accessible and open official tools available to help users explore data.  | 19%                                         |
| Historical data is available that allows users to track change over time.           | 13%                                         |
## Public Procurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Data Barometer Question</th>
<th>Percentage of OGP Countries Assessed by GDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is this data available online in any form? (Data is available from the government, or because of government actions.)</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How comprehensive is the data assessed for this question? (The data assessed covers, or is representative of the data available for, almost all public procurement.)</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-Value Elements</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement related to goods and services is included.</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement related to public works is included.</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The planning phase is covered.</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tender stage is covered.</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The award stage is covered.</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The contract implementation stage is covered.</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains identifiers or other features that connect together data on each stage of a single procurement process.</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains names and unique identifiers for companies awarded contracts.</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains start and end dates for tender processes and/or contracts.</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains the value (cost) of each tender, award, or contract.</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains, or can be linked to, information on spending against the contract.</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains a description of the goods, services or works being procured.</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data is published according to one or more relevant data standards.</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data contains links to accessible tender, award, or contract documentation.</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Usability

- Dataset is available free of charge: 91%
- Data is openly licensed: 49%
- Data is timely and updated: 81%
- Data is provided in machine-readable format(s): 61%
- The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole: 33%
- Data is available in all the country's official or national languages. If the country has no official or national languages, data is available in the major languages of the country: 73%
- There are accessible and open official tools available to help users explore data: 40%
- Historical data is available that allows users to track change over time: 73%
### Law and Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Data Barometer Question</th>
<th>Percentage of OGP Countries Assessed by GDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are there laws, policies, or regulations requiring collection or publication of this information in any form? (They exist and are operational.)</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do relevant laws, policies, regulations, or guidance discuss the publication of open data? (Requirements to publish data are set out in binding policy, regulations, or law.)</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework contains clear and unambiguous definitions of lobbyists, lobbying clients, lobbying activities, and public officials.</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the collection and publication of the identities of lobbyists, lobbyist clients, and public officials who engage with lobbyists.</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the collection and publication of information on lobbyists’ goals for lobbying activities.</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the collection and publication of information on timing of lobbying activities.</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the collection and publication of information on topics of lobbying activities.</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the collection and publication of information on how much money is spent on lobbying activities.</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance empower an agency or official to ensure the accurate and timely collection and publication of required data.</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires a verification process.</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance require that data is regularly updated.</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance support the collection of structured data.</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How comprehensive, in terms of jurisdiction, is the lobbying framework assessed for this question? (The framework covers the entire public sector)</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Availability

- Is this data available online in any form? (Data is available from the government, or because of government actions.) 27%
- How comprehensive is the data assessed for this question? (The data assessed provides national coverage.) 21%

### High-Value Elements

- The data contains unique identifiers for each lobbyist and public official. 7%
- The data contains clear identifying information for each lobbying client. 13%
- The data contains participant details for each interaction between a lobbyist and a public official. 6%
- The data contains information about lobbyists’ goals for lobbying activities. 10%
- The data contains dates and time details for each interaction between a lobbyist and a public official. 3%
- The data contains information about the topic of each interaction between a lobbyist and a public official. 10%
- The data contains information about the money spent on each interaction between a lobbyist and a public official. 1%

### Usability

- Dataset is available free of charge. 25%
- Data is openly licensed. 10%
- Data is timely and updated. 13%
- Data is provided in machine-readable format(s). 12%
- The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole. 6%
- Data is available in all the country’s official or national languages. If the country has no official or national languages, data is available in the major languages of the country. 21%
- There are accessible and open official tools available to help users explore data. 3%
- Historical data is available that allows users to track change over time. 10%
### Right to Information Performance

#### Law and Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Data Barometer Question</th>
<th>Percentage of OGP Countries Assessed by GDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are there laws, policies, or regulations requiring collection or publication of this information in any form? (They exist and are operational.)</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do relevant laws, policies, regulations, or guidance discuss the publication of open data? (Requirements to publish data are set out in binding policy, regulations, or law.)</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the collection and publication of data regarding the number of requests submitted and processed.</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the collection and publication of data regarding how long it took the relevant government agency or agencies to fill requests.</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the collection and publication of data regarding material withheld and the reasons for withholding it.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the collection and publication of data regarding appeals to RTI determinations and their results.</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires that information is linked to the relevant agency, department, or other governmental entity.</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance empower an agency or official to ensure the accurate and timely collection and publication of required data.</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires a verification process.</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance require that data is regularly updated.</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance support the collection of structured data.</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How comprehensive, in terms of jurisdiction, is the framework assessed for this question? (The framework covers the entire public sector)</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Availability

Is this data available online in any form? (Data is available from the government, or because of government actions.) 46%

### High-Value Elements

The dataset includes details on the number of requests submitted and processed. 40%

The dataset includes details on how long it took the relevant government agency or agencies to fill requests. 21%

The dataset includes details about material withheld and the reasons for withholding it. 18%

The dataset includes details about appeals to RTI determinations and their results. 16%

Data is linked to the relevant agency, department, or other governmental entity. 31%

### Usability

Dataset is available free of charge. 45%

Data is openly licensed. 18%

Data is timely and updated. 31%

Data is provided in machine-readable format(s). 21%

The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole. 15%

Data is available in all the country’s official or national languages. If the country has no official or national languages, data is available in the major languages of the country. 37%

There are accessible and open official tools available to help users explore data. 9%

Historical data is available that allows users to track change over time. 28%
### Rulemaking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Data Barometer Question</th>
<th>Percentage of OGP Countries Assessed by GDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Law and Policy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there laws, policies, or regulations requiring collection or publication of this information in any form? (They exist and are operational.)</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do relevant laws, policies, regulations, or guidance discuss the publication of open data? (Requirements to publish data are set out in binding policy, regulations, or law.)</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the publication of notice of intent in advance of public consultation processes.</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the publication of proposed regulations.</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the timely publication of a full set of public comments generated through public consultation processes.</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires reasoned responses to be published alongside comments.</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the publication of final regulations and justification.</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires the publication of challenges to laws and regulations that have undergone public consultation processes, as well as their results.</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance empower an agency or official to ensure the accurate and timely collection and publication of required data.</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The framework requires a verification process.</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance require that data is regularly updated.</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The rules/guidance support the collection of structured data.</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How comprehensive, in terms of jurisdiction, is the coverage of the laws, regulations, policies, or guidance assessed for this question? (They provide national coverage.)</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>High-Value Elements</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The data includes proposed regulations.</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data includes a full set of public comments generated through public consultation processes.</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data includes supporting information, such as notices of intent and reasoned responses.</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data includes final regulations and justifications.</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The data includes details of challenges to regulations that have passed through public consultation processes, as well as the results of these challenges.</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Usability</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is openly licensed.</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is timely and updated.</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is provided in machine-readable format(s).</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The machine-readable dataset is available as a whole.</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data is available in all the country’s official or national languages, if the country has no official or national languages, data is available in the major languages of the country.</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are accessible and open official tools available to help users explore data.</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical data is available that allows users to track change over time.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Interoperability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Data Barometer Question</th>
<th>Percentage of OGP Countries Assessed by GDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is evidence that datasets share common identifiers. (The datasets of this theme consistently use common identifiers.)</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The key datasets for this theme share common identifiers that facilitate mapping flows across the data ecosystem.</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The different political integrity datasets use common identifiers for public officials.</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying data and political finance data share common identifiers for lobbyist clients and party and campaign donors.</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying registers and public consultation data use common identifiers for regulations.</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset declarations and political finance disclosures share common identifiers for interests, assets, and liabilities.</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The various datasets share common identifiers for legal persons associated with donations, interests, assets, liabilities, and lobbying activities.</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The key datasets for the political integrity and company information modules share common identifiers that facilitate mapping flows across the data ecosystem.</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The key datasets for the political integrity and land modules share common identifiers that facilitate mapping flows across the data ecosystem.</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The key datasets for the political integrity and public finance modules share common identifiers that facilitate mapping flows across the data ecosystem.</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The key datasets for the political integrity and public procurement modules share common identifiers that facilitate mapping flows across the data ecosystem.</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To what degree do the datasets associated with this theme use consistent identifiers and identification systems for elements that appear in more than one dataset? (There is strong consistency; all of almost all of the element categories that appear in more than one dataset use consistent identifiers and identification systems.)</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
About OGP

In 2011, government leaders and civil society advocates came together to create a unique partnership — one that combines these powerful forces to promote transparent, participatory, inclusive, and accountable governance.

The Open Government Partnership (OGP) includes 77 countries and 106 local governments — representing more than two billion people — and thousands of civil society organizations.

OGP is based on the idea that an open government is more accessible, more responsive, and more accountable to citizens, and that improving the relationship between people and their government has long-term, exponential benefits for everyone.

Through the Partnership, governments and civil society work together to co-create action plans with concrete steps — commitments — across a broad range of issues. All OGP governments sign on to the Open Government Declaration and are required to work with civil society organizations to co-create reforms as part of an action plan that can deliver real benefits to citizens.